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The dynamics and morphological transitions of elastic filaments and semiflexible

polymers in viscous fluids underlie the complex non-Newtonian behavior of their suspen-

sions and also play a role in many small-scale biophysical processes from ciliary and flagellar

propulsion to intracellular streaming. Elucidating the physics behind the dynamic micro-

structural instabilities and transitions of such elastic filaments is key to unraveling the

mechanisms underlying their complex rheological behaviors, from shear thinning and nor-

mal stress differences to viscoelastic instabilities. In this work, we use slender-body-theory

from low Reynolds number hydrodynamics along with tools from nonlinear stability theory

and scaling analyses to understand various problems relevant to suspension dynamics and

biophysics. After discussing numerical experiments that probe fluctuations in semiflexible
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polymers we proceed to explain morphological instabilities of passive actin filaments in

simple shear flow and their role in the rheology of dilute suspensions. We then analyze a

spontaneous symmetry-breaking instability of lone actin filaments in compressional flow

that gives rise to chiral structures and draw similarities with classical helical buckling of

elastic rods. Both of these studies are complemented by microfluidic experiments per-

formed by collaborators as well as analytical solutions to simplified dynamical systems.

We then turn to the dynamics of active filaments that are driven by molecular motors.

Far from equilibrium, these filaments undergo a Hopf bifurcation leading to spontaneous

oscillations that mimic the beating patterns of eukaryotic cilia and flagella. We elucidate

the crucial roles of hydrodynamics and biochemical noise in their collective behavior and

highlight the relevance of our model in the context of biological experiments. Finally, we

study the asymptotic transport properties of Brownian filaments in 2D porous media and

of passive tracers in 1D lattices. Our computations identify various modes of filament

transport that involve trapping, gliding and vaulting past obstacles, and suggest a design

for a chromatographic device. Studies with passive Brownian tracers in peristaltic pump-

ing explain how dispersion is altered due to shear and the presence of entropic traps and

barriers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is a collection of problems that can be considered as an excursion to

the interface of soft-matter, biological physics and fluid-structure interaction with one

dimensional elastic continua in highly viscous flows. Soft matter or soft condensed matter

is an outgrowth of condensed matter physics that comprises a variety of physical systems

that can be structurally manipulated by thermal or mechanical stress of the magnitude of

thermal fluctuations. Pierre-Gilles de Gennes, often called as the ‘founding father of soft

matter’ physics, provided a number of illustrative examples and utilities of soft materials

in his 1991 Nobel prize lecture, when the field was emerging [11]. He pointed out that in

the spirit of Americans calling soft-matter as ‘complex-fluids’, two major characteristics

of the subject are its apparent complexity and flexibility that are evident in numerous

examples of dynamics of polymers, surfactants, colloids, foams, gels and liquid crystals. It

is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss all such examples, and the interested reader

is pointed to available standard texts [12–14]. Here we discuss one fascinating example

concerning polymer dynamics that is borrowed straight from de Gennes’ lecture [11] and

serves as a good motivation for the central theme of the present work.

Andrew Keller and his co-workers presented a beautiful experiment where a dilute
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solution of flexible polymers (or coils) was subjected to a purely longitudinal shear achieved

by a four-roller setup [15]. It was found that beyond a critical shear rate γ̇c the medium

became birefringent and this was termed the ‘coil-stretch transition’ by de Gennes [16].

This phase-transition can be attributed entirely to hydrodynamics, and has to do with the

flexible chain offering more ‘grip’ to the flow as it opens up due to shear. The example

emphasizes a key aspect of soft-matter physics and also highlights the backbone of this

thesis: the coupling between mechanics and conformations. This central idea is explored

in all the problems presented here in the spirit of fluid-structure interaction problems in

viscous flow. We will focus on how competition between hydrodynamic and elastic forces

of polymers shape the emerging conformations that in turn dictate macroscopic properties.

Typical examples where polymer conformations and their dynamical behaviors in

viscous flow result in emergent behavior arise in the field of biophysics and rheology. Inside

all cells including bacteria and archea is a complex dynamic network of interlinked protein

filaments known as the cytoskeleton that forms the backbone of the cytoplasm [17]. The

cytoskeleton involves stiff biological polymers like actin, microtubules and certain inter-

mediate filaments [17]. Actin filaments have the ability to resist tension and compression,

allowing them to provide structural integrity to the cell membrane. They also participate

in important sub-cellular processes involving cell-signaling, muscle contraction and cyto-

plasmic streaming [18,19]. Microtubules are another biopolymer made of tubulin that are

typically stiffer compared to actin and participate in intra-cellular transport, cell-division

and gene regulations. Microtubules are also central to the internal structure of thin hair-

like cellular appendages called ‘cilia’ and ‘flagella’ that help eucaryotic cells like sperm,

Chlamydomonas and Paramecium to swim in viscous environment. Collective beating of

cilia results in metachronal waves that are responsible for large-scale fluid flows which help

in mucus transport and play a crucial role in developmental biology [20,21]. Finally one of
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the most important and well-studied biological macromolecules is Deoxyribonucleic acid

(DNA). This molecule is composed of two chains that coil around each other to form a

double helix carrying genetic instructions for the development, functioning, growth and

reproduction of all known organisms and many viruses.

DNA has been pretty much the model polymer used to study and understand

dynamics of flexible chains in flows. Indeed, almost 30 years after de Gennes’s theoreti-

cal prediction of a hysteresis loop in polymer solutions in extensional flow, Schroeder et

al. [22] were the first to observe this experimentally with λ-DNA. The case of such long-

chain polymers [23], for which the persistence length `p is much smaller than the contour

length L, has been characterized extensively in experiments [22,24] as well as in numerical

simulations [25] and mean-field models [26]. The dynamics in this case is governed by

the competition between thermal entropic forces favoring coiled configurations and vis-

cous stresses that tend to stretch the polymer in strain-dominated flows. The interplay

between these two effects is responsible for the coil-stretch transition in elongational flows

and tumbling and stretching motions in shear flows, both of which are well captured by

classic entropic models [27–29] that approximate the flexible polymer chain as monomers

(beads) connected to each other by springs. On the contrary, the dynamics of shorter

polymers such as actin filaments [30], for which L ∼ `p, has been much less investigated

and is still not fully understood. Here, it is the subtle interplay of bending forces, thermal

fluctuations and internal tension under viscous loading that instead dictates the dynam-

ics. This distinguishes these filaments from long entropy-dominated polymers such as

DNA in which chain bending plays little role. The dynamics and conformational transi-

tions of these polymers and elastic filaments in viscous fluids also underlie the complex

non-Newtonian behavior of their suspensions [31]. The striking rheological properties of

polymer solutions hinge on the microscopic dynamics of individual polymers, and partic-
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ularly on their rotation, stretching and deformation under flow in the presence of thermal

fluctuations. Elucidating the physics behind these microstructural instabilities and tran-

sitions is key to unraveling the mechanisms for their complex rheological behaviors [32],

from shear thinning and normal stress differences [33] to viscoelastic instabilities [34] and

turbulence [35].

As highlighted throughout the above discussion, the dynamics of elastic filaments

and polymers requires modeling of their deformation, hydrodynamics in the low Reynolds

number regime and the thermal fluctuations. In the next chapter we delve into the de-

tailed hydrodynamic framework known as the ‘slender body theory’ particularly suitable

for modeling slender filaments and discuss associated geometrically nonlinear elasticity

theories. The rest of this chapter is devoted to outline the foundational principles that

come up in the following chapters. After discussing general properties of Stokes flow in

the next section we will briefly review Brownian motion and basic models for semiflexible

polymers.

1.1 Life at low Reynolds number

As discussed previously we are interested in studying dynamics of solid or de-

formable particles in viscous flow. The governing equations of motion are the classical

Newton’s laws for the particles and the Navier-Stokes equation for the suspending fluid

which is the continuum version of Newton’s second law applied to material points in the

fluid. We are interested in the limit of creeping flows where both the fluid and particle

inertia are negligible compared to the viscous forces. This can be translated in terms of

the Reynolds and Stokes number as:

Re =
ρUL

µ
→ 0, St =

mU

6πµL2
→ 0, (1.1)
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where ρ and µ are the density and viscosity of the suspending fluid, L and m are the

particle size and mass respectively, and U is a characteristic velocity scale of the particle

with respect to the fluid. It is instructive to note that for biopolymers the typical length

and velocity scales are L ∼ O(µm) and U ∼ O(µm/s). If we take water as the suspending

medium then the Reynolds number turns out to be O(10−5− 10−4). Similar scaling argu-

ments are true for swimming microorganisms [36] and various microfluidic applications [37]

where both the length and velocity scales involved are small. But this need not be the case

for the low Reynolds number approximation to hold true. For example, flows in glaciers

involve large length scales, but their velocity scales are extremely small, ∼ O(m/years) and

the flows typically have much higher viscosity, rendering the approximation of creeping

flow valid.

1.1.1 Stokes equation

In the limit of Re → 0 the Navier-Stokes equation simplify considerably and the

fluid motion is described by the following linear Stokes equation:

− µ∇2u+ ∇p = 0, ∇ · u = 0, (1.2)

where u(x) is the velocity field and p(x) is the pressure field that acts as a Lagrange multi-

plier in enforcing incompressibility. We notice that the governing equations do not involve

time. This suggests that unsteadiness in flow can only be a result of time-dependent forcing

or boundary conditions. Since the governing equations are linear the velocity field is always

proportional to the driving force, which makes the steady Stokes equation time reversible.

In other words a reversal in the direction of forcing reverses velocity field at all the points

instantaneously. This is wonderfully demonstrated in a classic experiment designed by

G.I. Taylor [38] and has profound consequences for the swimming of micro-organisms [36].

A number of physical problems can be understood based on these principles, and for an
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extensive discussion the interested reader is pointed to [39].

1.1.2 Resistance and mobility

A fundamental problem of interest in Stokes flow is obtaining the dynamics of a

single or collection of particles in a flow-field. This requires solving the Stokes equation

(1.2) subjected to the no-slip boundary condition:

u(x) = Uα + Ωα × x, for x ∈ Sα, (1.3)

where Uα and Ωα is the rigid-body translational and rotational velocity and Sα is the

surface of a given solid particle α. For the moment we restrict ourselves to dynamics

of rigid particles and avoid discussions of complex boundary conditions on deformable

surfaces like drops or bubbles [40]. Far away from the particles or walls the fluid velocity

must decay to the external flow field that is assumed to be known:

u(x)→ u∞(x) as |x| → ∞. (1.4)

If the particle motion is known, then we can solve (1.2) subject to the appropriate boundary

conditions. However in most cases the particle motions are unknown and it need to be

determined as part of the problem. For this we use Newton’s laws of motion for the

particles in the limit of zero Stokes number, which yields:

FH
α + F E

α = 0, TH
α + T E

α = 0, (1.5)

where FH,E
α and TH,E

α denote the hydrodynamic and externally imposed forces and torques

on the particles. The hydrodynamic forces and torques can be computed from the traction

as follows:

FH
α =

∫

Sα

σ(xα) · nαdSα, TH
α =

∫

Sα

xα × [σ(xα) · nα] dSα, (1.6)
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where σ = −pI + µ
[
∇u+ ∇uT

]
is the Newtonian stress tensor in the fluid. We now

notice that since the Stokes equations are linear, the velocity field u will be linear in the

forcing Uα. Sine the stress-tensor is linear in the velocity field the hydrodynamic force

FH
α will also be linear in the forcing Uα. One can argue along similar lines to establish

a linear relationship between the hydrodynamic torque TH
α and the angular velocity Ωα.

We exploit this to write the most-general relationship between the forces (or torques) and

velocity (or angular velocity) as:

FHα = −R · Vα, (1.7)

where FH = [FH ;TH ] and V = [U ; Ω] are six-dimensional vectors containing forces and

velocities. R is a 6× 6 matrix termed the resistance tensor. For an isolated axisymmetric

and isotropic particle the resistance matrix is diagonal which suggests that there is no

coupling between rotation and translation [39]. However for chiral objects this is often not

the case and the matrix is typically dense with off-diagonal terms that couple rotational

and translational motion. This coupling allows micro-organisms like E. Coli to translate

by rotating a helical flagella [36]. One can re-arrange Equation (1.7) to obtain:

Vα =M · FEα , (1.8)

where M = R−1 is the mobility matrix. As an illustrative example we note that a

spherical particle of radius a translating with a velocity U experiences Stokes drag given

by: FH = −6πµaU . The resistance matrix in this example is simply given by R = 6πµaI.

In many problems related to flows of particulate matter in Stokes flow it becomes pivotal

to compute the resistance or mobility tensors. In Chapter 2 we will compute the mobility

matrix for a deforming elastic filament and see how knowing these tensors allows one to

understand Brownian fluctuations.
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1.1.3 The representation theorem

We now focus on an integral representation of the solutions to the Stokes equations.

This is obtained from the representation theorem that states: the velocity field at any point

inside a fluid domain can be represented in terms of the traction fields on the boundaries

of the domain. The theorem is a consequence of the linearity of the Stokes equation and

the derivation relies on generalized reciprocal theorem and fundamental solutions of the

Stokes equations [41, 42]. We avoid the details of the derivation and present the main

result here.

D
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of geometry considered for the representation theorem.

Consider a particle shown in Figure 1.1 with a surface ∂S that separates a finite

domain D from the space and n is the inward unit normal on ∂S. The representation

theorem allows us to express the velocity at any point in the domain in terms of two

convolution integrals on the surface ∂S. In index notation this is given by:

ui(x) = u∞i (x)− 1

8πµ

∫

∂S

Gij(x− ξ)fj(ξ)dS − 1

4π

∫

∂S

Tijk(x− ξ)uj(ξ)nk(ξ)dS, (1.9)

where f(ξ) = n · σ(ξ) is the traction on ∂S, G is the Green’s function for the velocity

field (also known as the Oseen-tensor) and T is the associated stress tensor:

Gij(x) =
δij
x

+
xixj
x3

, Tijk(x) =
1

2
[Gij,k(x) +Gik,j(x)] = −3

xixjxk
x5

. (1.10)
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A couple of comments are in order. The integral representation in Equation (1.9), some-

times known as the boundary integral equation, allows one to compute the velocity field

at any point in the domain with the knowledge of the traction and velocity on the surface

∂S. The integral equation representation is extremely useful since it reduces the dimen-

sionality of the problem by one. We can now compute three-dimensional field variables

by solving problems on two dimensional surfaces. This gives rise to a set of numerical

techniques known as the boundary element method [40]. In Chapter 2 we will see that

how for slender objects like elastic filaments or polymers the boundary integral equations

can be asymptotically reduced on a curve giving rise to the slender body theory.

Before closing our discussion on Stokes flow it is important to point out that the

Green’s function Gij provided in Equation (1.10) is valid for free space in three dimensions.

The associated velocity field known as the Stokeslet decays as ∼ 1/r. The derivatives of

this fundamental solution also satisfies the Stokes equation and can be combined together

to satisfy relevant boundary conditions. This gives rise to the so called singularity solution

method of Stokes flow [39].

1.2 Primer on selected topics

1.2.1 Brownian motion

Brownian motion or pedesis (meaning ‘leaping’) can be define as the random mo-

tion of particles suspended in a fluid resulting from their collision with the fast-moving

molecules in the fluid [43]. In the spirit of the botanist Robert Brown if one studies Brow-

nian trajectories of particles then these trajectories may appear random, uncorrelated and

with no mean transport. In soft-matter physics, as we will see in the thesis, Brownian

motion of fluid molecules is sufficient to perturb and cause deformation to soft materials.
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We reserve our discussion on Brownian polymers for the next section and instead highlight

here how to model thermal fluctuation or Brownian forces mathematically.

Consider a spherical particle of mass m and radius a immersed in a Newtonian fluid

bath. Its characteristic size a is very large compared to the size of the fluid molecules,

but is sufficiently small such that it is susceptible to Brownian motion. In order to study

its dynamics, one can follow an individual fluid parcels in a Lagrangian sense that are

bombarding the particle using Newton’s laws of motion. This is the fundamental ba-

sis of molecular dynamics simulation and can often be intractable due to computational

expenses. An alternative is to appreciate the scale separation between the size of the

particle and fluid molecules, and represent the effect of collisions of molecules in a con-

tinuum framework by an effective Brownian force [44]. This idea is made concrete by the

fluctuation-dissipation theorem of Statistical Mechanics that applies to system obeying

the principle of detailed balance. The theorem states that whenever there is a process

that dissipates energy, turning it into heat, there is a reverse process related to thermal

fluctuations. In the example at hand the random force that results in the erratic motion

of the particle in the fluid would also cause drag if the particle was pulled through the

fluid. In other words, the fluctuation of the particle at rest has the same origin as the

dissipative frictional force one must do work against, if one tries to perturb the system in

a particular direction.

The above idea is best captured through the Stokes-Einstein-Sutherland relation

that relates the diffusivity D of the immersed particle to its mobility M as:

D = kBTM, (1.11)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature of the suspending

fluid bath. For a spherical particle this simply translates to:

D =
kBT

6πµa
I. (1.12)
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The diffusion tensor is isotropic for a spherical particle, but the above relation is general

and can be applied to anisotropic shapes, it also holds true for rotational diffusion. We

now expect that the Brownian force fBr that mimics the effect of jiggling thermal motion

of the fluid parcels on the particle to have a zero mean as it stems from random collision

processes. The force is specified by its second moment that follows from the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem, and can be shown to obey:

〈fBr(t)〉 = 0, (1.13)

〈fBr(t)fBr(t′)〉 = 2kBTM−1δ(t− t′), (1.14)

where 〈(.)〉 denotes ensemble average [44]. In Chapter 2 we will see that how the above

relation can be adapted to specific models of semiflexible polymers like actin to describe

their shape fluctuations.

1.2.2 Semiflexible polymers

Polymers are macromolecules. A lot of detailed theories have been devoted to

developing models of polymers that are perfectly flexible or completely rigid. String like

floppy polymers are sensitive to Brownian fluctuations and can be modeled as freely-

jointed chains that approximate the polymer as a random walk. On the other end of this

spectrum are rigid rod-like molecules that only have orientational diffusion without any

shape fluctuations [14]. However a large number of biopolymers in the cell cytoskeleton

are somewhere in between these two limits, and this is the main focus of this thesis.

For these biological polymers elasticity play a crucial role. Typically the energy

associated with deformation of these polymers is comparable to the thermal energy. As a

result the Brownian fluctuations act to deform the backbone of these soft objects. There

is an energy penalty associated with bending these elastic filaments [45]. The energetic

cost is larger for shorter or stiffer bends compared to longer sweeping deformations. As a
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result, fluctuation-induced deformations are most evident at larger length scales than at

smaller scales. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2 that shows a schematic of conformation

of an elastic thread. We observe that due to bending energy at the molecular scale the

polymer behaves like a rigid rod, but when we zoom out the chain appears flexible. This

behavior is termed as semiflexiblity and these polymers are known as semiflexible polymers.

Figure 1.2: Conformation of a semiflexible polymer at different length scales. Image
borrowed from [1].

Theoretical modeling of a single semiflexible polymer remained a non-trivial sta-
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tistical mechanics problem and was first answered by Kratky and Prod in 1949 [46] for a

discrete setup. The continuous version of the Kratky-Porod model is known as the worm-

like-chain (WLC). In this model the polymer is parametrized as a space curve x(s) in terms

of the arc-length s. Associated with this is a energy penalty in bending or Hamiltonian,

given as:

EB =
B

2

∫ L

0

|xss|2ds, (1.15)

where B is the bending rigidity, L is the length of the polymer and the functional is

quadratic in local curvature. The tangent-tangent correlation function for this model can

be computed analytically, yielding:

〈xs(s) · x(s′)〉 = exp

[
−(s− s′)

`p

]
, (1.16)

where `p = B/kBT is called the persistence length of the polymer. In other words the

persistence length is a length scale over which the polymer looses memory of its tangent

correlation. Alternatively for a chain of length L = `p the characteristic bending energy

B/`p is comparable to thermal fluctuations kBT [47]. The limit `p/L� 1 corresponds to

rigid rods, as deformations are highly correlated, and the limit `p/L � 1 mimics flexible

chains. Another useful property that can be analytically computed for WLC is the mean-

square end-to-end distance:

〈
R2
〉

= 2`2
p

(
e−L/`p − 1 + L/`p

)
. (1.17)

From the above relation it is evident that for `p/L→∞ we have 〈R2〉 → L2 as expected

for a rigid rod. On the other hand for `p/L → 0 we have 〈R2〉 → 2`pL. This is the limit

of a flexible polymer, and the expression for mean-squared end-to-end distance is identical

to that of a freely-jointed chain performing a random walk.

It is to be noted that for DNA molecules the contour length L ∼ O(µm − mm)

while the persistence length is `p ∼ 50 nm. As a result these chains are predominantly
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entropic, preferring coiled conformations, and bead-spring models are well suited when

one is interested in length scales larger than the persistence length. On the other hand for

microtubules and actin filaments with B ∼ O(10−26 Nm2) we have L ∼ `p [48]. As a result

we need to account for both elasticity and thermal fluctuations. We will explore in the

subsequent chapters how the interplay between classical elastic instabilities and Brownian

shape fluctuations lead to non-trivial filament dynamics.

1.3 Overview of present work

This work tries to broadly address two set of problems involving dynamics of elastic

filaments. One set of problems involves understanding the behavior of passive filaments

that are transported, rotated and deformed by a competition of three forces: viscous, elas-

tic and thermal. We try to develop theoretical models to understand their morphologies

and long-time transport properties that are crucial for suspensions and design of chromato-

graphic devices. The second set of problems involves the study of active micro-filaments.

These elastic fibers are non-Brownian but their dynamics is dictated by stochastic active

molecular processes that drive them out of equilibrium. Understanding active polymer

dynamics is a fundamental challenge in biophysics, and our study particularly sheds light

on the hydrodynamics of cilia and flagella.

Chapter 2 develops much of the theoretical and computational framework used in

this thesis in a pedagogical manner. Based on our qualitative discussion of Brownian fluc-

tuations and polymers in this chapter we try to understand simple scaling laws of Brownian

rods in shear flows and polymers in equilibrium. We also perform two numerical stretch-

ing experiments of semiflexible polymers that highlight some key mechanical properties of

these Brownian filaments.

Chapter 3 and 4 are centered on understanding morphologies of actin filaments in
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two canonical flows: shear and compression. In particular we develop dynamical models

and nonlinear elastic theories that explain for the first time several morphological transi-

tions associated with buckling instabilities of semiflexible polymers. These two chapters

incorporate the central idea of how conformations and mechanics of soft materials are

interlinked, and highlights the subtle role of viscous loading competing with thermal and

elastic forces.

Having studied passive filaments we move on to model active polymers in Chapter

5 and 6. For the first time, we propose a microscopic bottom-up model of the axoneme, the

internal structure of cilia and flagella. We show that due to the action of molecular motors

there can be dynamic bifurcations leading to spontaneous oscillations in elastic filaments

that mimic the beating patterns of various ciliated micro-organisms, and elucidate the role

of hydrodynamics in their collective behavior.

Chapter 7 and 8 are focused on transport of polymers and passive Brownian tracers

in structured lattices that serve as idealization of porous media. DNA gel electrophoresis is

a classical method to sort DNA strands according to their length from a mixture. Chapter

7 extends this idea to semiflexible polymers where we explore transport properties of these

filaments in a 2D porous media and finally highlight a possible design of chromatographic

device. Chapter 8 is in some sense a digression since it focuses on transport of Brownian

tracers in 1D lattice. However it embodies the idea of understanding asymptotic transport

properties in viscous flow and highlight the role of peristalsis in the context of classical

Taylor dispersion.

We finish with concluding remarks and possible future direction in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Elasticity, hydrodynamics and

fluctuations of slender structures

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1 the dynamics of flexible filaments or more generally

slender structures in viscous flow are quite ubiquitous with applications in rheology and

biophysics. This chapter primarily discusses various aspects of theoretical mechanics and

Brownian motion relevant for the thesis in a pedagogical manner. The discussion covers

three main aspects. First, we will focus on elasticity of beams and rods that can be used

to model dynamics of deformable filaments with a primer on the elementary differential

geometry of curves. Then we will move on to discuss hydrodynamics of slender structures in

viscous flow where we will outline the main results of the ‘slender-body-theory’ and discuss

associated numerical methods. Finally we will talk about a set of problems related to

understanding thermal fluctuations of Brownian filaments and associated scaling theories.

This part is in the spirit of works on scaling theories of polymer by de Gennes [49], but

will primarily focus on semi-flexible filaments. Discussions from this chapter will help us
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to develop physical intuitions of several phenomenons which will facilitate discussions in

the upcoming chapters.

2.2 Elasticity of slender structures

A slender structure is a quasi-one-dimensional elastic body whose extent in one

direction is much larger than in the two perpendicular (cross-sectional) directions. There

is a rich history of literature in elasticity that deals with dynamics of such one-dimensional

continua. However there are a very few pedagogical notes or books that develop the theory

of mechanics of slender structures and their interesting behaviors in a self-contained way.

Derivations are often lengthy, cumbersome and complicated. This section attempts to

discuss the bare minimum of elasticity keeping things self-contained and clearing various

terminologies. Much of the following discussion is borrowed and inspired from the book of

Audoly and Pomeau [50], the chapter by Audoly in [49] and finally from a recent paper [51].

We start with a brief review of kinematics of deformation and geometry of curves. Then

we discuss the fundamental difference between materials with nonlinear constitutive laws

and geometric nonlinearities. We then derive the governing equation of a particular one-

dimensional model of elastic curves, namely the Euler elastica, from variational principles

and discuss its static and dynamics. Finally we conclude with a brief discussion on the

statics and dynamics of Euler buckling and morphologies of elastic filaments.

2.2.1 Preliminary continuum mechanics

Consider a solid object with a regular rectangular grid drawn on it at time t = 0

which we term as its ‘reference condition’. With respect to some global co-ordinate system

we identify any material point on this reference configuration by a Lagrangian marker

X. Now after a period of deformation this regular rectangular grid has transformed. In
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this ‘current configuration’ the material point previously identified as X is now given by

x(X, t) as shown in Figure 2.1. We can associate a displacement field or map with this

material description that is given by u(X, t) = x(X, t) −X. Associated with the map

that takes the object from the ‘reference configuration’, Ω(0) to its ‘current configuration’,

Ω(t), one can define a deformation gradient tensor as follows:

Fij(X, t) =
∂xi(X, t)

∂Xj

. (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of a solid object deforming from its reference condition Ω(0) to its
current configuration Ω(t).

It is straight-forward to see that line elements in Ω(t) are related to that in Ω(0)

by

dxi = FijdXj. (2.2)

Usually when we think of strain we are interested in the magnitude of the deformation of

elemental lengths. For a step towards that let us first evaluate the magnitude of elemental

lengths in Ω(t). We have:

|dx| =
√
δijdxidxj =

√
δijFimdXmFjldXl =

√
dXmFimFildXl. (2.3)

In the final expression shown above the following tensor appearsCml = FimFil. In Gibbs

notation this is written as C(X, t) = FT · F and we term this tensor as the right Cauchy-
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Green deformation tensor. It is now straight forward to see that the difference in elemental

lengths between the two configurations are related by

dx2 − dX2 = (Cij − δij) dXidXj. (2.4)

We define the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, simply referred to as strain tensor hereafter

as εij = 1
2

(Cij − δij). It is often convenient to think and derive expressions in terms of

the displacement field u(X, t) instead of the deformation gradient tensor [52]. They are

related to each other by the following relation:

∂ui
∂Xj

= Fij − δij. (2.5)

Using the above result in the expression for the strain tensor we find:

εij =
1

2

(
∂ui
∂Xj

+
∂uj
∂Xi

+
∂uk
∂Xi

∂uk
∂Xj

)
. (2.6)

It is also evident from the above expression that the strain tensor is symmetric. Physically

the strain-tensor characterizes local deformations near a point X in the solid through a

displacement field u(X, t) and by construction it vanishes for rigid-body rotations and

translations. It is also important to appreciate that the strain tensor in terms of displace-

ment is nonlinear due to the presence of quadratic terms. Since the components of the

strain-tensor are dimensionless, their magnitude has an absolute meaning. In particular

we would say that the strain is small if |εij| � 1. We will see in subsequent discussions

that how ‘small strain’ has ramifications in the elastic response of a material. However for

now we conclude our discussion on kinematics.

Before moving on to discussions on material response and nonlinearities we briefly

review geometry and kinematics of space curves that provide a convenient mathematical

framework to describe quasi one-dimensional elastic objects. In this thesis we will represent

the centerline of elastic filaments as one-dimensional space curves embedded in Euclidean
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space E3 as shown in Figure 2.2. Why we chose to do so is discussed later and for the

moment we simply focus on the geometry.

s
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a space curve embedded in E3 and parameterized by arc length
s. The Frenet-Serret triad is shown on the curve.

This curve has a length L and is parameterized by the arc-length s ∈ [0, L]. At

any instant of time, position along the curve is identified by a Lagrangian marker x(s, t).

The unit tangent vector to the curve at any point is simply defined by ∂sx ≡ t̂ and it

follows that ∂sx · ∂sx = 1. Differentiating the last relation we find ∂ssx · ∂sx = 0. This

points to the fact that the vector ∂ssx is perpendicular to the tangent vector and we

define ∂ssx = κ(s)n̂ where κ(s) is the curvature and n̂ is called the unit normal vector.

As the name suggests κ(s) measures the local tendency of a space curve to form bends (or

curvatures) and is zero for a straight line. The unit tangent and the unit normal vector
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together defines what is known as the osculating plane of athe curve. In order to form a

triad of vectors at any point along the curve that can span E3 we define b̂ ≡ t̂× n̂, as the

binomal vector that points perpendicular to the osculating plane. The orthonormal basis

vectors {t̂, n̂, b̂} are related to each other by the Frenet-Serret formulas

∂

∂s




t̂

n̂

b̂




=




0 κ 0

−κ 0 τ

0 −κ 0







t̂

n̂

b̂



, (2.7)

where τ(s) is the torsion of the curve that serves as a measure of deviation of the curve

from the local osculating plane. For an entirely planar curve τ(s) is identically zero. The

Frenet-Serret frame has several subtle issues associated with non-uniqueness of the triad

when κ = 0, but we won’t delve into that and will point the interested reader to a detailed

discussion to [53].

2.2.2 Hookean elasticity and geometric nonlinearities

When considering equilibria or dynamics of elastic objects, we need to think of

stress. For a deforming object in equilibrium the sum of external forces is zero. The

balance of internal stress then leads to Cauchy’s equation:

∂σij
∂xj

+ ρgi = 0, (2.8)

where σij is the stress tensor and gi is a body force per unit volume. The dynamic

description is completed or closed by prescribing a relationship between the stress and the

displacement field or strain which is known as the constitutive law of the material. For

isotropic material undergoing small strain, the stress is proportional to the strain which

forms the basis of Hookean or linear elasticity. Throughout this thesis we will restrict

ourselves to the case of Hookean or linear elasticity. However the aim of this discussion
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is to stress and highlight the distinction between small strain and small displacement. It

is evident that if the displacement field u(X, t) defined in previous section is small then

x ≈ X and the strain |εij| � 1. However the converse is not true as the strain depends

only on the gradient of the displacement field and not on its absolute value. As a result

one can have finite and large displacements or rotations that are perfectly compatible

with small strains [54]. This introduces what is known as geometric nonlinearities and is

at the heart of the theories described in this thesis. Figure 2.3 provides a few examples

where geometric nonlinearities with large deformations lead to a number of interesting

observations. We will cover one such geometrically nonlinear 1D continuum model known

as the Euler elastica in great detail.
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Figure 2.3: Examples of geometric nonlinearities in nature: (a) Simulations with discrete
Kirchoff rods are used to model curly human hairs in computer graphics [55]. (b) Formation
of persistent perversions in slinky [56]. (c) The leaves of Paphiopedilum orchid exhibits
Godet patterns and ripples. Image from [57].

2.2.3 Euler elastica

Elastica is the Latin for a thin strip of elastic material [58]. The planar Euler elastica

has a simple curvature dependent bending energy that makes it appealing as a model of a

one-dimensional continuum. It has been used to model a variety of physical systems such

as from thin beams, structural cables, polymers and biological macromolecules [59], and
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will be the fundamental model for various fluid-structure interaction problems explored in

this thesis. We will look at two complementary approaches to derive governing equations

for the elastica. The first one is in the spirit of Cosserat rod theories of classical continuum

mechanics [60] and will be restricted to the planar case [54]. In the second approach we will

look into a variational treatment of the problem and discuss related boundary conditions

for a three dimensional elastic curve [51].

Geometry and constraints: Before getting into the dynamics it is convenient

to discuss some preliminary geometry. For an undeformed elastica with its centerline

parameterized as a space curve the tangent vector has unit magnitude with |xs| = 1. A

convenient measure of stretching of the filament (or strain) can be to see the departure of

this magnitude from unity, and can be defined as [54]:

ε =
1

2
(xs · xs − 1). (2.9)

We also define a measure of shear as:

γ = xss · xs. (2.10)

The shear γ vanishes when the transverse material vector remains perpendicular to the

tangent at the centerline. As discussed in previous sections, we are interested in small

strain theories that are limited to |ε| � 1 and |γ| � 1. We will go one step ahead in the

following discussion and limit ourselves to un-shearable and inextensible elastic rods with

γ = 0 and ε = 0. We justify the inextensibility condition in the next paragraph. If the

filament remains inextensible the arc-length serves as a material description of the curve

or elastic rod, which is why it is convenient to parametrize relevant quantities in terms

of s. It is worth pointing out that we are in the special limit of zero strain and all the

constitutive relations remain linear.

Stretching vs bending: Consider a slender rod of diameter a and length L.
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Suppose we apply some force to stretch the filament in the x direction with typical dis-

placement in the order of u. In the sense of scaling the strain is then given as ε ∼ ∂xu.

The associated axial stress scales as σS ∼ Y ∂xu where Y is the Young’s modulus and the

subscript S is for stretching. We can then estimate the typical energy required per unit

length to stretch the rod as ES ∼ a2σS∂xu ∼ Y a2u2/L2.

⇠ u
<latexit sha1_base64="MFsu9IfacJtPFt6ENJGN8vt401U=">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</latexit>

⇠ u
<latexit sha1_base64="MFsu9IfacJtPFt6ENJGN8vt401U=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="JzaA3ANKjGQAcEZuEU3xTk3BtJM=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="cD1mtby0EriFYyFyrBnoguGOehY=">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</latexit>

Figure 2.4: Schematic showing stretching and bending of a slender elastic rod.

We can carry out the same calculation to estimate the typical bending energies if

we want to create a transverse displacement of the same order. The typical curvature

induced by these displacements are κ ∼ ∂2
xu. Noting that the bending rigidity of a rod

B ∼ Y a4 the bending energy per unit length scales as EB ∼ Bκ2 ∼ Y a4u2/L4. We can

now compare the ratio of bending and stretching energies and we find:

ES
EB
∼
(
L

a

)2

� 1. (2.11)

Since a/L� 1 for a slender elastic rod the energy required to stretch a rod is much larger

compared to the energy required to bend it. This is easily appreciated if we try to stretch

one of our strands of hair while it is very easy to bend it. For filaments in this thesis

a/L ∼ 10−2 − 10−3 and thus it is very reasonable to assume that the the filaments are

inextensible. In viscous flow one can show that the time-scale of relaxation of stretching

modes is much faster than that of the bending modes, and thus in a dynamic situation it

is the bending modes that govern the emergent behaviors [58].

Derivation à la Cosserat rods: Here we present a simplified derivation of the
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governing equation of inextensible, unshearable planar elastic rods [61]. The rod is in the

x − y plane and is in equilibrium when acted on by external forces and moments with

force density f(s) and moment density n(s). We now balance forces and moments along

the centerline of the filament over an arbitrary segment s ∈ [s1, s2]. The ‘contact’ forces

and moments of the rod is denoted by F (s) and M (s) respectively. The internal bending

moment M (s) is in the out of plane direction and can be written as M (s) = M(s)ẑ.

F (s1)
<latexit sha1_base64="lomw/7M5Kc05Q0LZrFrBz3nj2Zo=">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</latexit>

F (s2)
<latexit sha1_base64="UTFgQZPWO0PTX6yZY9nrSLN2+LI=">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</latexit>

M(s1)
<latexit sha1_base64="FgK9GmkXpe4r1921uVfhYKZ6JII=">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</latexit>

M(s2)
<latexit sha1_base64="zQl0MfZBSQiv/muwi5F3esJ6K2E=">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</latexit>

s
<latexit sha1_base64="oWsVKn/KWDnpo+428cRt8Tryqac=">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</latexit>

x(s, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="IAem1T3Dp9ePWcnYLgWUxTAPA0c=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="lUgWVrrSr2AKH7gfR1FoDvE1+8M=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="NZipf6koW7fwIvWREYTLPiAHYG8=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="HJJXyPIv+haqGrRjhrM0cSSyQyE=">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</latexit>

Figure 2.5: Schematic showing force and moment balance for an inextensible, un-
shearable, planar elastic rod.

Force and moment balance in the elemental area demands:

0 =

∫ s2

s1

f(s)ds+ F (s)
∣∣∣
s2

s1
, (2.12)

0 =

∫ s2

s1

[x(s, t)× f(s) + n(s)] ds+ [x(s, t)× F (s) +M (s)]
∣∣∣
s2

s1
. (2.13)

Under Leibniz rule and noting the fact that bending moments act in the z direction only

we can simply the balance laws to:

0 = f +
∂F

∂s
, (2.14)

0 = (n+ xs × F ) · ẑ +
∂M

∂s
. (2.15)
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The above equations govern the dynamics of the rod in equilibrium. In order to close

the system of governing equations we need a constitutive law. For an Euler elastica the

bending energy EB ∼ κ2 where κ is the curvature. This leads to the linear constitutive

law that M = Bκ where B is the bending rigidity. Typically the force densities that act

on the filament can be due to viscous stresses or gravitational forces or electrostatic forces

due to charge distributions. In this thesis we are interested in viscous stresses and will

revisit this formulation later on while discussing hydrodynamics.

Variational treatment: We start by noting that the bending energy of a filament

is given by:

EB =
B

2

∫ L

0

|xss|2ds. (2.16)

We can incorporate the constraint of inextensibility through a Lagrange multiplier σ(s)

and define an Energy functional given by:

E =
1

2

∫ L

0

[
B|xss|2 + σ(s) (xs · xs − 1)

]
ds. (2.17)

We can now perform variation of the above functional under a small shift of position

x→ x+ δx. Upon successive integration by parts the first order variation yields:

δE =

∫ L

0

δx ·
[
B∂4

sx− ∂s(σ∂sx)
]

ds+
[
B∂2

sx · ∂sδx+
(
σ∂sx−B∂3

sx
)
· δx

] ∣∣∣
L

0
. (2.18)

Setting this variation to zero for arbitrary δx gives us the bulk field equation:

B∂4
sx− ∂s(σ∂sx) = 0. (2.19)

If we had a force per unit length acting on the filament as before then that would have

balanced this bulk stress. This will be the case for dynamics of these filaments in a viscous

fluid. The boundary terms from the variation provides the boundary condition of the
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problem. For a filament that is free at both ends we have:

σ∂sx−B∂3
sx = 0, at s = 0, L (2.20)

B∂2
sx = 0, at s = 0, L. (2.21)

For a detailed discussion on various boundary conditions the interested reader is pointed

to [51,54]. We will list the relevant boundary conditions considered in this thesis later on

while discussing the viscous dynamics of the slender structures.

Comment on 3D elastica: The models of biopolymers presented in this thesis

center around the elastica both in two and three dimensions. Besides having curvatures in

three dimension, a filament can have torsion as discussed previously. Typically one would

account for penalties in energy due to both torsion and curvature. Kirchoff rods [50,60] for

energetic contributions of different modes like twisting and bending of an elastic rod and

is probably more appropriate for three dimensional problems. However we do not include

these in our formulations and restrict ourselves to the simpler energetic form.

2.2.4 Aspects of buckling instabilities

Chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis are centered around buckling of biopolymers in two

canonical flow setups. Here we briefly discuss the main features of the classical Euler

buckling instability and helical buckling of twisted elastic rods that become relevant in

the subsequent chapters. Euler buckling is concerned with the simplest example of elastic

instability of a rod subjected to longitudinal compressing forces. In the absence of trans-

verse bending forces the equilibrium equations have the solution of x(s) = sŷ. This gives

rise to a stable equilibrium of a rod remaining straight with an internal tension σ(s) = |P |,

where P < 0 is the compressing force. However this solution becomes unstable beyond a

critical value of Pcr and any infinitesimal small perturbation leads to a large bending (or

deformation) of the rod to a buckled state via a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. The
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resulting shape resembles the letter C. A schematic along with the bifurcation diagram

is shown in Figure 2.6(a). As the longitudinal force increases, one excites higher-order

buckling modes with more wave-numbers. The critical force at the onset is given by

Pcr = α
π2B

L2
, (2.22)

where α is a numerical prefactor whose value depends on the specific choice of boundary

condition.

Q
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Figure 2.6: (a) Supercritical pitchfork bifurcation giving way to buckled configurations.
(b) Schematic of a typical helical buckling setup with tensile forces and end moment. (c)
Plant root undergoing helical buckling [62].

Helical buckling of elastic rods is another classical instability that has been studied
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in the context of loop formation in twisted cables [63, 64], buckling of oil-drills [65, 66]

and is relevant for problems related to growth driven morphologies of plant roots [62].

In these set of problems a rod is acted by a tensile (or compressional) axial force Q and

is also subjected to twist or end moments M as illustrated in Figure 2.6(b). Beyond a

critical value of the twisting moment the straight twisted configuration of the filament

becomes unstable and the rod subsequently attains a helical shape. The bifurcation can

be subcritical as well as supercritical depending on specific boundary conditions. This

is an illustration of coupling of bending and twisting modes in three dimension and is

a result of the fact that helical configurations provide favorable energy landscapes. We

refrain from the mathematical treatment of such instabilities and the interested reader is

pointed to [50,67]. We will re-visit this problem in an hydrodynamic setup where we will

illustrate that how helical conformations can emerge without twisting moments.

2.3 Hydrodynamics of slender structures

The dynamics of elastic filaments and rods in a Stokesian fluid has a special struc-

ture for which a number of mathematical and computational tools have been developed.

Examples of such methods include the classical immersed-boundary-method (IBM) [61,68],

bead-rod and bead-spring models [69, 70], regularized Stokeslet formulation [71–73] and

mesoscale methods such as dissipative particle dynamics or multi-particle collision dynam-

ics [74]. A discussion and review of all such methods and formulation is beyond the scope

of this thesis. Here we discuss the hydrodynamics described by slender-body-theory which

is an asymptotic reduction of the boundary integral equations described in the previous

chapter for a slender object.
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2.3.1 Non-local slender body theory

Consider a cylindrical filament of length L as shown in Figure 2.7 with a cross-

sectional diameter a such that ε = a/L� 1. Like before the centerline of this filament is

parametrized by arc length s. This slender structure is placed in an unbounded Stokesian

fluid with a background velocity u∞(x). We are interested in computing the velocity field

of the fluid u(x) that satisfies the Stokes equation subjected to the boundary condition:

u(x) =





US, for x ∈ ΩS

u∞(x). for |x| → ∞
(2.23)

In the above equation ΩS is the surface of the filament. Formally if we know the surface

traction for the filament then it is possible to evaluate the velocity field at any point using

the boundary integral formulation.

a
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a cylindrical slender object with diameter a and length L.

However one can go one step further exploiting the slenderness of the particle.

The fundamental idea in slender-body-theory (SBT hereafter) for Stokes flow is that the

disturbance (motion) due to the presence of the body is approximately the same as that

due to a suitably chosen distribution of Stokeslets distributed along the centerline of the
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filament. Batchelor [75] derived the approximate form of the strength of the Stokeslet

distribution that will satisfy the boundary conditions for rigid body motions. However,

when we permit the filament to have arbitrary deformation and velocities, additional care

needs to be taken. In particular, close to the filament the flow is similar to that past a

cylinder and constitutes what is known as an ‘inner solution’. This inner flow is matched

asymptotically to the ‘outer solution’ of far field u∞(x). This form of the SBT is inherently

non-local and is due to Keller and Rubinow [76]. Johnson [77] improved the accuracy by

carefully accounting for the ends, and Götz [78] established a connection of non-local

operators to Legendre polynomials. An alternative approach to derive the SBT equations

relies on reductions of the full boundary integral equation to the centerline of the filament

with ε being the small parameter [79].

As discussed in previous sections often one knows the force-density exerted by a

flexible filament on the fluid from its elasticity. This force per unit length f(x(s), t) that is

exerted by the filament on the fluid can be interpreted as the azimuthally-averaged surface

traction that depends on its instantaneous configuration. Far from the filament at some

point x0, the leading order velocity field is given by:

u(x0) = u∞(x0)−
∫ L

0

G[x0 − x(s′)] · f(x(s′))ds′, (2.24)

where G[x0 − x(s′)] is the appropriate Greens function and is simply the Stokeslet in

free-space. It is appealing to evaluate the self-induced velocity of the filament centerline

xt from the above integral taking x0 → x(s, t). However this naive evaluation gives rise

to logarithmically divergent integrals as there remains a singular piece over which the 1D

approximation breaks down. Using careful matched asymptotic expansions as suggested

previously [76–78] one finds the following form of the centerline velocity:

8πµ(xt(s, t)− u∞) = −Λ[f(x(s, t))]−K[f(x(s, t))], (2.25)
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where Λ and K are called the local and non-local operator that we define below and µ

is the viscosity of the fluid. The above version of the SBT is accurate up to (ε2 ln ε)

provided certain conditions on the variation of transverse radius a along the arc-length is

satisfied [77]. For a circular filament the accuracy is smaller but we avoid such technical

subtleties. The local operator is given by:

Λ[f(s)] = [(2− c)I− (c+ 2)xsxs] · f(s), (2.26)

where c = − ln(ε2e) < 0 is an asymptotic parameter that depends on the aspect ration of

the filament. This local operator accounts for the drag anisotropy of slender objects in

Stokes flow that we discuss later on. The non-local operator is given by:

K [f(s)] =

∫ L

0

[
I + R̂ (s, s′) R̂ (s, s′)

|R (s, s′)| · f(s′)− I + xs(s)xs(s)

|s− s′| · f(s)

]
ds′, (2.27)

where R(s, s′) = x(s) − x(s′) and R̂ = R/|R|. This integral is often called a finite part-

integral and is singular at s = s′. This accounts for the self-induced velocity of the filament

or hydrodynamic interactions between different parts. We will discuss later on how to solve

the integro-differential equation numerically treating the singular integrals appropriately.

While eqn (2.24) provides the far-field approximation of the induced velocity field, a more

accurate representation is given by

u(x0) = u∞(x0)− 1

8πµ

∫ L

0

[
I +R(s′)R(s′)
|R(s′)| +

ε2

2

I − 3R(s′)R(s′)
|R(s′)|3

]
· f(s′)ds′, (2.28)

where R(s′) = x0 − x(s′). In the above integral the first term is a contribution from the

Stokeslet and the second term is due to a distribution of source doublets. The contribution

from the doublets become only important at length scales of O(ε). Unless specified we

will restrict ourselves to the simpler far-field representation of the velocity field as given in

(2.24). We close the discussion by pointing out that the SBT can be interpreted as a force-

mobility relationship. In particular we can represent eqn (2.25) as xt(s) = u∞(s)+M·f(s)
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where M = −Λ − K is the mobility matrix. This interpretation becomes useful in the

later sections when discussing thermal fluctuations.

2.3.2 Special case: local SBT

Here we consider the special case of the SBT where we neglect the non-local terms

associated with long-range hydrodynamic interactions. This leads to the leading order

local anisotropic drag model. The local terms of the SBT operators are O(ln ε) and the

non-local terms are of O(1). While the approximation remains crude the local SBT and

its variants have been widely used for theoretical analysis of dynamics of flexible fibers.

We can re-write the local operator in the following manner:

Λ[f(s)] = [(2− c)(I− xsxs)− 2cxsxs] · f(s). (2.29)

From the above expression one can define local anisotropic friction coefficients as

ζ‖ = − 1

2c
and ζ⊥ =

1

2− c. (2.30)

In the limit of infinitely slender rods one recovers what is popularly known as resistive

force theory with ζ⊥/ζ‖ → 2. In this limit the governing equations are further simplified

to:

xt(s) = u∞(x(s)) +
1

8πµ
(I + xsxs) · f(s). (2.31)

While the above expression is accurate to O(1), one can make a lot of analytical progress

because of its simple form. We will revisit this formulation for the linear stability of elastic

rods in compressional flows.

2.3.3 Brownian filaments

In order to proceed with the dynamics of filaments, we need to prescribe the force

density f(s) appearing in the equations of SBT. As discussed previously, here we will use
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the model of an Euler elastica or Euler-Bernoulli beam [80,81] for the elasticity. A number

of problems presented in this thesis involve semi-flexible polymers that are subjected to

Brownian fluctuations. As a result along with the typical elastic forces we will have

contributions from stochastic Brownian forces as well. The general form of the force

density for an inextensible semi-flexible polymer is given by:

f(s, t) = Bxssss − (σxs)s + fBr. (2.32)

In the above expression fBr is a stochastic Brownian force that obeys the fluctuation

dissipation theorem:

〈fBr(s, t)〉 = 0, (2.33)

〈fBr(s, t)fBr(s′, t′)〉 = 2kBTM−1δ(s− s′)δ(t− t′), (2.34)

where δ(x) is the Dirac’s delta function andM is the mobility operator defined previously.

2.3.4 Nondimensionalization and boundary conditions

The length scale of the problem scales with the filament length L. The flow time

scale is given as u∞(x) ∼ γ̇L where γ̇ is a shear rate. For non-Brownian filaments it is

convenient to use γ̇−1 as the time scale of the problem. However for Brownian filaments it

is appropriate to introduce the relaxation time scale τ ∼ 8πµL4/B. This is a characteristic

timescale over which bending modes of a filament relax [82]. We notice that the elastic

force scale per unit length is set by bending and scales as B/L3. We will see later on that

typical length scales of transverse fluctuations of a Brownian filament is r⊥ ∼ L
√
L/`p.

Considering this, the Brownian forces per unit length is scaled as fBr ∼
√
L/`pB/L

3 [83].
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Upon invoking the following scalings the dimensionless governing equation becomes:

xt(s) = µ̄u∞(x(s)) +M · f(x(s)), (2.35)

f(x(s)) = xssss − (σxs)s +

√
L

`p
η. (2.36)

In the above expression M is the mobility matrix defined by slender-body-theory and η

is the dimensionless thermal fluctuation satisfying:

〈η(s, t)η(s′, t′)〉 = 2M−1δ(s− s′)δ(t− t′). (2.37)

The nondimensionalization results in two dimensionless number. The first one is called

the elasto-viscous number and is defined as:

µ̄ =
8πµγ̇L4

B
. (2.38)

This can be interpreted as the hydrodynamic forcing of the problem and shows a strong

dependence on the length of the polymer. We can also interpret it as a competition between

the time scale of bending relaxation to that imposed by the background flow. The other

dimensionless number is `p/L that characterizes the strength of thermal fluctuations in

the problem with the limit `p/L � 1 corresponding to that of Brownian rods. If the

hydrodynamics is given by the local SBT then it is appropriate to define the elasto-viscous

number as: µ̄ = 8πµγ̇L4/(Bc) where c = − ln(ε2e) is the geometric factor that dictates the

local friction coefficient of filament.

We reserve our discussion on computational methods to solve the evolution equa-

tions for the next section and conclude the present section by a discussion on appropriate

boundary conditions for the problem in different setups. For a filament that is free at both

ends the boundary terms of the variation of energy functional in eqn (2.18) requires:

σ(s = 0) = σ(s = 1) = 0, (2.39)

xss = xsss

∣∣∣
s=0,1

= 0. (2.40)
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These boundary conditions simply mean that the filament is force and moment free. We

now consider two additional cases of filaments that are clamped or hinged at one end.

Without any loss of generality we assume the end s = 1 to be free where we have σ = 0

and xss = xsss = 0. In the fixed end of the filament we have by construction x(s = 0) = 0.

Here we have conveniently placed the origin at s = 0. (i) A hinged filament is free to rotate

and is moment free so additionally we have xss(s = 0) = 0. (ii) A clamped filament however

cannot rotate and is thus not moment free. Typically the tangent vector at the clamping

point remains fixed in a particular direction. Thus the boundary condition translates to

xs(s = 0) = ê, where ê is the unit vector along which the tangent points. However the

boundary condition for the tension σ at the fixed end is non-trivial and has been calculated

incorrectly in a number of problems in the literature [84]. The condition can be obtained

by realizing that the velocity of the filament at the fixed end is identically zero. In the

context of local SBT demanding xt(s = 0) translates to

2cσsxs + (c− 2)σxss − (c− 2)x(4)
s − (c+ 2)(xs · x(4)

s )xs

+

√
L

`p
[(2− c)η − (c+ 2)xs(xs · η)] = 0 at s = 0.

(2.41)

We can project the above equation on to the tangential direction xs(s = 0) to obtain the

appropriate boundary condition for tension. Noting the identity that xs ·x(4)
s = −3xss ·xsss

and recalling that for a hinged filament xss(s = 0) = 0 we obtain:

σs(s = 0) =

√
L

`p
(η · xs)

∣∣∣
s=0

, (hinged filament) (2.42)

σs(s = 0) =

[√
L

`p
(η · xs) + xs · x(4)

s

]∣∣∣∣∣
s=0

. (clamped filament) (2.43)

Note that for a non-Brownian filament η = 0 and the expressions simplify considerably.

The relevant boundary conditions are illustrated pictorially for this case in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of boundary conditions at the fixed end of a non-Brownian filament
with (a) hinged and (b) clamped conditions. At the free end we always have xss = xsss = 0
and σ = 0.

2.4 Computational methods

In the previous section we have outlined the foundations of SBT and discussed

appropriate boundary conditions for relevant problems. The computational method to

solve the evolution equation for the centerline motion follows closely previous formulations

[81, 85]. Here we briefly outline the primary aspects and point the interested reader to

previous references for further details.

2.4.1 Discretization and tension

Since the filament is inextensible the arc-length is a material description and we

discretize it uniformly. For simulations presented here we typically use N = 128 points with
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the spacing between points being ∆s = 1/(N − 1). The linear operators are represented

using second order accurate finite difference approximations [81].

In order to proceed with the time evolution of the filament conformation we first

need to determine the unknown tensions σ(s) that acts as a Lagrange multiplier imposing

inextensibility. Given any conformation of the filament, this unknown tension can be

solved for by deriving an auxiliary equation from the constraint of inextensibility. From

inextensibility we have: xs · xs = 1. Differentiating this with respect to time we obtain:

∂txs · xs = 0 =⇒ xs ·
∂

∂s
[µ̄u∞(s)−M · f(s)] = 0. (2.44)

Upon invoking a series of identities from differential geometry of curves and expanding the

mobility operator we arrive at the following second order linear differential equation for

the tension:

2cσss + (2− c)σ|xss|2 − xs ·
∂

∂s
K[(σxs)s] = µ̄xs · u∞ + (2− 7c)(xss · x(4)

s )

− 6c|xsss|2 − xs ·
∂

∂s
K[x(4)

s −
√
L/`pη]+

2c

√
L

`p
(xs · ηs) + (2 + c)

√
L

`p
(xss · η).

(2.45)

The above equation is solved with the appropriate boundary condition as discussed in

previous section. For the non-local SBT the linear system for the unknown tension resulting

upon discretization is dense. Solution with a direct solver requires O(N3) operations. On

the other hand, for a local SBT the linear system is tridiagonal and one can employ fast

solvers to solve in O(N) complexity. During computations it is common to encounter

round-off errors and the inextensibility is not exactly satisfied by the computed tension.

To overcome this problem one can add a heuristic term −β(1− xs · xs) on the right hand

side of the tension equation [81]. This term is identically zero if inextensibility is exactly
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satisfied. Otherwise this term acts like a spring that penalizes for extensibility and thus

the parameter β is called the penalty parameter [68, 81].

2.4.2 Time marching

The fourth order derivative of the Lagrangian marker x with respect to s stemming

from bending forces make the equations of motions extremely stiff. In order to overcome

severe time-step restrictions we use a second order accurate time scheme that treats the

linear stiff terms implicitly and the non-linear terms explicitly. Schematically one can

write the evolution equation as:

xt = F (x,xssss) +G(x). (2.46)

The terms in F involve expressions with xssss and will be treated implicitly. Suppose ∆t

is the time step and tn = n∆t. Then the above decomposition is used to give

1

2∆t

(
3xn+1 − 4xn + xn−1

)
= F

(
2xn − xn−1,xn+1

ssss

)
+ 2G (xn)−G

(
xn−1

)
. (2.47)

This system is accompanied by appropriate boundary conditions which for free filaments

translate to xss = xsss = 0 at s = 0, L. The above discretization yields a band-diagonal

matrix for the unknown xn+1 that can be inverted efficiently at the cost O(N). It is

interesting to note that in absence of the non-local interactions the solution to the problem

can be done in O(N) operations as the equation for tension is tridiagonal. However in

presence of hydrodynamic interactions the computational cost increases to O(N3) details

of which can be found in [81,85].

2.4.3 Treatment of Brownian forces

We know that the Brownian fluctuations have zero mean and a variance that is

prescribed by the fluctuation dissipation theoremby eqn. (2.37). Numerically this can be
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approximated as follows:

η =

√
2

∆s∆t
B ·w, (2.48)

where B =
√
M−1 and w is a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and unit variance.

∆s and ∆t are the resolution of the spatial and temporal discretization respectively. In the

presence of hydrodynamic interactionsM is a dense matrix and computing the square root

is an O(N3) operation that requires approximations using Cholesky decomposition [86].

Recently there has been significant developments in evaluating this using efficient iterative

solvers such as the Lanczos algorithm [87]. However one does not gain significantly unless

the system size is sufficiently large. The problems presented in this thesis are restricted

to smaller size of N = 64–256 and for fast solution we introduce an approximation. We

approximate the square root as follows:

B =
√

(Λ + K)−1 ≈
√

Λ−1. (2.49)

This approximation is not entirely correct as we retain the non-local operator in our

formulation but do not include it in the evaluation of Brownian fluctuations. However

this approximation allows us analytically compute the square root of the local resistance

matrix which yields:

B =
√

Λ−1 =
1√

2− c

[
I +

(√
c− 2

2c
− 1

)
xsxs

]
. (2.50)

There are a couple of other subtle aspects associated with Brownian polymers. The so-

lution to the unknown line tension involves taking spatial derivatives of the Brownian

noise. However η is uncorrelated in space and time and is not differentiable. In order to

obtain numerically stable solution we follow [85] and remove the large wave-numbers of

the noise by designing a ‘low-pass-filter’ that allows us to obtain numerical derivatives.

However unlike [85] we do not rescale the filtered noise to preserve variance as this leads

to introducing back the energy of the removed modes.
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Inclusion of thermal fluctuations also severely restricts the allowable time-steps in

the problem. Since the Brownian fluctuations are inversely proportional to the square

root of the time step, the accuracy of the solution is reduced to first order in time. In this

case, on can indeed choose to use an EulerMaruyama time stepping method instead of the

second order accurate backward difference method discussed in the previous section.

2.4.4 Interactions and recent developments

Previously we have discussed about tools and methods for single filament dynam-

ics. We close our discussion with some remarks on modeling and simulation of multiple

filaments that interact with each-other hydrodynamically. Consider M fibers indexed by

α = 1, 2, · · · ,M . For any filament α, the equation of motion to the leading order takes the

following form:

8πµ [∂tx
α − u∞(xα(s, t))] = −Λ[fα](s)−K[fα](s)−

M∑

β=1,β 6=α
Gβ[xα], (2.51)

where the contribution of the other filaments at a point x̄ = xα(s, t) is accounted as:

Gβ[x̄] =

∫

Γβ

[
I + R̂(s′)R̂(s′)
|R(s′)|

]
· fβ(s′)ds′. (2.52)

In the above expression R(s) = x̄−xβ(s) and R̂ is the associated unit vector. This simply

states that to the leading order interactions in free-space are accounted by Stokeslets. One

would choose the appropriate Greens function depending on specific cases. Typically due

to te finite size of the slender object, there are also contributions from a distribution of

source doublets that scales as ε2/r3 and is neglected in the above expression [81]. One may

be tempted to think that to leading order the interactions decay as 1/r due to the nature

of Stokeslet interactions which is indeed the case in problems involving sedimentations

where long range hydrodynamic interactions lead to various instabilities [88,89]. However
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for force-free filaments the interactions decay as 1/r2 and are dominated by doublet con-

tributions. This can be appreciated from an integration by parts of the interactions and

by noticing that the force density f(s) is a total derivative of the arc-length [81].

Simulations with multiple filaments are computationally expensive. For M fibers

with N discretization points, evaluation of hydrodynamic interaction mounts to a matrix

vector multiplication that costs O(M2N2). This quadratic dependence becomes the main

bottleneck in evaluating direct sums for large system size. Apart from classical Stokesian

dynamics [90], SPME techniques in periodic domain [91], there have been significant recent

developments that extend ideas of Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [92] for Stokes kernels

[93] and the evaluations can be done in O(MN) operations. As a part of ongoing work we

will discuss later how some of these ideas can be incorporated to study problems involving

long-range interactions in a bed of flexible filaments.

2.5 Brownian motion in slender structures

The previous discussions have outlined key aspects of elasticity and hydrodynamics

of slender objects. We have also discussed how Brownian fluctuations can be incorporated

in the model and dealt with numerically. In this section we focus on various physical phe-

nomenon and simple scaling arguments that illustrate how Brownian motion can introduce

rich physics into various problems ranging from the dynamics of rigid rods to semi-flexible

polymers.

2.5.1 Dynamics of Brownian rods

The simplest possible example of a slender structure is a rigid rod that serves as a

model of an object whose persistence length `p is much larger than its contour length L.

While a rigid rod is a theoretical idealization, its orientational dynamics in the presence of
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flow does provide practical means to understand microstructure and rheology of structures

fluids [14,94–96]. We reserve discussions on rheology for the next chapter and instead focus

here on some results based on scaling arguments that describe the orientation dynamics

of a rod in a simple shear flow. We will see in subsequent chapters that this study serves

as a benchmark for understanding how hydrodynamics, shape-fluctuations and elastic-

instabilities modify dynamics of semi-flexible polymers.

We focus on the case of a fore-aft symmetric and axisymmetric rod, in which case

the translational and rotational degrees of freedom are decoupled from one another. We

can then describe the rod by the position of its center of mass and an orientation vector p

that lives on the unit sphere. The slowest relaxation process in a dilute suspension of rods

is rotational diffusion. The rotational diffusivity can be defined as the inverse of a time

scale over which a rigid rod forgets about its orientation due to Brownian fluctuations.

From typical friction coefficients of rods in viscous flow, one can employ Stokes-Einstein

relation to obtain the rotary diffusivity which is given by

dr =
3kBT ln(2/ε)

πµL3
, (2.53)

where ε = a/L is the aspect ratio of the rod. In absence of any external flow the rod

samples all possible configuration on the unit-sphere and the equilibrium distribution is

isotropic.

Let us now consider the other limit of a non-Brownian rod in a simple shear flow.

In this case the rods exhibit periodic tumbling behavior similar to Jeffery orbits for an

ellipsoidal particle [97].
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Figure 2.9: Typical orbits of prolate spheroids in simple shear flow for different orbit
constants.

Periodic orbits in three dimension are characterized by an orbit constant C and the

time period of such periodic orbits is given by:

T =
2π

γ̇

(
ε+

1

ε

)
. (2.54)

As illustrated in Figure 2.9, the limit of C →∞ corresponds to tumbling confined in the

plane of shear while the limit C → 0 corresponds to rolling motion on a plane perpendicular

to the shear plane. In 2D the orientation of the rod is characterized by the angle θ with

the horizontal plane whose evolution is given by:

θt = −γ̇ sin2 θ +O(ε2). (2.55)

This simple equation helps us to appreciate a few scaling laws that we discuss below.

When both Brownian motion and flow are present there is a competition between the time
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scale set by the external flow that tries to align the filament with the time scale set by

rotational diffusion. The dynamics in this case is characterized by a single dimensionless

number called the rotary Pèclet that compares shear to diffusion, defined as:

Per = γ̇/dr. (2.56)

For a shear flow in the x− y plane the orientational dynamics of the rigid rod is described

by a Langevin equation that results from the balance of Brownian and hydrodynamic

torques. It is given by

ṗ = py (êx − pxp) +

√
2

Per∆t
(I− pp) ·w, (2.57)

where w is a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and unit variance. In 2D the leading

order Langevin equation takes a simple form:

θt = −γ̇ sin2 θ + ξ(t), (2.58)

where 〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = 4drδ(t− t′). If ξ = 0 the system has a fixed point at θ = 0 which means

that the rod simply tumbles and aligns with the zero shear plane and remains there.

However a nonzero ξ corresponds to a bifurcation where the filament gets stochastically

kicked out of the zero-shear plane that forces it to perform tumbling. A natural question

that comes up is how does the frequency of such tumbling scales with the flow strength?

It turns out that when the rod is aligned with the zero-shear plane its dynamics

is dominated by Brownian fluctuations. In 2D it is possible to show that at an angle

θ = θ0 ∼ (dr/γ̇)1/3 there is a balance of advective fluxes from rotation due to flow and

Brownian diffusion [30]. As illustrated in Figure 2.10 the regime θ < θp is dominated by

diffusion. The typical time spent by the rod in this regime is given by:

τdiff ∼ θ2
p/dr ∼ d−1/3

r γ̇−2/3. (2.59)
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Figure 2.10: Diffusion and advection dominated regimes of a rigid rod tumbling in 2D
shear flow.

The regime θ > θp is dominated by advection and we can get an estimate of the

time spent in this regime by simply integrating the equations of motion in absence of

Brownian fluctuations. On doing so we obtain:

τadv ∼
∫ π−θp

θp

dθ

γ̇ sin2 θ
=

2

γ̇ tan θp
∼ d−1/3

r γ̇−2/3, (2.60)

where we have used the approximation tan θp ∼ θp. Now it is straightforward to compute

the frequency of tumbling. It is given as

ν =
1

τadv + τdiff
∼ γ̇2/3. (2.61)

This is a classic result and in dimensionless form simply states ν ∼ Pe2/3
r [98]. We will re-

visit this result in next chapter and discuss how buckling instabilities of flexible polymers

modify this scaling.

2.5.2 Scaling laws for semi-flexible filaments

We know from our discussions in Chapter 1 that long-chain polymer molecules like

DNA are typically entropic with `p � L. For semi-flexible polymers like actin, L ∼ `p and
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we have a interplay between elasticity and Brownian fluctuation. Following our discussion

on rigid rods here we outline some key features in terms of scaling of a fluctuating semi-

flexible polymer in a Newtonian solvent.

Static properties: For a filament with length L . `p the filament remains nearly

straight with small transverse fluctuations. We let the x axis define the average orientation

of the filament and use a single transverse co-ordinate u(x, t) for simplicity as illustrated

in Figure 2.11. For small transverse fluctuations the bending energy can be represented

as:

EB =
B

2

∫ L

0

(
∂2u

∂x2

)2

dx. (2.62)

We now represent the transverse fluctuations in terms of a Fourier decomposition:

u(x, t) =
∑

q

uq(t) sin(qx), (2.63)

where q is simply the wavenumber [99]. The above Fourier representation is valid for a

filament with fixed ends having u = 0 at x = 0, L with q = nπ/L, where n = 1, 2, 3 · · · .

On invoking orthogonality of the Fourier modes the bending energy can be represented as

sums of the Fourier modes as:

EB =
BL

4

∑

q

q4u2
q . (2.64)

We now notice that that there is a quadratic dependence of the energy on u2
q and one can

invoke the principle of equipartition of energy. On doing so, we obtain:

〈u2
q〉 =

2kBT

BL

1

q4
≡ 2

L`p

1

q4
. (2.65)

Thus the expected value of the ensemble averaged transverse mode fluctuation is obtained

by performing a sum over all wave-numbers and in scaling terms is given as:

〈u2〉 ∼ L3

`p
. (2.66)
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of a fluctuating filament. The figure shows the transverse coordi-
nate and the longitudinal compression due to Brownian fluctuations.

Recall that while discussing non-dimensionalizing the SBT, we used the same scal-

ing as above for Brownian forces without explaining its origin. For an inextensible chain

the end-to-end contraction of the chain due to presence of transverse fluctuations is given

by:

∆L =

∫ L

0



√

1 +

∣∣∣∣
∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣
2

− 1


 dx ≈ 1

2

∫ L

0

∣∣∣∣
∂u

∂x

∣∣∣∣
2

dx =
L

4

∑

q

q2u2
q . (2.67)

Invoking the previous result on transverse fluctuations we find,

〈∆L〉 ∼ L2

`p
. (2.68)

Dynamic properties: In the above we have considered static properties of indi-

vidual polymer chains. The dynamics of semiflexible filaments help us appreciate various

results on relaxation times and evolution of end-to-end distance. As before, considering

small transverse fluctuations. The equation of motion for u(x, t) in the over-damped limit

is given by:

ξ⊥
∂u

∂t
= −B∂

4u

∂x4
+ η⊥, (2.69)

where ξ⊥ ≈ 4πµ/ ln(2/ε) is the friction coefficient in the transverse direction and η⊥ is the

Brownian noise projected onto u(x, t). Representing u(x, t) in terms of its Fourier series

and performing an ensemble average we obtain

ξ⊥

〈
duq
dt

〉
= −Bq4〈uq〉, (2.70)
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where the noise drops out due to averaging. The above expression hints to us that the

characteristic relaxation time of a bending mode is:

ω(q) ∼ µ

Bq4
. (2.71)

The quartic dependence on the wavenumber stands out in the above expression for relax-

ation time. This means that if a mode of wavelength 1µm takes 10−3 s to relax then a

mode of wavelength 10µm will take 100 s. This results in a large time scale separation

on the problem which makes it difficult for any numerical method to capture all the time

scales of the problem. In any problem, typically the longest wave-lengths have the largest

amplitude and the typical conformations of the filament is dominated by them. This ex-

plains why we chose the longest relaxation time τ to non-dimensionalize the governing

equation of the SBT.

With this simple scaling arguments we can predict a few more interesting results.

After time t the dominant mode relaxes over a distance [100,101]:

`⊥(t) ∼
(
Bt

µ

)1/4

. (2.72)

As seen before the magnitude of transverse fluctuations increases with length. Thus at

any time t, the expected mean-squared transverse motion is given by,

〈u(t)2〉 ∼ `⊥(t)3

`p
∼ t3/4 (2.73)

The dynamics of longitudinal motion can be computed similarly. Here, however, we must

account for the fact that the mean-square longitudinal fluctuations 〈δ`(t)2〉 of a long fila-

ment involve the sum (in quadrature) of independently fluctuating segments along a full

filament of length L. The typical size of such independently fluctuating segments at time

t is `⊥(t), of which there are L/`⊥(t). We have previously computed the average extension

in (2.68). Using that result we find,

〈δ`(t)2〉 ∼ L

`⊥(t)

`⊥(t)4

`2p
∼ t3/4. (2.74)
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This result tells us about the scaling of the mean-squared-displacement of the end-to-end

distance of a polymer before it saturates [83, 102]. We have reproduced such dynamic

scaling laws for validation of our numerical method [85].

2.6 Suppression of fluctuations

In the previous section we have outlined various static and dynamic scaling laws for

semi-flexible polymers. We end this chapter by discussing the most elementary problem

in polymer physics: stretching a fluctuating filament by applying force. The 1970s and

1980s saw the advent of various advanced biochemical methods for manipulating single

moleculesoptical tweezers [103] and atomic-force microscopy [104] that provided tools to

investigate the mechanical behavior of flexible polymers. Historically most of the initial

studies focused on long chain polymer molecules like DNA where work done by external

forces went in reducing the conformational entropies of the chain. DNA chains were either

pulled by magnetic beads from one end by holding the other end fixed [105] or an anchored

filament was stretched out by electric field or external flow [106, 107] from which it was

possible to obtain force-extension relations. For small forces these polymers behaved like

a linear spring that can be reconciled with the entropic nature and a freely jointed chain

model [95]. However for strong forces one needs to account for the bending stiffness as in

a worm like chain (WLC) model presented in the previous section to obtain the correct

force-extension behavior [108,109].

On the other hand stiff biopolymers like actin have not received much attention

and there are few systematic studies on how hydrodynamic or external forces iron out

fluctuations. In the following discussion we present two canonical problems that highlight

the process of suppression of fluctuation and briefly mention a few questions that are yet

to be resolved.
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Simulations : `p/L = 4
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Experiments: Kantsler, 2012
<latexit sha1_base64="n0CvP4dE+mPN3yjE8bwnF13pO+A=">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</latexit>

Experiments: ESPCI, 2018
<latexit sha1_base64="DjlRKri3koSnG1blSQ41iuF7Il4=">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</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="hu6vp39L+zNvciVGSuQi8yfGmSY=">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</latexit>

10�1
<latexit sha1_base64="KYPitWyfzLawiCjEEaPa9TtfRCI=">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</latexit>

101
<latexit sha1_base64="6OAXoyQu6ldvkJaz6tsf+wr7Hew=">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</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="yqmP8OVEFa6nAbpETByjkC2i3po=">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</latexit>

10�4
<latexit sha1_base64="qjIqz18L3EjvduCrTl+3XusaqeI=">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</latexit>

10�5
<latexit sha1_base64="QGNRy+INyyghJ56jsv/EGmao/6g=">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</latexit>

10�6
<latexit sha1_base64="hoyh6LBuPpJxWOwshdaBFJ08wlk=">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</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="hu6vp39L+zNvciVGSuQi8yfGmSY=">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</latexit>

⌃ = µ̄/4⇡4
<latexit sha1_base64="9VW5Q8aQnQ1T1XV+oD3XWnUZQJU=">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</latexit>

Vee
`p

L3
<latexit sha1_base64="VoczpRhDV2KV8TrUPQdSh9W/ivY=">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</latexit>

Figure 2.12: End-to-end fluctuations of actin filaments in extensional flow. Simulations
are compared against experimental results of [2] and from [3].

2.6.1 Actin in extensional flow

We will consider a semiflexible filament placed in a 2D stagnation point flow with its

center at the stagnation point. This can be realized in a cross-slot microchannel as studied

in [2] with the external flow being given by u∞ = ε̇ (x,−y, 0), where ε̇ is the extension rate.

More recently helical buckling of actin filaments was studied in a hyperbolic channel [8].

While this is the focus of Chapter 4, it is important to highlight that in the convergent

part of an hyperbolic channel the flow is also well described by the 2D stagnation point

flow approximations. In such a setup the flow tries to stretch the filament along it’s axis.

For sufficiently strong flow or equivalently large µ̄ the fluctuations are suppressed. To
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quantify this we introduce the variance of the fluctuations defined as:

V (x) =
〈
[h(x)− h̄(x)]2

〉
, (2.75)

where h(x) is the transverse co-ordinated of the filament and h̄(x) is the mean-shape. We

have used x as the parameterizing co-ordinate which is accurate in the limit of strong flow

and weak fluctuations. The Figure 2.12 shows the re-scaled variance of the end points

from our simulations and two different experiments with Vee = [V (0) + V (L)]/2. From

our discussion on scaling argument for transverse fluctuation we know that a rescaling by

`p/L
3 will collapse all the data as done in Figure 2.12.

In weak flow the filament does not feel hydrodynamic forces and it’s end-to-end fluc-

tuation remains fairly constant and close to what one expect in absence of flow. However as

the hydrodynamic drag increases we observe that fluctuations are strongly suppressed and

decrease monotonically with µ̄. Our simulation results are in partial agreement with [2]

in weak flow. Due to long filaments used in [3] the µ̄ is much larger and covers a regime

unexplored in [2]. Our simulations compare very well with the experiments in strong flows

as seen in Figure 2.12. A simple theory to predict the end-to-end fluctuation was proposed

in [2] based on the Monge representation of the filament. While the theory that relies on

an eigenfunction expansion of the fluctuations on an appropriate basis [85] predicts the

right trend in the behavior it does not agree quantitatively with simulations and experi-

ments. Finally it is instructive to estimate in scaling sense the drag force experienced by

the filament when there is complete suppression of fluctuation at large µ̄. For a filament

that is almost straight the viscous force is given by Fv ∼ µ̄B/16L2 ∼ 0.8−1.8pN. In other

words one needs to apply a distributed force of this magnitude in order to straighten the

fluctuating filament.
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2.6.2 Pulling from the ends

We now consider another canonical problem in which we pull the filament from

two ends by applying a force. There are various versions and flavors of this experiment.

Examples include holding one end of the filament fixed and pulling the free end by magnetic

forces, or pulling both ends of the filament by optical tweezers in harmonic traps. We

consider the case when an external force F = F êx is applied along the x axis of the

filament at the two end points. A shematic of this numerical experiment is shown in

Figure 2.13. For our 3D simulations this translate to the following boundary conditions:

xss = 0, s = 0, L (2.76)

− (Bxsss − σxs) = −F êx, s = 0 (2.77)

Bxsss − σxs = F êx, s = L (2.78)

where the first equation prescribes the moment-free condition and the last two states the

balance of forces. On exploiting the first boundary condition it is possible to obtain the

boundary condition for tension as: σ(0, L) = −F êx · xs(0, L).

x
<latexit sha1_base64="wcbPrdm+lMi76l28xaXGt6I+QRU=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of a polymer getting pulled from two ends.

While stretching the filament the force does work on the system. We can write an

effective Hamiltonian for the problem that combines the bending energy and this work. It

is given by:

H =
B

2

∫ L

0

|xss|2ds− F · [x(L)− x(0)] ≡
∫ L

0

[
B

2
|xss|2 − F êx · ∂sx]

]
ds. (2.79)
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In the limit of strong-force F � B/`2p the filament is almost straight. In this limit it is

possible to simplify the work done by the force considerably. For the planar problem the

calculation is outlined in a pedagogical manner in [110]. Using the equipartition theorem

or calculations based on path integrals, it is possible to obtain the expression for mean

axial extension in 2D. For large forces this is given as [110]:

〈x(L)− x(0)〉 ≡ 〈∆x〉 ≈ L

[
1− 1

4
√
f`p

coth

(
L

`p

√
f`p

)
+

1

4f`p

`p
L

]
, (2.80)

where f = F/kBT . We can compute the extension from 3D Brownian simulations as

well. The comparison between the 2D theory given by eqn (2.80) and the 3D simulations

are shown in Figure 2.14. We find an excellent comparison between the theory and the

simulations in the strong force limit when the fluctuations are mostly suppressed. The

typical magnitude of force required for suppressing fluctuations was found to be O(0.5 −

1) pN.
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Figure 2.14: Force extension curve for an actin filament with `p/L = 1.8.
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2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have outlined the fundamentals of elasticity and hydrodynam-

ics of slender flexible filaments. The tools developed in this chapter form the backbone

of the upcoming discussions on various specific problems related to filaments in flows.

We have also outlined the role of Brownian forces in introducing shape fluctuations and

various analytical results related to stretching and pulling a filament by forces or flows.

These theoretical and numerical experiments allow us to probe and understand mechanical

properties polymers, and will help us to develop simple models in the upcoming chapters.
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Chapter 3

Morphological transitions and

rheology of actin in shear flow

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we laid the foundations for the theoretical and computa-

tional tools to study the dynamics of semi-flexible filaments in flows. Our discussions on

elasticity of slender structures suggested that inextensible elastic beams can buckle in the

presence of compressive viscous forces leading to formation of strongly deformed structures.

These deformations change various scaling laws for tumbling of rigid rods in simple shear

and have the potential to fundamentally alter rheological properties of suspensions. In this

chapter we combine microfluidic experiments with theoretical and numerical modeling to

study morphologies of actin filaments in simple shear and reveal their role in emerging

rheology.

The case of long-chain polymers such as DNA [23], for which the persistence length

`p is much smaller than the contour length L, has been characterized extensively in ex-

periments [22, 24] as well as numerical simulations [25] and mean-field models [26]. The
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dynamics in this case is governed by the competition between thermal entropic forces

favoring coiled configurations and viscous stresses that tend to stretch the polymer in

strain-dominated flows. The interplay between these two effects is responsible for the

coil-stretch transition in elongational flows and tumbling and stretching motions in shear

flows, both of which are well captured by classic entropic bead-spring models [27–29].

On the contrary, the dynamics of shorter polymers such as actin filaments [30], for

which L ∼ `p, has been much less investigated and is still not fully understood. Here, it

is the subtle interplay of bending forces, thermal fluctuations and internal tension under

viscous loading that instead dictates the dynamics. Indeed, bending energy and thermal

fluctuations are now of comparable magnitudes, while the energy associated with stretch-

ing is typically much larger due to the small diameter of the molecular filaments [31] as

discussed in the previous chapter. This distinguishes these filaments from long entropy-

dominated polymers such as DNA in which chain bending plays little role.

In the previous chapter we have discussed the classical case of a rigid rod tumbling

periodically in shear flow [97], now known as Jeffery orbits. When flexibility becomes sig-

nificant, viscous stresses applied on the filament can overcome bending resistance and lead

to structural instabilities reminiscent of Euler buckling of elastic beams [2, 81, 111–115].

On the other hand, Brownian orientational diffusion has been shown to control the char-

acteristic period of tumbling [30, 116]. In shear flow, the combination of rotation and

deformation leads to particularly rich dynamics [30, 83, 117–121], which have yet to be

fully characterized and understood. Here we elucidate these dynamics in a simple shear

flow [7]. The filaments we consider here have a contour length L in the range of 4− 40µm

and a diameter a ∼ 8 nm. By analyzing the fluctuating shapes of the filaments, we mea-

sured the persistence length, as shown in [48], to be `p = 17 ± 1µm independent of the

solvent viscosity. We combine fluorescent labeling techniques, microfluidic flow devices and
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an automated-stage microscopy apparatus to systematically identify deformation modes

and conformational transitions. Our experimental results are confronted against Brown-

ian dynamics simulations and theoretical models that describe actin filaments as thermal

inextensible Euler-Bernoulli beams whose hydrodynamics follows nonlocal slender-body

theory [81]. The experiments had access to planar conformations of the filament that are

in the focal plane of the microscope. To this end, we restrict the simulations also to be

planar, which results in better quantitative agreement. By varying the contour length as

well as applied shear rates in the range of γ̇ ∼ 0.5–10 s−1, we identify and characterize

transitions from Jeffery-like tumbling dynamics of stiff filaments to buckled and finally

strongly bent configurations for longer filaments.

3.2 Polymer dynamics and conformations

3.2.1 Governing parameters and key features

In 2.3.4 we outlined the control parameters of a semi-flexible filament in flow. Here

we briefly review the dimensionless numbers for consistency. The filament dynamics results

from the interplay of three physical effects – elastic bending forces, thermal fluctuations

and viscous stresses, and is governed by three independent dimensionless groups. First,

the ratio of the filament persistence length `p to the contour length L characterizes the

amplitude of transverse fluctuations due to thermal motion, with the limit of `p/L →

∞ describing rigid Brownian fibers. Second, the elasto-viscous number µ̄ compares the

characteristic time scale for elastic relaxation of a bending mode to the time scale of the

imposed flow, and is defined in terms of the solvent viscosity µ, applied shear rate γ̇,

filament length L and bending rigidity B as µ̄ = 8πµγ̇L4/B. Third, the anisotropic drag

coefficients along the filament involve a geometric parameter c = − ln(ε2e) capturing the
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effect of slenderness, where ε = a/L.

The elasto-viscous number is the main control parameter of the problem and can

be interpreted as the dimensionless measure of the flow strength. By varying L and γ̇, we

have systematically explored filament dynamics over several decades of µ̄ and observed a

variety of filament configurations, the most frequent of which we illustrate in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Temporal evolution of filament shape in planar shear over one period of motion,
showing three representative cases corresponding to increasing elasto-viscous number. In
each case, we compare fluorescence images from experiments (E) to Brownian dynamics
simulations (S).

In relatively weak flows, the filaments are found to tumble without any significant

deformation in a manner similar to rigid Brownian rods, is to the description in 2.5.1.
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On increasing the elasto-viscous number, a first transition is observed whereby compres-

sive viscous forces overcome bending rigidity and drive a structural instability towards a

characteristic C shaped configuration during the tumbling motion. By analogy with Euler

beams, we term this deformation mode ‘global buckling’ as it occurs over the full length

of the filament. In stronger flows, this instability gives way to highly bent configurations,

which we call U turns, that are akin to the snaking motions previously observed with flexi-

ble fibers [30,118]. During those turns, the filament remains roughly aligned with the flow

direction while a curvature wave initiates at one end and propagates towards the other end.

At yet higher values of µ̄, more complex shapes can also emerge, including an S turn which

is similar to the U turn but involves two opposing curvature waves emanating simultane-

ously from both ends. In all cases, excellent agreement is observed between experimental

measurements and Brownian dynamics simulations. Our focus here is in describing and

explaining the first three deformation modes and corresponding transitions.

3.2.2 Characterization of temporal dynamics

We characterize the temporal shape evolution more quantitatively for each case

in Figure 3.2. In order to describe the overall shape and orientation of the filament, we

introduce the gyration tensor, or the second mass moment, as

Gij(t) =
1

L

∫ L

0

[ri(s, t)− r̄i(t)][rj(s, t)− r̄j(t)] ds, (3.1)

where r(s, t) is a two-dimensional parametric representation of the filament centerline with

arclength s ∈ [0, L] in the flow-gradient plane, and r̄(t) is the instantaneous center-of-mass

position. The angle χ between the mean filament orientation and the flow direction is

provided by the eigenvectors of Gij, while its eigenvalues (λ1, λ2) can be combined to

define a sphericity parameter ω = 1− 4λ1λ2/(λ1 + λ2)2.
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the sphericity parameter ω, mean angle χ with respect to the flow
direction, bending energy E and scaled end-to-end distance Lee/L over one period of motion
for (a) Jeffery-like tumbling, (b) C buckling, and (c) U turn. Symbols: experiments. Solid
lines: simulations. Parameter values are the same as in Figure 3.1. The lack of experimental
data during the interval ∆γ̇t ∼ 30 in (a) is due to a temporary loss of focus caused by
tumbling of the filament out of the flow-gradient plane.

The sphericity parameters quantifies the filament anisotropy: ω ≈ 0 for nearly
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isotropic configurations (λ1 ≈ λ2), and ω ≈ 1 for nearly straight shapes (λ1 � λ2 ≈

0)/ Other relevant measures of filament conformation are the scaled end-to-end distance

Lee(t)/L = |r(L, t) − r(0, t)|/L, whose departures from its maximum value of 1 are in-

dicative of bent or folded shapes, and the total bending energy E(t) = B/2
∫ L

0
κ2(s, t)ds,

which is an integrated measure of the filament curvature κ(s, t). As is evident in Fig-

ure 3.2, these different variables exhibit distinctive signatures in each of the three regimes

and can be used to differentiate between configurations systematically. During Jeffery-like

tumbling, filaments remain nearly straight with ω ≈ 1, Lee ≈ L and E ≈ 0 while the angle

χ quasi-periodically varies from −π/2 to π/2 over the course of each tumble. During a C

buckling event, the angle χ still reaches π/2, but the other quantities now deviate from

their baseline as the filament bends and straightens again. This provides a quantitative

measure for distinguishing tumbling motion and C buckling. During a U turn, however,

deformations are also significant, but χ deviates only weakly from 0 as the filament remains

roughly aligned with the flow direction and executes a tank-treading motion rather than

an actual tumble. This feature provides a simple test for distinguishing C and U turns in

both experiments and simulations. Other hallmarks of U turns are the increased bending

energy during the turn, which exhibits a nearly constant plateau while the localized bend

in the filament shape travels from one end to the other, and a strong minimum in the

end-to-end distance Lee(t), which reaches nearly zero halfway through the turn when the

filament is symmetrically folded.

3.2.3 Order parameters

This descriptive understanding of the dynamics allows us to investigate transitions

between deformation regimes as the elasto-viscous number increases. The dependence on

µ̄ of the maximum bending energy E, minimum value of the sphericity parameter ω, and
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range ∆χ of the mean angle over one or several periods of motion is shown in Figure 3.3.

In the case of U turns, the maximum bending energy is calculated as an average over

the plateau seen in Figure 3.2(c). In the tumbling regime, deformations are negligible

beyond those induced by thermal fluctuations, as evidenced by the nearly constant values

of max(E) ≈ 0 and min(ω) ≈ 1.

Figure 3.3: Dependence on elasto-viscous number µ̄ of: (a) the maximum value of the
bending energy E, (b) the minimum value of the sphericity parameter ω, and (c) the range
∆χ of the mean angle in the various tumbling and deformation regimes. Full symbols:
experiments; open symbols: simulations. For experimental data, the measurement error in
µ̄ (due to errors in contour length (±0.5µm) and in local shear rate (±0.1 s−1)) is comparable
to the marker size.
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After the onset of buckling, however, the maximum bending energy starts increas-

ing monotonically with µ̄ as viscous stresses cause increasingly stronger bending of the

filament. This increased bending is accompanied by a decrease in ω as bending renders

shapes increasingly isotropic, finally reaching min(ω) ≈ 0. Interestingly, the transition

to U turns is marked by a plateau of the bending energy, which subsequently only very

weakly increases with µ̄. This plateau is indicative of the emergence of strongly bent con-

figurations where the elastic energy becomes localized in one sharp fold, and suggests that

the curvature of the folds during U turns depends only weakly on flow strength. The

parameter ω also starts increasing again after the onset of U turns, as the filaments adopt

hairpin shapes that become increasingly anisotropic. Figure 3.3(a,b) also shows a few data

points for S turns at high values of µ̄: in this regime, the maximum bending energy is

approximately twice that of U turns, as bending deformations now become localized in

two sharp folds instead of one. S shapes are, however, more compact than U shapes and

thus show lower values of ω. Orientational dynamics are summarized in Figure 3.3(c),

showing the range ∆χ = χmax − χmin of the mean angle χ over one period of motion.

During a typical Jeffery-like tumbling or C buckling event, the main filament orientation

rotates continuously and as a result ∆χ = π. The scatter in the experimental data is

the result of the finite sampling rate during imaging. During U turns, the filament no

longer performs tumbles but instead remains globally aligned with the flow direction as

it undergoes its snaking motion, resulting in ∆χ < π. This explains the discontinuity in

the data of Figure 3.3(c), where C and U turns stand apart. As µ̄ increases beyond the

transition, we find that ∆χ → 0 suggesting a nearly constant mean orientation for the

folded shapes characteristic of U turns.
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3.2.4 Buckling alters tumbling frequency

During our discussion of Brownian rigid rods in the previous chapters we identified

two distinct regimes of tumbling: one which is dominated by rotational diffusion and the

other that is dictated by advection. We can employ simple calculations to obtain a scaling

relation that suggests that the tumbling frequency ν ∼ γ̇2/3 ∼ µ̄2/3. Interestingly as shown

in Figure 3.4, this scaling relation holds true even when the filament buckles into C shapes.

However one starts to see a deviation as strongly deformed hairpin shapes emerge that are

typical of U turns. In this regime the exponent tends towards 3/4 and is also confirmed

from the limited amount of simulations.
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Figure 3.4: Scaling of tumbling frequency ν non-dimensionalized by the longest relaxation
time τ as a function of the elasto-viscous number. In strong flows the scaling exponent
tends towards 3/4.

This systematic deviation towards 3/4 in strong flows is in agreement with results
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from Lang et al. [116]. This deviation was rationalized in [116] by an argument of ‘local

buckling’ at the length scales of the typical transverse fluctuations r⊥ ∼ L
√
L/`p in strong

flows which we discuss in the subsequent sections.

3.3 Morphological transitions: mechanisms

Our experiments and simulations have uncovered three dynamical regimes with in-

creasing values of µ̄, the transitions between which we now proceed to explain. A summary

of our results is provided in Figure 3.5 as a phase diagram in the (µ̄/c, `p/L) parameter

space, where the transitions are found to occur at fixed values of µ̄/c independent of `p/L.

Figure 3.5: Phase chart indicating the different dynamical regimes in the (µ̄/c, `p/L)
parameter space. The dashed black lines show the theoretical transitions from tumbling

motion to C buckling (µ̄
(1)
c /c ≈ 306.4), and from C buckling to U turns (µ̄

(2)
c /c ≈ 1700).

Full symbols: experiments; open symbols: simulations.

The first transition from tumbling motion to C buckling has received much attention

in the past, primarily in the case of non-Brownian filaments [33, 81, 117]. This limit
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is amenable to a linear stability analysis [33], which predicts a supercritical pitchfork

bifurcation whereby compressive viscous stresses exerted along the filament as it rotates

into the compressional quadrant of the flow are sufficiently strong to induce buckling.

The stability analysis is based on local slender-body theory, where the natural control

parameter arises as µ̄/c, and predicts buckling above a critical value of µ̄
(1)
c /c ≈ 306.4 [33],

in reasonable agreement with our measurements (Figure 3.5). Thermal fluctuations do

not significantly alter this threshold, but instead result in a blurred transition [2,112,122]

with an increasingly broad transitional regime where both tumbling and C buckling can be

observed for a given value of µ̄. When Brownian fluctuations are strong, i.e., for low values

of `p/L, it becomes challenging to differentiate deformations caused by viscous buckling

vs fluctuations, and thus the distinction between the two regimes becomes irrelevant.

Upon increasing µ̄/c, the second conformational transition from C shaped filaments

to elongated hairpin-like U turns undergoing snaking motions occurs. The appearance of U

turns (shown in green in Figure 3.5) occurs above a critical value µ̄
(2)
c /c that is again largely

independent of `p/L. However, the transition is not sharp, and near the critical value both

shapes can be observed simultaneously (as indicated by gray points). In fact, a single

filament in the transitional regime will typically execute both types of turns, switching

stochastically between them. This stochastic transitional regime can be characterized

more precisely by the probability of observing either shape, which we can estimate in

simulations and is shown in Figure 3.6 as a function of µ̄ for a fixed value of `p/L = 1.2.

Consistent with the phase chart in Figure 3.5 we find that the probability of U turns

continuously increases from 0 to 1 as µ̄ is varied across the transition. Similar stochastic

transitions have been reported for the onset of buckling in compressional flows [2, 112].
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Figure 3.6: Percentage of C buckling events as a function of µ̄ near the transition from
C buckling to U turns in numerical simulations. The probability was estimated over a
minimum of 10 distinct turns. The results shown are for `p/L = 1.2.

3.3.1 Origin of snaking motion: J shape

The transition towards snaking dynamics has not been characterized previously.

Our attempt at understanding its mechanism focuses on the onset of a U turn, which

always involves the formation of a J shaped configuration as visible in Figure 3.1 and also

illustrated in Figure 3.7. To elucidate the transition mechanism, we develop a theoretical

model for a J configuration, which can be viewed as a precursor to the U turn. We

discuss this model in great detail in the following section. Here we focus on the possible

mechanisms that may lead to a formation of a J shape.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Numerical snapshots of filament shapes during the formation of a J shape
before the initiation of a U turn. (b) Typical geometric features of the J shape. During
snaking, the filament translates tangentially with an axial velocity Vsnake.

In the process of initiation two possible mechanisms may be at play. On the one

hand, it may be caused by the global buckling of the filament in the presence of highly com-

pressive viscous forces, in a manner consistent with the sequence of shapes of Figure 3.7(a).

Under sufficiently strong shear, compressive forces can induce a buckling instability on a

filament that has not yet aligned with the compressional axis and forms only a small angle

with the flow direction. Alignment of the deformed filament with the flow then results in

differential tension (compression vs tension) near its two ends, thus allowing one end to

bend while the other remains straight. A second potential mechanism proposed in [116] is

of a local buckling occurring on the typical length scale of transverse thermal fluctuations.

The scaling for Euler buckling force at the length of transverse fluctuations is given by

fB ∼ B/r2
⊥ ∼ B`p/L

3. We can obtain the characteristic viscous forces at this scale as

fv ∼ µγ̇r2
⊥ ∼ µL3γ̇/`p. Seeking a balance between these we obtain:

fB ∼ fv =⇒ µ̄ ∼
(
`p
L

)2

. (3.2)

This scaling for transition towards U turns suffices to explain the behavior of tumbling

frequency described previously. However our data, as shown in Figure 3.5 clearly indicates
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that the transition to U turns is independent of thermal fluctuations, allowing us to discard

this hypothesis. Borwnian motion are nonetheless responsible for the existence of the

transitional regime above µ̄
(2)
c /c, where they can destabilize J shapes towards C shapes

and thus prevent the occurrence of U turns. This interpretation is consistent with the

increasing extent of the transitional regime with decreasing `p/L that was further discussed

in Figure 3.6.

3.3.2 Dynamics of the J-shaped configuration

To understand the transition to U turns, we seek a simplified, non-Brownian model

of the tilted J shaped configuration as illustrated in Figure 3.7. We idealize the confor-

mation using the geometry shown in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Theoretical model of the J configuration. The bent part is approximated by
a semi-circle of radius R. There is a snaking velocity Vsnake along the contour of the shape.
The straight part of the configuration makes a tilt angle of φ with the direction of the flow.

We approximate the bent portion of the filament by a semi-circle of yet unknown

radius R and assume that the rest of the filament is straight and has a tilt angle φ with
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respect to the flow direction. We also introduce the following notations:

• T (1) ≡ velocity of the straight arm in the tangential direction t̂.

• vAO⊥ ≡ velocity of the straight arm in the normal direction n̂.

• T (θ) ≡ velocity of the semi-circle along êθ.

• vOB⊥ (θ) ≡ Velocity of the semi-circle in the êr direction.

• C(xc, yc) ≡ filament center of mass.

• (x, y) ≡ global coordinate axes centered at O.

• l ≡ length of the straight arm, also given by: l = L − πR where L is the filament

contour length.

Note that the assumption of a semi-circular shape for the bend leads to some

inconsistencies. In particular, it is not possible to satisfy the force- and moment-free

boundary conditions at point B. Adding a second straight arm emanating from B would

allow this issue to be circumvented, and the model we present here is justified in the

limit of the length of that second arm becoming zero. Additional inconsistencies also

arise at point O, where not all derivatives of the filament shape are continuous. These

assumptions are necessary to make analytical progress, and we will see a posteriori that

the model produces results that are in good agreement with experimental and simulation

data. As we discuss later, the model does also satisfy a global energy balance that serves

to make the assumptions rigorous while neglecting the boundary layers that may arise at

geometric discontinuities.

With the definitions above, the relative velocity between the fluid and the straight
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arm in the tangential and normal directions can be expressed as:

vrel‖ = T (1) + γ̇ [(l − s0) sinφ− yc] cosφ, (3.3)

vrel⊥ = vAO⊥ (s0)− γ̇ [(l − s0) sinφ− yc] sinφ. (3.4)

As there are no forces acting in the normal direction inside the straight arm, we set vrel⊥ = 0

which yields

vAO⊥ (s0) = γ̇ [(l − s0) sinφ− yc] sinφ. (3.5)

In the tangential direction, the internal tension σ(s) induces an elastic force density f(s) =

σst̂. This force density is balanced by viscous stresses using resistive force theory as

−σs = c‖vrel‖ , which can be integrated using the force-free boundary condition at point A

to yield

σ(s0) = −c‖T (1)s0 + c‖γ̇
[(
ls0 − 1

2s
2
0

)
sinφ− ycs0

]
cosφ. (3.6)

We have introduced the coefficient of resistance per unit length in the tangential direction,

which is expressed as

c‖ ≈
2πµ

log(2L/a)
, (3.7)

and we similarly define c⊥ ≈ 2c‖ as the resistance coefficient for transverse motion.

We analyze the kinematics and force balance on the semi-circular arc in a similar

fashion, and first express the relative velocities along the arc as

vrel‖ = T + vf cos(θ − φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
vf‖

, (3.8)

vrel⊥ = vOB⊥ + vf sin(θ − φ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
vf⊥

, (3.9)

where vf = γ̇R [cosφ− cos(θ − φ)] − γ̇yc. Seeking a balance between elastic and viscous
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forces in the tangential and normal directions, we obtain:

− 1

R

dσ

dθ
= c‖v

rel
‖ , (3.10)

σ

R
+
B

R3
= c⊥v

rel
⊥ . (3.11)

The constraint of inextensibility introduces a kinematic relation between the Lagrangian

velocities in the tangential and perpendicular directions everywhere along OB, and pro-

vides the condition:

dT

dθ
+ vOB⊥ = 0. (3.12)

Eqs. (3.8)–(3.12) can be combined to yield a second-order inhomogeneous ODE for vOB⊥ (θ):

2
d2vOB⊥
dθ2

− vOB⊥ = 2
d2vf⊥
dθ2

+
d2vf‖
dθ2

. (3.13)

This ODE can be solved analytically subject to continuity of the velocity at point O and

to the tension-free boundary condition at point B:

vOB⊥ (θ) = C1 cosh(λθ) + C2 sinh(λθ) +
∑

n=1,2

[αn cos(nθ) + βn sin(nθ)], (3.14)

where λ = 1/
√

2 and

C1 =
γ̇R sin 2φ

18
, (3.15)

C2 =
B

c⊥R3 sinh(πλ)
− γ̇R

18
sin 2φ tanh

(
πλ

2

)
, (3.16)

α1 = γ̇(yc −R cosφ) sinφ, α2 = −5

9
γ̇R sin 2φ, (3.17)

β1 = −γ̇(yc −R cosφ) cosφ, β2 =
5

9
γ̇R cos 2φ. (3.18)

From vOB⊥ , the tangential velocity along the bend is easily obtained as

T = vf‖ − 2

(
dvOB⊥
dθ
− dvf⊥

dθ

)
. (3.19)
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Seeking continuity of tangential velocity and internal tension at point O, we obtain two

distinct expressions for the tangential velocity T (1) of the straight arm:

T (1) =− 2Bλ

c⊥R3 sinh(πλ)
+ γ̇yc cosφ

− 2

9
γ̇R cos 2φ+

γ̇Rλ

9
sin 2φ tanh

(
πλ

2

)
,

(3.20)

T (1) =
B

c‖R2l
− γ̇l

4
sin 2φ+ γ̇yc cosφ. (3.21)

Interestingly, (3.21) can be shown to also satisfy the torque balance on the filament.

For consistency, we require that Eqs. (3.20)–(3.21) be equal. Note, however, that

both R and φ remain unknown at this point. We therefore seek a third condition based

on dissipation arguments similar to those used to explain the tank-treading motion of

vesicles [123]. Over the course of an infinitesimal time interval δt during a U turn, a

length of δL ≡ Vsnakeδt that was initially straight becomes bent into the semi-circular

curve of radius R, where Vsnake is the snaking velocity. During that same time, the same

small amount of length becomes straight on the other side of the bend. The amount of

work required to bend the straight part can be estimated as the change in its elastic energy:

δE =
B

2

Vsnakeδt

R2
. (3.22)

This expression provides an estimate for the rate of change Ė = δE/δt of bending energy

due to the deformation of the filament at it undergoes snaking. An alternative expression

can be obtained from first principles by differentiating the bending energy as:

Ė = B

∫ L

0

rss · rtss ds. (3.23)

Applying two integrations by parts and using the fact that tension forces do not perform

any work leads to:

Ė = B

∫ L

0

rt · rssssds =

∫ L

0

rt · f eds ≡ −
∫ L

0

rt · fhds. (3.24)
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where rt is the velocity of a material point along the filament, and f e = Brssss is the

local elastic force density whose work balances that of the hydrodynamic force density

fh = −[c‖t̂t̂ + c⊥(I − t̂t̂)] · vrel. The detailed expression for the integral in Eq. (3.24)

is cumbersome and therefore omitted here. The above derivation involves integration by

parts and assumes continuity of derivatives. Equating (3.24) with δE/δt from Eq. (3.22),

and identifying the snaking velocity with the tangential velocity T (1) of the straight arm

in the J shape, we obtain the additional condition

BT (1)

2R2
= −

∫ L

0

rt · fh ds. (3.25)

The above relation is essentially an integral energy balance in the system where we have

included the dominant terms that come from the approximated J shape. In principle,

there may be other terms arising from boundary layers near the junctions of approximate

straight and semi-circular arcs which are ignored here in an asymptotic sense to facilitate

analytical progress.

It is possible to combine (3.20), (3.21) and (3.25) to form two equations for the

unknowns R and φ. These two equations are then solved numerically using a Newton-

search algorithm. The equations essentially specify two curves in the φ − R plane, and a

solution only exists when the curves intersect. For a given aspect ratio of the filament, we

find that there exists a critical value of µ̄ below which the curves do not intersect. This

suggests that below this value J-shapes can no longer form and therefore U turns cannot

occur. The theoretically calculated value of µ̄
(2)
c /c ≈ 1700 is plotted as a dashed line on

Figure 3.5 and indeed provides a very good estimate for the onset of U turns.

3.3.3 Dynamics of U -turns

We further characterize the dynamics during U turns, for which our theoretical

model also provides predictions. The filament orientation at the onset of a turn is plotted
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Figure 3.9: (a) Dependence on µ̄ of the tilt angle φ formed by J shapes with respect to the
flow direction in experiments, simulations and in our theoretical model. (b) Fraction δs/L of
the filament length that is bent during a U turn (see Appendix A for detailed definition of
δs). (c) Snaking velocity Vsnake rescaled with γ̇Rth and plotted against µ̄ from experiments,
simulations and theory; here, Rth is the theoretically predicted fold radius. (d) A perfect
collapse of snaking velocity from the theoretical model.

in Figure 3.9(a), showing the tilt angle φ formed by the straight arm of the J shape with

respect to the flow direction as a function of µ̄. Our theoretical model for dynamics of the

J shape also provides the value of φ, in excellent agreement with experiments. In both

cases, the tilt angle decreases with increasing flow strength due to increased alignment by

the flow. For very long filaments (limit of large µ̄), accurate measurements of the tilt angle
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become challenging due to shape fluctuations, hence the increased scatter in the data.

After a J shape is initiated, the curvature of the folded region remains nearly constant in

time as suggested by the plateau in the bending energy (Figure 3.3(c)). This provides a

strong basis for approximating the bent part of the filament as a semi-circle of radius R

in our model. The theoretical prediction Rth and measurements of the radius on J shapes

from experiments and simulations agree quite well in Figure 3.9(b) (see Appendix A for

details). The radius of the bend is seen to decrease with µ̄, as compressive viscous stresses

in strong flows allow increasingly tighter folding of the filament.

The rotation of the end-to-end vector during the U turn results primarily from tank-

treading of the filament along its arclength, unlike the global rotation that dominates the

tumbling and C buckling regimes. While the snaking velocity is not constant during a

turn, its average value can be quantitatively measured through the time derivative of the

end-to-end distance, yielding the approximation Vsnake ≈ L̇ee/2. The relevant dynamic

length and time scales during this snaking motion are the radius of curvature R of the

bent segment and shear rate γ̇. This is supported by our theory, where rescaling Vsnake by

γ̇Rth collapses the predicted velocities over a range of filament lengths as shown in Figure

Figure 3.9(d). The same rescaling applied to the experimental and numerical data and

using the theoretical radius Rth also provides a good collapse in Figure 3.9(c).

Harasim et al. [30] previously proposed a simplified theory of the U turn, which

shares similarities with ours but assumes that the filament is aligned with the flow direction

and neglects elastic stresses inside the fold. Their predictions are in partial agreement with

our results in the limit of very long filaments and strong shear. However their theory is

unable to predict and explain the transition from buckling to U turns.
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3.4 Rheology of dilute suspension

So far our discussions of filament morphology has outlined how competition between

elastic and viscous forces can lead to Euler-buckling instabilities that make way to deformed

filament configurations. While the transitions were found to be fairly independent of the

Brownian motion of the filaments, fluctuations however introduce shape perturbations and

can smooth out sharp bifurcations [112]. The natural question that follows from studies

on morphologies is that does microscopic dynamics alter macroscopic properties of such

suspensions? We know from our introductory discussion on rheology that it is indeed the

deformation, rotation and dissipation induced by the micro-structure of a suspension that

leads to bulk rheological properties. The majority of previous research has focused on

fully flexible polymers, which are characterized, both in solution and in the melt, by a

self-similar fractal structure from the scale of a monomer up to the coil size [95]. This

peculiar property allows for the development of elegant and simple scaling arguments for

the dynamic properties of polymer solutions. Another limit that has received significant

attention is the rheological properties of bead-rod chains that model inextensible but

flexible polymers [124–126]. In the past decades, several studies have focused on the

conformational and rheological properties of single semiflexible polymers under flow using

theory [127], simulations [25] and experiments [26, 107]. However λ-DNA which has been

the model polymer for most of these studies have L � `p and its dynamics is distinctly

different from actin filaments that are of interest in the present study. Only recently

there have been experiments [128] and mesoscopic simulations [129] of semi-dilute polymer

suspensions with L ∼ `p that exhibit shear thinning and positive normal stress difference.

On the other hand there has also been a few studies on the rheological properties of

semi-dilute non-Brownian suspensions [130, 131] that are important for various industrial

processes [118]. Becker and Shelley [33] first mapped these macroscopic behaviors to buck-
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ling instabilities of non-Brownian filaments that were further explored through detailed

nonlinear simulations [81]. A natural extension of the present study is to understand the

role of thermal fluctuations and buckling in dilute suspension of actin filaments. This is

distinctly different from studies in semi-dilute suspension since we can relate each compo-

nent of microscopic deformations to macroscopic stress and single out the role of elasticity

and shape fluctuations. In an attempt to understand the role of flow induced deforma-

tions we start by a brief review of classical rheology of rigid rods [5, 6, 132] that serves as

the reference for our problem. We then discuss methods of computing ensemble averaged

stress, a few open questions related to non-Brownian fibers, and finally discuss new results

of rheology for dilute suspensions.

3.4.1 Rheology of rigid rod suspension

This problem has received a considerable amount of interest starting from the pio-

neering work by Leal and Hinch [5, 132], Stewart and Sorensen [133] and Brenner [6] who

investigated the role of Brownian fluctuations in orientational distribution of rigid rods in

shear flow and the subsequent effect in rheology. Our aim is to summarize the key results

and outline the methodology for some of the calculations without going into much of the

technical details.

We consider a Brownian rigid rod with aspect ratio ε = a/L � 1 where a is the

characteristic diameter and L is the length of the object placed in a simple shear flow

with u∞ = (γ̇y, 0, 0). We also define r = 1/ε the inverse of the aspect ratio for the sake of

notational convenience. We restrict ourselves to the dilute regime with nL3 � 1 where n is

the mean particle density in the suspension, and thus neglect inter-particle hydrodynamic

interactions. As discussed in Chapter 2 the rods are characterized by an orientation vector

p that rotates in presence of an externally imposed shear flow and is acted on by Brownian
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torques that causes it to diffuse. The dimensionless number that governs the dynamics

of these rods is the rotary Péclet number Per = γ̇/dr number where dr is the rotational

diffusivity of the rod. The Péclet number and the elasto-viscous number employed in our

simulations of semi-flexible polymers are related as follows:

Per =
µ̄

24 ln(2r)

`p
L
. (3.26)

In the limit of `p/L → ∞ the flexible polymers behave like Brownian rigid rods. The

orientational dynamics of the Brownian rod is governed by (2.57). We can find the Fokker-

Planck description for the probability distribution of orientation ψ(p, t) associated with

the Langevin dynamics. It is given by:

∂ψ

∂t
+∇p · (ṗψ) = dr∇2

pψ, (3.27)

where ∇p is the gradient operator on the unit sphere of orientations and is defined as:

∇p = (δij − pipj)∂/∂pj.

The extra stress due to the slender particles can be obtained by computing the

stresslet or the moment of force exerted by the particles on the fluid as outlined in [134,

135]. The net extra-stress that we denote by Σ will have two contributions: one from

orientational dynamics of the particles in presence of flow and one from the Brownian

stress. They are given by [136–139]:

Σf
ij =

πµnL3

6 ln(2r)

[
〈pipjpkpl〉 −

1

3
δij〈pkpl〉

]
E∞kl , (3.28)

ΣB
ij = 3nkT

[
〈pipj〉 −

1

3
δij

]
. (3.29)

The superscript f and B denote contributions from flow and Brownian fluctuations. E∞

denotes the rate of strain tensor of the problem and 〈(.)〉 denotes orientational average

and is defined as:

〈(.)〉 =

∫

Ωp

(.)ψ∞(p) dp, (3.30)
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where ψ∞(p) is the steady state orientational distribution obtained by a balance of advec-

tive and diffusive flux in (3.27). This reduces the problem of rheology to simply finding

orientational moments of the unit vector p. We can now define the shear-viscosity and

normal stress coefficients in terms of the orientational moments for a simple shear flow.

We have

η =
Σxy

µγ̇L3
=⇒ ln(2r)η = π

[
1

6
〈p2
xp

2
y〉+

1

Per
〈pxpy〉

]
, (3.31)

Ψ1 =
N1 ≡ Σxx − Σyy

µγ̇2L3
=⇒ ln(2r)drΨ1 =

π

Per

[
〈p3
xpy〉 − 〈pxp3

y〉+
1

Per

(
〈p2
x〉 − 〈p2

y〉
)]
,

(3.32)

Ψ2 =
N2 ≡ Σyy − Σzz

µγ̇2L3
=⇒ ln(2r)drΨ2 =

π

Per

[
〈pxp3

y〉 − 〈pxpyp2
z〉+

1

Per

(
〈p2
y〉 − 〈p2

z〉
)]
.

(3.33)

In most of the cases one need to compute ψ∞(p) numerically to obtain the orientational

moments. However for certain regimes it is possible to compute the asymptotic form of the

probability distribution function that allows us to understand the rheology. We discuss

the main asymptotic results in the next section.

3.4.2 Summary of asymptotic results

In absence of flow the distribution of particles are isotropic due to Brownian motion.

In very weak flow, Per � 1 it is possible to use a regular perturbation expansion of

the distribution function in Per to obtain its asymptotic form. In three dimensions this

asymptotic expansion takes the following form:

ψ(p) =
1

4π
+

Per
8π

[pxpy] +
Pe2

r

96π
[p2
x + 3p2

xp
2
y − p2

y]. (3.34)

In the limit of strong flows characterized by Per � r3 + r−3 the probability distribution

function is peaked at the zero-shear plane as the rods spend most of their time remaining
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aligned with the flow. Using boundary layer analysis, it is possible to determine the

asymptotic form of the distribution function that allows us to compute the rheological

properties [132]. Finally there emerges an intermediate asymptotic regime with r3 +r−3 �

Per � 1, where it is possible to obtain the scaling for shear viscosity and normal stress

coefficients [5]. We summarize these results in the table below

Table 3.1: Asymptotic forms of relevant rheological measures [5, 6].

Regimes Scalings

Per � 1 ηp, drΨ1, drΨ2 ∼ constant

r3 + r−3 � Per � 1 ηp ∼ Pe−1/3
r , drΨ1, drψ2 ∼ Pe−4/3

r

Per � r3 + r−3 ηp, drΨ1, drΨ2 ∼ constant

3.4.3 Computing stress for Brownian suspensions

Stresslet: Kramers-Kirkwood expression

The simplest way to compute the stress in a suspension is to use the expression

of a stresslet that generalizes the Kirkwood formula [140] commonly used for molecular

systems. We start by recalling the force balance for individual filaments. We have:

f v + f e + fBr = 0, (3.35)

where f v is the viscous force, f e is the elastic force and fBr are the Brownian force. The

stresslet or the Kramer-Kirkwood expression for particle stress is defined as

Σ =

〈∫ L

0

(x− xc)f vds
〉

= −
〈∫ L

0

(x− xc)(f e + fBr)ds

〉
, (3.36)
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where the center of mass xc has been subtracted from the position. Now note that the

Brownian fluctuations have contributions of order (∆t)−1/2 in the above expression. This

results in poor convergence of the stress if the above expression is used. One way to avoid

this is to use noise filtering that filters out these correlations [126].

Giesekus stress in steady flow

Starting from the definition of the stresslet it is possible to derive an alternative

form of the stress tensor that depends only on the conformation of the polymer. Simply

re-arranging the expression of stresslet we find

Σ =

〈∫ L

0

(x− xc)f v ds

〉
=

〈∫ L

0

(x− xc) (R · (ẋ− u∞)) ds

〉
. (3.37)

In the above expression R ≡ M−1 is the resistance tensor and u∞ is the background

velocity field. At steady state, the ensemble-averaged correlation between x and ẋ is

identically zero [126,141] and we are left with:

Σ = −
〈∫ L

0

(x− xc) (R · u∞) ds

〉
. (3.38)

The above expression known as the Giesekus stress is strictly valid in the steady state and

cannot be applied for unsteady flows [126]. However in the steady state the Giesekus ex-

pression is identical to the Kramer-Kirkwood stress. The advantage of using this expression

is that one do not need to worry about O(∆t−1/2) correlations of Brownian fluctuations

and the convergence is much faster [69]. The Giesekus expression also directly relates the

macroscopic stress to the conformation of the micro-structure. In order to see this, con-

sider a case where the background velocity field is linear and we have u∞ = κ ·x, where κ

is the velocity gradient tensor. For further simplification if we assume a constant friction

coefficient ζ then we have:

Σ = −κζ ·
〈∫ L

0

(x− xc)x ds

〉
. (3.39)
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The above expression contains the ensemble average of the gyration tensor and thus de-

pends purely on the confromation of the filament.

3.4.4 2D non-Brownian simulations

We first consider the case of planar non-Brownian filaments that has previously

been well studied [33,81]. The non-Brownian simulations help us appreciate how buckling

instabilities have the potential to alter rheology of suspensions. In order to highlight the

role of deformation we performed two sets of simulations. The first one involves studying

the dynamics of a rigid rod that simply rotates and aligns itself with the zero-shear plane.

The second one is with a flexible fiber for which we introduce small numerical perturbations

in the initial confirmations to observe buckling. This results in S shaped buckling for the

results reported here.

50403020100

-100

0

100

50403020100

100

50

0

Figure 3.10: Signature of buckling in shear stress and the normal stress difference. We
observe shear-thinning and positive normal stress. Parameter values: µ̄/c = 1× 104.

The above figure shows the shear stress and the first normal-stress difference for

rigid rod in gray. We notice that the period-averaged shear stress is positive, but the first

normal stress vanishes due to symmetry. In color we show the same when the filament

buckles. While the exact nature of the evolution of stress depends on the initial perturba-

tion and the geometry of buckling, we clearly see the symmetry in normal stress is broken.

It is also evident that the integrated shear stress will be smaller compared to the rigid rod
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which points to shear thinning. Interestingly due to the asymmetry of N1 the integrted

normal stress is positive.

3.4.5 A fictitious stress: role of fluctuations

Our non-Brownian simulations suggest that buckling leads to shear thinning and

positive normal stress differences. These observations are in agreement with previous theo-

retical results [33,81]. However in [33] it was suggested that beyond a critical µ̄ the normal

stress difference becomes negative. This is in disagreement with experiments with flexible

fibers where the normal stress typically grows linearly with the shear rate. This discrep-

ancy was attributed to long-range hydrodynamic interactions present in experiments with

semi-dilute suspensions.

In the reported regime of negative normal stress the filaments typically exhibit

snaking motions or S shaped buckling. We believe that one possible source of error in [33]

can be the method of introducing numerical perturbations that are required to initiate

buckling in non-Brownian filaments. The aim of this section is to probe into this effect and

investigate normal stress-differences for hairpin shaped conformations due to deformations.

To this end we compute a fictitious stress from a numerical thought experiment. The steps

of the numerical experiment are as follows:

• Start a Brownian simulation with the filament aligned with the zero shear flow plane.

• Whenever the filament starts deforming switch off Brownian fluctuations artificially

and allow the filament to deform purely in presence of flow. The criterion to de-

termine onset of deformation was set to: Lee ≤ 0.98L, where Lee is the end-to-end

distance.

• Compute the stresslet during the period of deformation.
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Figure 3.11: Positive normal stress difference that scales linearly with flow-strength. On
top we show how the fictitious stress is computed and the time evolution of both the end-
to-end distance and N1. Below we show the period averaged normal stress difference that
increases linearly with shear rate. Parameter: µ̄/c = 4× 104 and `p/L = 5.

This method of computing a fictitious stress has certain advantages. First, it decouples

the Brownian stress present even when the filament is aligned and the stress due to purely

elastic instabilities. The second advantage is that instead of artificial numerical pertur-

bations, the typical transverse fluctuations r⊥ that induces buckling come from physical

Brownian motion with r⊥ ∼
√
L3/`p. This is a reliable way to observe changes in normal

stress difference or the shear stress due to buckling. In order to facilitate comparison

with [33] we performed the simulations in 2D. Figure 3.11 illustrates the key features of

the method of calculating this artificial stress. When the filament is aligned with the flow,

Brownian fluctuations are present. The stresslet then results in a noisy signal as observed
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above. On the other hand, for a non-Brownian filament a perfect alignment will lead to

zero N1. As the filament starts deforming, the fluctuations are switched off and we ob-

serve a smooth signal as expected that has striking similarities with the signatures in 2D

for non-Brownian filaments as shown in Figure 3.10. We notice that while N1(t) can be

negative, the time-averaged stress over one period of deformation is always positive. This

averaged stress over a period of tumbling is plotted at the bottom of Figure 3.11 and is

seen to increases monotonically with shear rate.

This now highlights the key difference from the simulations in [33]. The normal

stress remains positive in strong flows, even in the absence of long range hydrodynamic

interactions.

3.4.6 Rheology of weakly deformable Brownian filaments

Three-dimensional rheology

We now move on to discuss rheology of dilute suspension of Brownian filaments.

We are particularly interested in the weakly deformable limit where `p/L � 1. This

limit allows us to map our results to rigid rod rheology in weak flow and appreciate the

differences once we enter the buckling regime. Before discussing rheology let us recall that

the onset of Euler-buckling instability is µ̄(1)/c ∼ 300 and the onset of snaking motion is

around µ̄(2)/c ∼ 2 × 103. It is important to highlight that these results were obtained in

2D simulations and was confirmed by planar linear stability analysis [33].
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Figure 3.12: Shear thinning of a weakly deformable polymer in three dimensionss with
`p/L = 1000. The limits of rigid rods and asymptotics are highlighted along with the onset
of buckling instabilities.

We discuss the rheology of filaments with `p/L = 1000. In this almost rigid limit

we first recover the asymptotic results in weak flow that are dominated by Brownian

motion [5, 139]. Both the shear viscosity and the first normal stress coefficient remain

constant as seen in Figure 3.12 and 3.13. As the strength of the flow increases we start

observing shear thinning along with monotonic increase of the first normal stress N1. In

the intermediate asymptotic regime defined by r3 + r−3 � Per � 1, we indeed recover

the scaling law as suggested in [5]. Quite surprisingly, what stands out is that this scaling

law holds true even after initiation of buckling instability as seen in Figure 3.12. This is

in sharp contrast with the 2D non-Brownian results that suggest rheology is significantly

altered due to buckling. This apparently puzzling result can be understood from the fact

that a C shaped buckling as observed at the onset requires rotation of the fiber in the plane

of shear which subsequently leads to strong compressive forces and eventually buckling.

In 3D, the filament has the freedom to rotate out of the plane. As a result the effective
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µ̄ responsible for inducing buckling is much smaller compared to the actual flow strength.

This delays the onset of buckling and removes its signature from the stress by averaging.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Positive normal stress difference and viscosity coefficient in three dimension
with `p/L = 1000. The limits of rigid rods and asymptotics are highlighted along with the
onset of buckling instabilities. When the flow is sufficiently strong we find 〈N1〉 ∼ γ̇.

On the other hand, if the filament was more flexible with `p/L ∼ O(10), the sig-

nature would have been smeared out by strong fluctuations along with the effects of non-

planarity. However one finds a signature of buckling in both shear viscosity and normal
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stress once the filament transitions to snaking motion or U turns. For the initiation of a

hairpin shape the filament buckles remaining almost aligned with the plane of shear. This

can happen in strong flows whenever the filament is aligned in the zero-shear plane.

It is interesting to note that the normal stress difference N1 is proportional to

the shear rate in the strongly deformed regime of snaking motions, in agreement with

experiments [130,131].

Two dimensional rheology
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Figure 3.14: Components of stress tensor and the normal stress difference as a function of
the elasto-viscous number. The data shows change of scaling law at the onset of buckling.
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Our previous discussions on rheology in three dimensions have highlighted why it is

difficult to observe signatures at the onset of buckling in 3D. Thus it is interesting to probe

the problem in 2D. Here we perform simulations with `p/L = 50 and look for signatures

of buckling in the stress.

In the above figure we have illustrated the scaling law for the components of the

stress tensor as a function of µ̄/c. Unlike the case for 3D we observe that the stress shows

different scaling laws once we transition from tumbling to buckling regime. This behavior

is in contrast to 3D where changes in scaling law were only observed post initiation of

snaking. As expected the signatures in stress is reflected in shear viscosity and normal

stress coefficients shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: η and Ψ1 as a function of µ̄/c. Pre-buckling we have, η ∼ µ̄−1/3 and Ψ1 ∼
µ̄−4/3. Post-buckling we have η ∼ µ̄−1/2 and Ψ1 ∼ µ̄−1.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, using stabilized actin filaments as a model polymer, we have system-

atically studied and analyzed the conformational transitions of elastic Brownian filaments

in simple shear flow as the elasto-viscous number is increased. Our experimental measure-

ments were shown to be in excellent agreement with a computational model describing

the filaments as fluctuating elastic rods with slender-body hydrodynamics. By varying

filament contour length and applied shear rate, we performed a broad exploration of the

parameter space and confirmed the existence of a sequence of transitions, from rod-like

tumbling to elastic buckling to snaking motions. While snaking motions had been previ-

ously observed in a number of experimental configurations, the existence of a C buckling

regime had not been confirmed clearly. This is due to the fact that C buckling is only

visible over a limited range of elasto-viscous numbers and occurs only in simple shear flow,

challenging to realize experimentally. We showed that both transitions are primarily gov-

erned by µ̄/c. Brownian fluctuations do not modify the thresholds but tend to blur the

transitions by allowing distinct dynamics to coexist over certain ranges of µ̄.

While the first transition from tumbling to buckling had been previously described

as a supercritical linear buckling instability [33], the transition from buckling to snaking

was heretofore unexplained. Using a simple analytical model for the dynamics of the J

shape that is the precursor to snaking turns, we were able to obtain a theoretical prediction

for the threshold elasto-viscous number above which snake turns become possible. The

model did not take thermal noise into account, but highlighted the subtle role played by

tension and compression during the onset of the turn.

Our analysis lays the foundations to study rheology of dilute suspensions. Initial

results on non-Brownian filaments suggest that buckling instability results in shear thin-

ning, consistent with previous observations [33,81]. However as opposed to [33] the normal
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stress remained positive and increased monotonically with shear rate. Preliminary studies

for Brownian filaments point to subtle differences in 3D and 2D rheological behaviors. We

find that unlike non-Brownian filaments the signature of buckling on stress is weak. In 3D

the effect is smeared out due to out-of-plane rotation of the filament and the behavior is

prominent only after emergence of hairpin conformations.

Part of this Chapter was published in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sci-

ences (2018), authored by Yanan Liu, Brato Chakrabarti, David Saintillan, Anke Lindner

and Olivia du Roure [7]. The dissertation author performed numerical simulations and

worked on theoretical modeling for this paper.
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Chapter 4

Helical buckling of filaments in

compressional flow

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have discussed morphologies of actin filaments in sim-

ple shear. We have outlined how competition between viscous loading and elasticity can

lead to the formation of buckled conformation and how such instabilities have the poten-

tial to alter rheological properties of suspensions. Such buckling instabilities have also

been predicted in stagnation point flows [2, 111, 112, 142–144] and result in characteristic

two-dimensional buckling modes. Flexible filaments can also be compressed into more

compact, three-dimensional conformations under stronger forcing, which is going to be the

main focus of this chapter. Here we will discuss a rather surprising finding that a freely

suspended straight flexible filament can buckle into a helical shape in a purely compres-

sional flow. The first such instance can perhaps be traced back to hand-drawn sketches

of the coiling of elastic wood pulp fibers in strong shear flow [118], which was later also

observed with actin filaments [30] and in simulations of diatom chains [117,145]. Helically
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coiled structures have also been observed during the manufacturing of synthetic wet-spun

fibers for cosmetics, where long fibers undergo buckling in a compressional flow [146]. In

biology, the sessile protozoan Vorticella is known to propel itself by exploiting the sudden

calcium-powered contraction of its slender stalk, which has been shown to form coiled

structures [147]. Helical shapes of elastic fibers transported in turbulent flows have also

recently been reported [148]. For specific initial conditions one can also observe formation

of knots [149].

These helicoidal structures are reminiscent of the classical ‘helical buckling’ problem

of solid mechanics that has received wide attention [64,150,151] and was discussed briefly in

Chapter 2. In the classical version of the problem, a straight elastic rod subjected to tension

and end moments buckles into helical shapes that are relevant in a variety of situations

such as the morphology of plant roots [62], the jamming of nanorods [152], the packing of

DNA inside viral capsids [153], and oil-drilling processes [66]. The phenomenon discussed

here thus stands out from classical helical buckling in that the filament spontaneously

adopts a chiral helicoidal morphology in the absence of any intrinsic twist or external

moments.

4.2 Problem setup

We elucidate this generic morphological transition through a combination of exper-

iments, simulations and theoretical modeling. For the experiments performed at ESPCI

France, we used our model semiflexible actin filaments with `p = 17±1µm. To induce and

visualize buckling, we flowed fluorescently labeled filaments through a convergent-divergent

hyperbolic microfluidic channel (shown in Figure 4.1(a)) specially designed and optimized

to provide uniform extension and compression rates over large distances while ensuring a

long residence time for the filaments [154, 155]. These experiments are complemented by
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two sets of very different simulations. The first model closely mimics the experimental con-

ditions where we have performed Langevin simulations of inextensible Euler elastica with

the local slender body theory as outlined in previous chapters. In the second model, we

simulated non-Brownian elastic fibers composed of surface nodes connected by a network

of springs providing structural rigidity and bending resistance [117,156] in an axisymmet-

ric channel [145] with the method of regularized Stokeslets. These filaments are finitely

extensible and point to the robustness of the observed phenomenon. We provide the details

of this simulation in Appendix B.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
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(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="3Gh8/SgIwIRdBFmbqPsnyGbJjxw=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="e2dJL8HaA8t7Zegkd+j3mb5gS3E=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="SwKECbmlmLo9imcNebk0o/ZEwPc=">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</latexit>

1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="WRnVrsOEETXL+UZHPHzkVAntxHk=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="x+bUdz8tg+usR0zGr9QUxvGusMM=">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</latexit>

�1.0
<latexit sha1_base64="KqYnShBCJFjimQi5MnWMQQBZX1M=">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</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="x+bUdz8tg+usR0zGr9QUxvGusMM=">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</latexit>

1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="AOlY5bcsn8VfXuciSnakdtpAh6A=">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</latexit>

�3
<latexit sha1_base64="reu37dfhohlwrbVfONQEgX6g5jU=">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</latexit>

�2<latexit sha1_base64="t0ZugjhZV60eihvWrspqu/a7UbU=">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</latexit> �1<latexit sha1_base64="AuJP4N2P+h29WxoMh4SHmnyK64M=">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</latexit> 0
<latexit sha1_base64="x+bUdz8tg+usR0zGr9QUxvGusMM=">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</latexit>

1<latexit sha1_base64="y9AHlgiltQW9Lc39K9SKj9EQND4=">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</latexit> 2<latexit sha1_base64="uAwOufniE8YuPlijfQ755WjYFoM=">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</latexit> 3
<latexit sha1_base64="Sa4/gOtaJBowfV+9R1ANMuqra58=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: (a) Geometry of the optimized hyperbolic microfluidic channel used in experi-
ments, with markers indicating the positions where snapshots of filament conformation will
be taken. (b)-(c) Axial velocity u and strain rate ε̇ as functions of streamwise position x
along the channel centerline where filaments are transported. A constant strain rate ε̇ occurs
over a given distance, and measurements are made in the compressional region highlighted
in red.

As discussed in the following section, both types of simulations, as well as seminal

simulations by Chelakkot et al. [157], recapitulate the helix formation seen in experiments,

pointing to a very generic transition that only requires a strong compressional flow as we

rationalize below using a nonlinear stability analysis. Our findings highlight a new mech-

anism by which a one-dimensional object can buckle into a chiral helicoidal shape under

viscous loading. This mechanism remained undiscovered until now as typical experimental
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setups in stagnation point flows do not allow for sufficiently strong compression rates or

long residence times, and as past theoretical analyses have been limited to two dimensions.

Our results also underscore the robustness of this phenomenon, which occurs independent

of the presence of thermal fluctuations and across very different flow environments.

4.3 Helical buckling: morphologies

4.3.1 Evolution of conformations

Typical buckling events in experiments and Brownian simulations are shown in

Figure 4.2 for increasing values of the elastoviscous number µ̄ [144], a dimensionless mea-

sure of compression rate which serves as the primary control parameter of the problem.

We focus here on the dynamics in the divergent part of a microfluidic hyperbolic chan-

nel (see Figure 4.1(a-c)) where compression at constant strain rate ε̇ occurs, with the

convergent part mainly serving to align and pre-stretch the filaments before measure-

ments begin. As the filaments enter the compressional region (column (i)), they are indeed

mostly straight since thermal shape fluctuations have been largely suppressed as discussed

in Chapter 2.6 and in [2]. Snapshots at increasing values of the dimensionless time ε̇t in

panels (ii) to (v) show the growth of deformations with distinct emergent morphologies

for increasing elastoviscous numbers (top to bottom). In relatively weak flows (first row),

deformations are mostly planar and resemble those seen in past studies in stagnation point

flows [2,112,113]. As µ̄ is increased in subsequent rows, more complex shapes emerge that

are fully three-dimensional, as evidenced by the blurriness of some parts of the filaments in

the experimental images due to deformations out of the focal plane. Another indicator of

three-dimensionality is the presence of apparent kinks (orange arrows) in the 2D images,

which must result from the projection of 3D shapes. In some cases, actual loops (purple
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arrows) can be observed and strongly hint at helicoidal shapes.

(ii) (iii) (iv) (v)(i)

µ̄
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<latexit sha1_base64="raIDtfLnP+BAy69n3K0Dr2pNCRA=">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</latexit>

Kinks Loops

1
<latexit sha1_base64="rvjGKQqZTSooomBRxr4LJTMEg88=">AAAEN3icbZPNbtNAEMe3NR8lfLQFiQuXFRFSi6IoDkggoUiV4NBTVSqSVrKtar1e16vsh7u7ThpWfgyu8Bw8CiduiCtvwDpxaWszku3x/GbW/xnvxjmj2gwGP9bWvVu379zduNe5/+Dho82t7ccTLQuFyRhLJtVJjDRhVJCxoYaRk1wRxGNGjuPp+4ofz4jSVIpPZpGTiKMzQVOKkXGhIMRUYUYS65enW91Bf7A02Hb82umC2g5Pt72nYSJxwYkwmCGtA3+Qm8giZahbs+yEhSY5wlN0RgLnCsSJjuxScwlfuEgCU6ncJQxcRq9XWMS1XvDYZXJkMt1kVbAX8//iKmKkZLqhwaRvI0tFXhgi8EpCWjBoJKxGAxOqCDZs4RyEFXVdQJwhhbBxA+yEgsyx5ByJxIZxmpa2esC0LBuoqEnRIrOazFpkUpNJk/CD0t1cPxgxe9CkxQyXgR/ZVUqc2jBDBnb9sqy6E9TMXENS9WAsWQLn1GTQJfSgkAZqhoQhSUPIeS3kvCXxoiYXTUKcQpJryqRokIQwVxV+IMwgV9eCi39w0YA4u2ob7jdncuRgzK/mcuT67dzYAYZOP9+oenm506txhRUOLo/NaKf6y/3qdTeyHXjNQiETEugM5WS0qu8lCs17VAiioPvcaOh2PFwusAutG/w7p8SdJL95btrOZNj3X/X9j6+7e8P6TG2AZ+A52AE+eAP2wD44BGOAgQRfwFfwzfvu/fR+eb9Xqetrdc0TcMO8P38BFWRvfw==</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1b/OSXqepFkb17p4qAS227kGZoU=">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</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="c7Rm9k7Z/U8u9H9rSyJDUMbKy18=">AAAEN3icbZPNbtNAEMe3NR8lfLUgceGyIkJqURTFKRJIKFIlOPRUlYqklWyrWq/X9Sr74e6uk4aVH4MrPAePwokb4sobsE5c2tqMZHs8v5n1f8a7cc6oNoPBj7V179btO3c37nXuP3j46PHm1pOJloXCZIwlk+okRpowKsjYUMPISa4I4jEjx/H0fcWPZ0RpKsUns8hJxNGZoCnFyLhQEGKqMCOJ3S1PN7uD/mBpsO34tdMFtR2ebnnPwkTighNhMENaB/4gN5FFylC3ZtkJC01yhKfojATOFYgTHdml5hK+dJEEplK5Sxi4jF6vsIhrveCxy+TIZLrJqmAv5v/FVcRIyXRDg0nfRpaKvDBE4JWEtGDQSFiNBiZUEWzYwjkIK+q6gDhDCmHjBtgJBZljyTkSiQ3jNC1t9YBpWTZQUZOiRWY1mbXIpCaTJuEHpbu5fjBi9qBJixkuAz+yq5Q4tWGGDOz6ZVl1J6iZuYak6sFYsgTOqcmgS+hBIQ3UDAlDkoaQ81rIeUviRU0umoQ4hSTXlEnRIAlhrir8QJhBrq4FF//gogFxdtU23G/O5MjBmF/N5cj127mxAwydfr5R9epyp1fjCiscXB6b0Xb1l/vV605kO/CahUImJNAZysloVd9LFJr3qBBEQfe50dDteLhcYAdaN/h3Tok7SX7z3LSdybDv7/b9j6+7e8P6TG2A5+AF2AY+eAP2wD44BGOAgQRfwFfwzfvu/fR+eb9Xqetrdc1TcMO8P38BHPhvgQ==</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="twsIl0rlxTA7LqRMu+Q5iS8JB0g=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="me3ZyEv5BB6jnfyWMdbQzj3YPtQ=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="3oqXkAdlnyk69V6qO+1Ep1ZSxmc=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.2: Snapshots of evolving filament morphologies from experiments and Brownian
simulations compared at the same dimensionless time ε̇t, measured from the instant the
filament enters the compressional region. Vertical panels correspond to increasing values
of the elastoviscous number in the range µ̄ ∼ 2 × 103 − 106. For sufficiently large µ̄, 3D
shapes emerge, as evidenced by kinks (orange arrows) and loops (purple arrows) in the 2D
projections

The three dimensionality of the conformations is further confirmed in Figure 4.3(a),

showing simulated Brownian filament projections in the cross-sectional plane correspond-

ing to panel (v) of Figure 4.2, where these loops are now clearly visible. A few confor-

mations re-oriented due to fluctuations in the focal plane of the experiment making it

possible to image the projections. This is shown in Figure 4.3(b) and further reveals the

helical structure. The number of loops along the filament increases with µ̄ as higher un-

stable buckling modes become excited. The emerging coiled structures have no preferred

chirality as expected from symmetry, and in some cases reversals in the handedness occur

at topological perversions along the contour length. As the filament is transported down-

stream, the helix is further compressed by the flow until it exits the compressional region

and is finally allowed to relax.
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1
<latexit sha1_base64="rvjGKQqZTSooomBRxr4LJTMEg88=">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</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="1b/OSXqepFkb17p4qAS227kGZoU=">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</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="c7Rm9k7Z/U8u9H9rSyJDUMbKy18=">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</latexit>

4
<latexit sha1_base64="twsIl0rlxTA7LqRMu+Q5iS8JB0g=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="e2dJL8HaA8t7Zegkd+j3mb5gS3E=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="SwKECbmlmLo9imcNebk0o/ZEwPc=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="gQcB1H9GIxwDYmzdFEt4j4G4Mos=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="3oqXkAdlnyk69V6qO+1Ep1ZSxmc=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.3: (a) Projections of simulated filament conformations corresponding to (v) in
the cross-sectional plane of the channel, highlighting the 3D helicoidal nature of the mor-
phologies at large µ̄. (b) Projections of some conformations from experiments that randomly
rotate in the focal plane.

Figure 4.4: Typical buckling sequence in a simulation of a non-Brownian filament with
µ̄ = 6.5×104. In the simulation shown, deformations first occur in a 2D plane before the 3D
helical shape develops. Deformations also tend to be largest near the center of the filament.

Simulations of a non-Brownian fiber in Figure 4.4 are consistent with these ob-

servations and provide a cleaner picture of the buckling process. In absence of thermal

fluctuations, deformations are typically concentrated near the center of the filament, with

the filament ends remaining mostly straight and aligned with the flow axis. In simulations

at moderate flow strengths, we find that deformations first occur in a two-dimensional
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plane before three-dimensional effects kick in and lead to helix formation. This curious

sequence of events, which we elucidate below, disappears in very strong flows where three-

dimensional shapes emerge almost instantly. As in the Brownian case, shape perversions

occasionally arise along the filament and cause handedness reversals [150,158].

4.3.2 Quantitative characterization

The evolution of the shape during a buckling event is quantified in Figure. 4.6(a-

b), where we plot the helix length and radius as functions of time from experiments and

Brownian simulations. The length is simply estimated by the end-to-end-distance Lee(t) =

‖x(L, t) − x(0, t)‖ in the plane of motion, where x(s, t) is a Lagrangian parameterization

of the filament centerline with arc-length s ∈ [0, L]. 1.00.80.60.40.20
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Lee
<latexit sha1_base64="kxeFKZFBYw0TTia3SIK8RV+e6oM=">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</latexit>

2R?
<latexit sha1_base64="MNxHNdVenvI0bklQmsiXG2TecWo=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="cD1mtby0EriFYyFyrBnoguGOehY=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="58UqKwl8XKuWpCJGiOl1OGvOuLo=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="JzaA3ANKjGQAcEZuEU3xTk3BtJM=">AAADonicbZJNb9NAEIa3MR8lfLVw5LIiIHGIorggwbECDhWHqikkrRRH1Xo9rlfdD9c7Thss/4Je4cfxb1gnFoU1I9k7mmdGet/RxLkUFsfjX1u94M7de/e3H/QfPnr85OnO7rOZNWXBYcqNNMVpzCxIoWGKAiWc5gUwFUs4iS8+NfxkCYUVRn/DVQ4Lxc61SAVn6EqT72c7g/FovA7aTcI2GZA2js52ezdRYnipQCOXzNp5OM5xUbECBZdQ96PSQs74BTuHuUs1U2AX1VppTV+7SkJTU7hPI11X/56omLJ2pWLXqRhm1mdNcRir/+KmgsZI62nA9MOiEjovETTfSEhLSdHQZiE0EQVwlCuXMF4I54LyjBWMo1tbP9JwxY1STCdVFKdpXTUPTevaQ2VLyg5ZtmTZIbOWzHyiDmv3c344k9WhT8slr+fhotq0xGkVZQzpIKzrxp0WuHSGTDGksZEJvRKYUdcwpNogtZJphMQTctkKuexIvG7JtU/AKYTcCmm0RxKQbir6DBKZm+vA1R+48iDPbm3TA38nxw7G6nYvx86vO9/QP9ZuMtsbhW9H4eTdYP9je8jb5AV5Sd6QkLwn++SAHJEp4QTIDflBfgavgi/BJPi6ae1ttTPPyT8RRL8Bgrs5UQ==</latexit>

Experiments 
Brownian 
non-Brownian

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

Side view (simulations)Focal plane

x
<latexit sha1_base64="cD1mtby0EriFYyFyrBnoguGOehY=">AAADonicbZJNb9NAEIa3MR8lfLVw5LIiIHGIohiQ4FgBh4pD1RSSVoqjar0eN6vuh+sdu4ks/4Je4cfxb1gnFoU1I9k7mmdGet/RxJkUFsfjXzu94M7de/d3H/QfPnr85One/rOZNUXOYcqNNPlZzCxIoWGKAiWcZTkwFUs4jS8/N/y0hNwKo7/jOoOFYhdapIIzdKXJ6nxvMB6NN0G7SdgmA9LG8fl+7yZKDC8UaOSSWTsPxxkuKpaj4BLqflRYyBi/ZBcwd6lmCuyi2iit6WtXSWhqcvdppJvq3xMVU9auVew6FcOl9VlTHMbqv7ipoDHSehow/biohM4KBM23EtJCUjS0WQhNRA4c5doljOfCuaB8yXLG0a2tH2m45kYpppMqitO0rpqHpnXtoaIlRYeULSk7ZNaSmU/UUe1+zg9nsjryaVHyeh4uqm1LnFbRkiEdhHXduNMCS2fI5EMaG5nQa4FL6hqGVBukVjKNkHhCrlohVx2Jq5asfAJOIWRWSKM9koB0U9EXkMjcXAeu/8C1B/ny1jY99Hdy4mCsbvdy4vy68w39Y+0ms7ej8N0onLwfHHxqD3mXvCAvyRsSkg/kgBySYzIlnAC5IT/Iz+BV8DWYBN+2rb2dduY5+SeC6Dd8PzlP</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="58UqKwl8XKuWpCJGiOl1OGvOuLo=">AAADonicbZJNb9NAEIa3MR8lfLVw5LIiIHGIohiQ6LEqHCoOVVNIWimOqvV63Ky6H653nNay/At6hR/Hv2GdWBTWjGTvaJ4Z6X1HE2dSWByPf231gnv3HzzcftR//OTps+c7uy9m1hQ5hyk30uRnMbMghYYpCpRwluXAVCzhNL783PDTFeRWGP0dywwWil1okQrO0JUm5fnOYDwar4N2k7BNBqSN4/Pd3m2UGF4o0Mgls3YejjNcVCxHwSXU/aiwkDF+yS5g7lLNFNhFtVZa07euktDU5O7TSNfVvycqpqwtVew6FcOl9VlTHMbqv7ipoDHSehow3VtUQmcFguYbCWkhKRraLIQmIgeOsnQJ47lwLihfspxxdGvrRxquuVGK6aSK4jStq+ahaV17qGhJ0SGrlqw6ZNaSmU/UUe1+zg9nsjryabHi9TxcVJuWOK2iJUM6COu6cacFrpwhkw9pbGRCrwUuqWsYUm2QWsk0QuIJuWqFXHUk3rTkxifgFEJmhTTaIwlINxV9AYnMzXVg+QeWHuTLO9v00N/JiYOxutvLifPrzjf0j7WbzN6Pwg+jcPJxsH/QHvI2eUVek3ckJJ/IPjkkx2RKOAFyS36Qn8Gb4GswCb5tWntb7cxL8k8E0W9/fTlQ</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="JzaA3ANKjGQAcEZuEU3xTk3BtJM=">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</latexit>

R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit> R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit>R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit>L
e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">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</latexit> L

e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">AAADunicdZLNbtNAEMe3NR8lfKVw4MBlRYRUpCiK00ASiUMleugBVaUiaaU4itbrdbPKfrjecZrI2ifgMbjCA/E2rBNDwYGR7B3Nb0b6/0cTJoIbaLd/7Ox6d+7eu7/3oPbw0eMnT+v7z0ZGZyllQ6qFTi9DYpjgig2Bg2CXScqIDAW7COcfCn6xYKnhWn2GVcImklwpHnNKwJWm9RcfpzljFgf4IJAZDoAtIZf2zbTeaLe6g3eHvT5utzrdbv/twCV+z+8M+thvtdfRQGWcTfd3vwSRpplkCqggxoz9dgKTnKTAqWC2FmSGJYTOyRUbu1QRycwkXzuw+LWrRDjWqfsU4HX1z4mcSGNWMnSdksDMVFlRbIbyn7iogNbCVDRA3J/kXCUZMEU3EuJMYNC4WBSOeMooiJVLCE25c4HpjKSEgltnLVDshmopiYryIIxjmxcPjq2toKwk2RZZlGSxRUYlGVWJPLXu5/xQIvLTKs0W1I79Sb5pCeM8mBHADd/awp3isHCGdNrEoRYRvuEww66hiZUGbARRwKKKkOtSyPWWxGVJllXCnEKWGC60qpCICTcVHDMBxM1twdVvuKpAOru1jU+qOzl3MJS3ezl3ft35/rpR/P9k1Gn5hy3/U7dxdFwe8h56iV6hA+SjHjpCJ+gMDRFFFn1F39B3770Xetybb1p3d8qZ5+iv8OAnQD1ChQ==</latexit> L

e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">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</latexit>

✏̇L (µm/s)
<latexit sha1_base64="UCs+hNc14itjggrXjFVjk8qLNtM=">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</latexit>

|L̇
e
e
|(

µ
m

/s
)

<latexit sha1_base64="NrS2bCReIIJPvi+eMAcrcPPdGBM=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="q/zuxsvAiCjdB1j6dUESg72QLh4=">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</latexit> b

<latexit sha1_base64="h8lDHyx4Z+Rr+84Zgu+lD+Z/8KQ=">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</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="SUdYBdOi6pFhJC3eOXe3H+B7pdI=">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</latexit>

d
<latexit sha1_base64="HYnhm4C07BeierB+CJV6djIzjLM=">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</latexit>

e
<latexit sha1_base64="rrmBSE1ikAXFWuj8R0lZEMeyopU=">AAADtnicbZLNbtNAEMe3MR8lfKX0yGVFhMQhimKKRI8VcOipKhVJK8UhWq/Hyar74XrHaSxrn4CH4AqPxNuwSSwKNiPt7mh+M9J/ZifOpLA4Gv3a6wT37j94uP+o+/jJ02fPewcvJtYUOYcxN9LkVzGzIIWGMQqUcJXlwFQs4TK+/rjhlyvIrTD6C5YZzBRbaJEKztCH5r3DCGGNNq22b5xW4Ny81x8NR1ujbSesnT6p7Xx+0PkWJYYXCjRyyaydhqMMZxXLUXAJrhsVFjLGr9kCpt7VTIGdVVv1jr72kYSmJvdHI91G/66omLK2VLHPVAyXtsk2wUGs/os3ETRG2oYGTI9nldBZgaD5TkJaSIqGboZEE5EDR1l6h/Fc+C4oX7KccfSj7EYabrlRiumkiuI0ddXmoalzDVTUpGiRVU1WLTKpyaRJ1Jnzl++HM1mdNWmx4m4azqpdiv/HaMmQ9kPnNt1pgSvfkMkHNDYyobcCl9QnDKg2SK1kGiFpCLmphdy0JK5rsm4S8Aohs0Ia3SAJSF8VfQKJzNe1YPkHlg3Il3dt09PmTC48jNXdXC7cdn3D5rK2ncnbYXg0DD+/6598qBd5n7wkr8gbEpL35IScknMyJpyU5Dv5QX4Gx8HXAILFLrWzV9cckn8syH4DTUlB9A==</latexit>

Re↵
<latexit sha1_base64="8yEuh4w/0LwC1xqQtKMPlHdiSdo=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.5: A representative helical coiled conformation of the filament from experiments
and simulations illustrating the end-to-end distance and two complementary ways of es-
timating coiling radius. In experiments: R⊥(t) = (ymax(t)− ymin(t)) /2; in simulations:
R2

eff(t) = 〈y(s, t)2 + z(s, t)2〉s. Only the central part of the filament (in purple) is considered
when estimating R.

Estimating the coil radius is more challenging and is done using two complementary

approaches illustrated in Fig. 4.5. As experiments only provide shape projections in the

(x, y) plane, we estimate the radius in terms of the lateral extent of the filament as R⊥(t) =

(ymax(t)− ymin(t)) /2. In simulations, the full filament shape is available and we define an

100



effective radius by fitting the cross-sectional projection in the (y, z) plane with a circle:

R2
eff(t) = 〈y(s, t)2 + z(s, t)2〉s. In both cases, we only consider the central part of the

filament where the conformation is mostly helical and omit filament ends.
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<latexit sha1_base64="kxeFKZFBYw0TTia3SIK8RV+e6oM=">AAADp3icbZJNb9NAEIa3MR8lfLVw5LIiQgIpimJAgmMFHHpApVTEjRRH0Xo9bpbuh+sdp40s/wIuXOGf8W9YJxaFNSPZO5pnRnrf0SS5FBbH4187veDGzVu3d+/07967/+Dh3v6jyJqy4DDhRppimjALUmiYoEAJ07wAphIJp8n5+4afrqCwwugvuM5hrtiZFpngDF0p+rioAOrF3mA8Gm+CdpOwTQakjePFfu9bnBpeKtDIJbN2Fo5znFesQMEl1P24tJAzfs7OYOZSzRTYebWRW9NnrpLSzBTu00g31b8nKqasXavEdSqGS+uzpjhM1H9xU0FjpPU0YPZ2XgmdlwiabyVkpaRoaLMVmooCOMq1SxgvhHNB+ZIVjKPbXT/WcMmNUkynVZxkWV01D83q2kNlS8oOWbVk1SFRSyKfqKPa/ZwfzmR15NNyxetZOK+2LUlWxUuGdBDWdeNOC1w5Q6YY0sTIlF4KXFLXMKTaILWSaYTUE3LRCrnoSLxqyZVPwCmE3ApptEdSkG4q/gASmZvrwPUfuPYgX17bpof+Tk4cTNT1Xk6cX3e+oX+s3SR6OQpfjcLPrwcH79pD3iVPyFPynITkDTkgh+SYTAgnX8l38oP8DF4En4IomG5bezvtzGPyTwTsN5vAO3Y=</latexit>

2R?
<latexit sha1_base64="MNxHNdVenvI0bklQmsiXG2TecWo=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="cD1mtby0EriFYyFyrBnoguGOehY=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="58UqKwl8XKuWpCJGiOl1OGvOuLo=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="JzaA3ANKjGQAcEZuEU3xTk3BtJM=">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</latexit>

Experiments 
Brownian 
non-Brownian

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">AAADsnicbZLNbtNAEMe3MR8lfDQtRy4rIiQOURRDJThWag89VaUiaUUcRev1uFl1P1zvOG1k7RPwCFzhoXgb1olFqM1Itkfzm7H+/9HEmRQWR6PfO53g0eMnT3efdZ+/ePlqr7d/MLGmyDmMuZEmv4qZBSk0jFGghKssB6ZiCZfxzXHFL5eQW2H0V1xlMFPsWotUcIa+NO/tRYnBMoLMCmm0w3mvPxqO1kHbSVgnfVLH+Xy/893/ghcKNHLJrJ2GowxnJctRcAmuGxUWMsZv2DVMfaqZAjsr18odfecrCU1N7h+NdF39d6JkytqVin2nYriwTVYVB7H6L64qaIy0DQ2Yfp6VQmcFguYbCWkhKRpaLYgmIgeOcuUTxnPhXVC+YDnj6NfYjTTccaMU00kZxWnqyupDU+caqKhJ0SLLmixbZFKTSZOoM+df3g9nsjxr0mLJ3TSclZuWOC2jBUPaD52r3GmBS2/I5AMaG5nQO4EL6hsGVBukVjKNkDSE3NZCblsS72ty3yTgtlf0kCQg/VR0AhKZn2vB1V+4akC+2Nqmp82dXHgYq+1eLrxff75h81jbyeTDMPw4DL8c9o9O6kPeJW/IW/KehOQTOSKn5JyMCScF+UF+kl/BYfAtYAHftHZ26pnX5EEE8g+qwT/7</latexit>

Side view (simulations)Focal plane

x
<latexit sha1_base64="cD1mtby0EriFYyFyrBnoguGOehY=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="58UqKwl8XKuWpCJGiOl1OGvOuLo=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="JzaA3ANKjGQAcEZuEU3xTk3BtJM=">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</latexit>

R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">AAADtXicdZLbbtNAEIa3NYcSTmm55GZFhFSkKLKd0oS7SvSiV1WJSFoptqL1et2sugfXO04TWX4C3oFbeCXehnViKDgwkr2j+Wak/x9NlApuwHV/7Ow6Dx4+erz3pPX02fMXL9v7BxOj84yyMdVCZ1cRMUxwxcbAQbCrNGNERoJdRjcfK365YJnhWn2GVcpCSa4VTzglYEuz9sEIB/gwkDkOgC2hkOW7Wbvj9rxh3//gYbd35HvHw4FN/OO+77/HXs9dRwfVcTHb3/0SxJrmkimgghgz9dwUwoJkwKlgZSvIDUsJvSHXbGpTRSQzYbEWX+K3thLjRGf2U4DX1T8nCiKNWcnIdkoCc9NkVbEbyX/iqgJaC9PQAMkwLLhKc2CKbiQkucCgcbUjHPOMURArmxCacesC0znJCAW7yVag2B3VUhIVF0GUJGVRPTgpywbKa5JvkUVNFltkUpNJk8jz0v6sH0pEcd6k+YKWUy8sNi1RUgRzArjjlWXlTnFYWEM66+JIixjfcZhj29DFSgM2gihgcUPIbS3kdkvisibLJmFWIUsNF1o1SMyEnQpOmQBi57bg6jdcNSCd39vGZ82djCyM5P1eRtavPd9fN4r/n0z8ntfveZ+OOien9SHvodfoDTpEHhqgE3SGLtAYUbREX9E39N0ZOKETO8mmdXennnmF/gpH/wQw/kAf</latexit> R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit>R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit>L
e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">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</latexit> L

e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">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</latexit> L

e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">AAADunicdZLNbtNAEMe3NR8lfKVw4MBlRYRUpCiK00ASiUMleugBVaUiaaU4itbrdbPKfrjecZrI2ifgMbjCA/E2rBNDwYGR7B3Nb0b6/0cTJoIbaLd/7Ox6d+7eu7/3oPbw0eMnT+v7z0ZGZyllQ6qFTi9DYpjgig2Bg2CXScqIDAW7COcfCn6xYKnhWn2GVcImklwpHnNKwJWm9RcfpzljFgf4IJAZDoAtIZf2zbTeaLe6g3eHvT5utzrdbv/twCV+z+8M+thvtdfRQGWcTfd3vwSRpplkCqggxoz9dgKTnKTAqWC2FmSGJYTOyRUbu1QRycwkXzuw+LWrRDjWqfsU4HX1z4mcSGNWMnSdksDMVFlRbIbyn7iogNbCVDRA3J/kXCUZMEU3EuJMYNC4WBSOeMooiJVLCE25c4HpjKSEgltnLVDshmopiYryIIxjmxcPjq2toKwk2RZZlGSxRUYlGVWJPLXu5/xQIvLTKs0W1I79Sb5pCeM8mBHADd/awp3isHCGdNrEoRYRvuEww66hiZUGbARRwKKKkOtSyPWWxGVJllXCnEKWGC60qpCICTcVHDMBxM1twdVvuKpAOru1jU+qOzl3MJS3ezl3ft35/rpR/P9k1Gn5hy3/U7dxdFwe8h56iV6hA+SjHjpCJ+gMDRFFFn1F39B3770Xetybb1p3d8qZ5+iv8OAnQD1ChQ==</latexit>

✏̇L (µm/s)
<latexit sha1_base64="UCs+hNc14itjggrXjFVjk8qLNtM=">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</latexit>

|L̇
e
e
|(

µ
m

/s
)

<latexit sha1_base64="NrS2bCReIIJPvi+eMAcrcPPdGBM=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="q/zuxsvAiCjdB1j6dUESg72QLh4=">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</latexit> b

<latexit sha1_base64="h8lDHyx4Z+Rr+84Zgu+lD+Z/8KQ=">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</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="SUdYBdOi6pFhJC3eOXe3H+B7pdI=">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</latexit>

d
<latexit sha1_base64="HYnhm4C07BeierB+CJV6djIzjLM=">AAADtnicbZLNbtNAEMe3MR8lfKX0yGVFhMQhimKKRI8VcOipKhVJK8UhWq/Hyar74XrHaSxrn4CH4AqPxNuwSSwKNiPt7mh+M9J/ZifOpLA4Gv3a6wT37j94uP+o+/jJ02fPewcvJtYUOYcxN9LkVzGzIIWGMQqUcJXlwFQs4TK+/rjhlyvIrTD6C5YZzBRbaJEKztCH5r3DCGGNNq22b5xWiXPzXn80HG2Ntp2wdvqktvP5QedblBheKNDIJbN2Go4ynFUsR8EluG5UWMgYv2YLmHpXMwV2Vm3VO/raRxKamtwfjXQb/buiYsraUsU+UzFc2ibbBAex+i/eRNAYaRsaMD2eVUJnBYLmOwlpISkauhkSTUQOHGXpHcZz4bugfMlyxtGPshtpuOVGKaaTKorT1FWbh6bONVBRk6JFVjVZtcikJpMmUWfOX74fzmR11qTFirtpOKt2Kf4foyVD2g+d23SnBa58QyYf0NjIhN4KXFKfMKDaILWSaYSkIeSmFnLTkriuybpJwCuEzAppdIMkIH1V9AkkMl/XguUfWDYgX961TU+bM7nwMFZ3c7lw2/UNm8vadiZvh+HRMPz8rn/yoV7kffKSvCJvSEjekxNySs7JmHBSku/kB/kZHAdfAwgWu9TOXl1zSP6xIPsNSglB8w==</latexit>

e
<latexit sha1_base64="rrmBSE1ikAXFWuj8R0lZEMeyopU=">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</latexit>

Re↵
<latexit sha1_base64="8yEuh4w/0LwC1xqQtKMPlHdiSdo=">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</latexit>
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Lee
<latexit sha1_base64="kxeFKZFBYw0TTia3SIK8RV+e6oM=">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</latexit>

2R?
<latexit sha1_base64="MNxHNdVenvI0bklQmsiXG2TecWo=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="cD1mtby0EriFYyFyrBnoguGOehY=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="58UqKwl8XKuWpCJGiOl1OGvOuLo=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="JzaA3ANKjGQAcEZuEU3xTk3BtJM=">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</latexit>

Experiments 
Brownian 
non-Brownian

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

✏̇t
<latexit sha1_base64="ANOC+tZjf1MwbvtqnKb2MqxnUGs=">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</latexit>

Side view (simulations)Focal plane

x
<latexit sha1_base64="cD1mtby0EriFYyFyrBnoguGOehY=">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</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="58UqKwl8XKuWpCJGiOl1OGvOuLo=">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</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="JzaA3ANKjGQAcEZuEU3xTk3BtJM=">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</latexit>

R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit> R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit>R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="DkxgEZyAPjYHpzzKiU7/r3JS04A=">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</latexit>L
e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">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</latexit> L

e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">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</latexit> L

e
e

(µ
m

)
<latexit sha1_base64="MCvWfPnRdhjQNzVvKpr2/D5j2A8=">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</latexit>

✏̇L (µm/s)
<latexit sha1_base64="UCs+hNc14itjggrXjFVjk8qLNtM=">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</latexit>

|L̇
e
e
|(

µ
m

/s
)

<latexit sha1_base64="NrS2bCReIIJPvi+eMAcrcPPdGBM=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="q/zuxsvAiCjdB1j6dUESg72QLh4=">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</latexit> b

<latexit sha1_base64="h8lDHyx4Z+Rr+84Zgu+lD+Z/8KQ=">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</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="SUdYBdOi6pFhJC3eOXe3H+B7pdI=">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</latexit>

d
<latexit sha1_base64="HYnhm4C07BeierB+CJV6djIzjLM=">AAADtnicbZLNbtNAEMe3MR8lfKX0yGVFhMQhimKKRI8VcOipKhVJK8UhWq/Hyar74XrHaSxrn4CH4AqPxNuwSSwKNiPt7mh+M9J/ZifOpLA4Gv3a6wT37j94uP+o+/jJ02fPewcvJtYUOYcxN9LkVzGzIIWGMQqUcJXlwFQs4TK+/rjhlyvIrTD6C5YZzBRbaJEKztCH5r3DCGGNNq22b5xWiXPzXn80HG2Ntp2wdvqktvP5QedblBheKNDIJbN2Go4ynFUsR8EluG5UWMgYv2YLmHpXMwV2Vm3VO/raRxKamtwfjXQb/buiYsraUsU+UzFc2ibbBAex+i/eRNAYaRsaMD2eVUJnBYLmOwlpISkauhkSTUQOHGXpHcZz4bugfMlyxtGPshtpuOVGKaaTKorT1FWbh6bONVBRk6JFVjVZtcikJpMmUWfOX74fzmR11qTFirtpOKt2Kf4foyVD2g+d23SnBa58QyYf0NjIhN4KXFKfMKDaILWSaYSkIeSmFnLTkriuybpJwCuEzAppdIMkIH1V9AkkMl/XguUfWDYgX961TU+bM7nwMFZ3c7lw2/UNm8vadiZvh+HRMPz8rn/yoV7kffKSvCJvSEjekxNySs7JmHBSku/kB/kZHAdfAwgWu9TOXl1zSP6xIPsNSglB8w==</latexit>

e
<latexit sha1_base64="rrmBSE1ikAXFWuj8R0lZEMeyopU=">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</latexit>

Re↵
<latexit sha1_base64="8yEuh4w/0LwC1xqQtKMPlHdiSdo=">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</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="3Gh8/SgIwIRdBFmbqPsnyGbJjxw=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="e2dJL8HaA8t7Zegkd+j3mb5gS3E=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="SwKECbmlmLo9imcNebk0o/ZEwPc=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.6: (a-b) Evolution of the end-to-end distance Lee and the coiling radius R as
functions of Hencky strain ε̇t in experiments (a) and Brownian (b) simulations. The range
used to estimate the final coil radius in each case is shown in black. In (b) the vertical
dashed line shows the onset of buckling. (c) The compression speed of the helix, estimated
as the rate of change of the end-to-end distance, depends linearly on ε̇L with a slope of
∼ 0.7.

The time evolution of the length and radius is similar in experiments and both

types of simulations: in all cases, Lee decreases and R increases while the helix forms and

gets compressed by the flow. The decrease in Lee is found to be nearly linear with time.
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This allows us to extract a characteristic speed |L̇ee| for compression of the helix, which

we plot as a function ε̇L in Figure 4.6(c). A linear relationship |L̇ee| ∼ 0.7ε̇L is found in

both experiments and simulations, with a slope of less than unity that we attribute to the

finite elastic resistance of the buckled helical shapes.

4.3.3 Coiling radius and scaling laws

In the final stage of compression, the growth of the helix radius slows down as seen

in Figure. 4.6(a-b), and a nearly steady shape is reached with a roughly constant radius.

In experiments and Brownian simulations, this occurs near a Hencky strain of unity, and

we estimate the final radius by averaging either R⊥(t) or Reff(t) over ε̇t ∼ 0.8− 1. In non-

Brownian simulations, filaments typically experience larger Hencky strains, though the

key features of the dynamics remain unaltered; in this case, we estimate the final radius

by performing the average over ε̇t ∼ 1.6 − 2. By this procedure, we measured the final

coiling radius of the filaments over three decades of the elastoviscous number µ̄, where

µ̄ was varied by changing the contour length L. The results, displayed in Figure. 4.7(a),

are quite stunning and show a nearly constant dimensional radius over a large range

of µ̄, indicating that the final helix radius is largely independent of contour length. The

agreement between experiments and simulations is again very good, with a weak systematic

deviation attributed to the different ways of estimating R and to the weak extensibility of

the filaments in the non-Brownian model. We rationalize this peculiar result by developing

a scaling theory for the radius of an inextensible helix undergoing compression in flow.
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<latexit sha1_base64="SbTSXzT43zDZqUWAr7FAlGV1eLw=">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</latexit>

R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="Pliaa8kAZIvHlbxOLzhjb2TAzdA=">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</latexit>

R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="qgqn0hivdM7xdhsikxKVQ+Qb04k=">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</latexit> R
(µ

m
)

<latexit sha1_base64="qgqn0hivdM7xdhsikxKVQ+Qb04k=">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</latexit>

L (µm)
<latexit sha1_base64="5kJ0588TAASV4cUc5OJBJgIF/bs=">AAADtXicbZLbattAEIY3Vg+pe3LSy94sNYUUjLHSQnoZ2l7kooQ01E7AEma1GsVL9qBoR4qN0BP0HXrbvlLfpitbNK3UAWmH+Wbg/4eJUiksTia/dnrevfsPHu4+6j9+8vTZ88He/syaPOMw5Uaa7DJiFqTQMEWBEi7TDJiKJFxE1x9rflFAZoXRX3GdQqjYlRaJ4AxdaTHY/0wDehConAYIKyxV9WYxGE7Gk03QbuI3yZA0cbbY630LYsNzBRq5ZNbO/UmKYckyFFxC1Q9yCynj1+wK5i7VTIENy434ir52lZgmJnOfRrqp/j1RMmXtWkWuUzFc2jari6NI/RfXFTRG2pYGTN6HpdBpjqD5VkKSS4qG1juisciAo1y7hPFMOBeUL1nGOLpN9gMNt9woxXRcBlGSVGX90KSqWihvSN4hRUOKDpk1ZNYm6rRyP+eHM1metmle8Gruh+W2JUrKYMmQDv2qqt1pgYUzZLIRjYyM6a3AJXUNI6oNUiuZRohbQm4aITcdiauGrNoEnEJIrZBGt0gM0k0Fn0Aic3MduP4D1y3Il3e26Ul7J+cORupuL+fOrztfv32s3WR2OPbfjv0v74bHH5pD3iUvyStyQHxyRI7JCTkjU8LJinwnP8hP78gLvdhLtq29nWbmBfknPPMbN+g/zw==</latexit>

R

L<latexit sha1_base64="6dHcA7W1b3Evxnt5MfaViGXEyA0=">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</latexit>

|L̇
e
e
|(

µ
m

/s
)

<latexit sha1_base64="mEZzbKQS8mKhzVEqnMIOP+FWmEQ=">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</latexit>

✏̇L (µm/s)
<latexit sha1_base64="rVwmrTEaCAhre0+bRiNfxazFsWQ=">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</latexit>

Experiments
Brownian
Non-Brownian

Experiments
Brownian
Non-Brownian

e
<latexit sha1_base64="sRJaUwrtDH4LtXmMpOI684bGp5A=">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</latexit>b

<latexit sha1_base64="Pdu9ZX/k+xLTyppzLk0B1q7kF0Q=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="uuh6esvD6U6eLX8ROPdGoPM0KlQ=">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</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="saLE5/IspM7NHX5vs01SvxkMRCM=">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</latexit> d

<latexit sha1_base64="EwuSvZbGaALwV3WIrJbA7rt9LEM=">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</latexit>

0.24
<latexit sha1_base64="sKCIEw6QJTmFQB9pyz4mCx0cZo4=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="Mvlofl3T1Lw9f7WQOUprgrpqzOQ=">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</latexit>

0.7
<latexit sha1_base64="3IFgshB8mV4OJ3irkf6qRP2swrE=">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</latexit>

`p = 6 µm
<latexit sha1_base64="+SD/cbRfVTIe4PGBOnDox2ZsinI=">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</latexit>

`p = 12 µm
<latexit sha1_base64="v6mXO9mgdHPMe7VRxT3HvLNhUV0=">AAADvnicbZJNa9tAEIY3Vj9S98tpj7ksNYUejLHSQkuhYGgPOYU01E7AMma1GsVL9kPRjhwbsYee+0N6bX9O/01XtmhaqQPSDvPMwPsOE2dSWByNfu11gjt3793ff9B9+Ojxk6e9g2dTa4qcw4QbafKLmFmQQsMEBUq4yHJgKpZwHl99rPj5CnIrjP6Cmwzmil1qkQrO0JcWvcMIpFxk9AMNj2hEI1WUEcIaS+XcotcfDUfboO0krJM+qeN0cdD5FiWGFwo0csmsnYWjDOcly1FwCa4bFRYyxq/YJcx8qpkCOy+3Lhx96SsJTU3uP410W/17omTK2o2KfadiuLRNVhUHsfovripojLQNDZi+m5dCZwWC5jsJaSEpGlotiyYiB45y4xPGc+FdUL5kOePoV9qNNNxwoxTTSRnFaerK6qGpcw1U1KRokVVNVi0yrcm0SdSJ8z/vhzNZnjRpseJuFs7LXUucltGSIe2HzlXutMCVN2TyAY2NTOiNwCX1DQOqDVIrmUZIGkKuayHXLYnrmqybBLxCyKyQRjdIAtJPRZ9AIvNzLbj5AzcNyJe3tulxcydnHsbqdi9nbnu+YfNY28n0aBi+Hoaf3/TH7+tD3ieH5AV5RULylozJMTklE8LJV/Kd/CA/g3GQBiowu9bOXj3znPwTwfo3OqpDpA==</latexit>

`p = 18 µm
<latexit sha1_base64="tPY38wy7m8u5kTSyZrv4g8OVkzA=">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</latexit>

µ̄
<latexit sha1_base64="6/dSOFWbZq3YhPIsDUrtJienfs0=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.7: (a)Final dimensional radius as a function of contour length in experiments and
both types of simulations, for strain rates in the range ε̇ ∼ 0.3−0.61 s−1. The two dashed lines
show the mean radius for experiments (top) and Brownian simulations (bottom), which differ
slightly due to the two different methods for estimating R. (b) Final dimensional radius R as
a function of elastoviscous length (B/µε̇)1/4 in Brownian simulations for varying persistence
lengths `p, showing a linear dependence in agreement with Eq. (4.4). In these simulations,
L = 0.6µm, and ε̇ ∼ 105–107 s−1. (c) Collapse of all the data from experiments, Brownian
and non-Brownian simulations when plotted in dimensionless variables, showing a power-law
scaling of the form R/L ∼ µ̄−0.24.

For simplicity, we idealize a post-buckling coiled conformation as a perfect helix

parameterized by θ ∈ [0, 2mπ], where m is the total number of loops. The position of a

Lagrangian marker along the curve is then given by x = (R cos θ, R sin θ, λθ), where R is

the radius and λ is related to the pitch p = 2πλ. As the helix is compressed by the flow,

its pitch decreases while its radius increases as depicted in Fig. 4.8. This is a consequence
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of inextensibility, which dictates that

RṘ + λλ̇ = 0. (4.1)

During compression, viscous stresses due to the flow balance elastic forces inside the fila-

ment. In both experiments and simulations, we observe that λ < R, which allows us to

approximate the dominant viscous force experienced by the helix as Fv ∼ ξ⊥ṗL, where

ξ⊥ is the coefficient of viscous resistance by unit length in the normal direction. The

associated viscous dissipation can then be estimated as

Figure 4.8: Schematic illustrating the compression of an inextensible ideal helix of radius
R and pitch p as used for scaling arguments.

Φv ∼ ξ⊥ṗ
2L ∼ ξ⊥λ̇

2L, (4.2)

and must balance the rate of change of elastic bending energy due to compression. For a

helical conformation, the bending energy is given by EB = BLR2/2(R2 + λ2)2. Using the

kinematic relation (4.1) and the fact that λ < R, we find its rate of change as

ĖB ∼ BL
λλ̇

R4
. (4.3)

In absence of inertia, we seek a balance between Φv and ĖB [7]. Recalling that λ̇ ∼ ε̇L as

found in Figure. 4.6(c), we arrive at
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R ∼
(
B

ξ⊥ε̇

)1/4

i.e.,
R

L
∼ µ̄−1/4. (4.4)

This scaling law suggests that the helix radius is independent of contour length L and

has only a weak dependence on compression rate ε̇. Experiments typically have access to

a limited range of strain rates, and as a result the sampling of the three decades of µ̄ in

Fig. 4.7(a) was primarily due to variations in filament length while keeping ε̇ in the range

∼ 0.4 − 0.6 s−1. This explains why no dependence on µ̄ was found. To further test the

scaling law and probe the dependence on flow strength, we performed additional Brownian

simulations in which the strain rate was varied while keeping L constant. The measured

radius for three different values of `p/L is displayed in Fig. 4.7(b) and shows a clear

collapse of the data with an exponent close to −1/4 when plotted in dimensionless form.

This corroborates the scaling prediction and further confirms that thermal fluctuations

play a secondary role. Finally, we display all the data from experiments and both types of

simulations in dimensionless form in Figure 4.7(c). A similar collapse is found, with some

scatter arising mainly from fluctuation-induced defects and from the two distinct methods

for estimating R. A numerical fit provides an exponent of −0.24, in excellent agreement

with the proposed scaling law.

4.4 Origin of coiling: mode interaction

So far we have discussed the key features of the filament morphologies and have

quantified the emerging coiled conformations through various order parameters. Now we

proceed to explain the emergence of helical morphologies using a 3D weakly nonlinear

stability analysis.
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4.4.1 Linear stability analysis

Previous 2D linear analyses in planar flows have been very successful at predicting

the onset of buckling and subsequent mode shapes [33, 111, 112, 143]. We will attempt

to show how the interaction of pairs of planar eigenmodes growing in different planes is

responsible for the observed 3D helices. In past studies of viscous buckling, the role of

thermal fluctuations was shown to be limited to triggering the instability while smooth-

ing the buckling transition [2, 7, 112]. We neglect fluctuations in our theory and start by

performing a three dimensional linear stability analysis in the spirit of [111].

In the reference frame of the translating filament, the local flow field is well approx-

imated by a planar compressional flow in experiments and Brownian simulations, and by

a uniaxial compressional flow in non-Brownian simulations; we focus here on the former

case and thus take the dimensionless flow field to be u∞ = (−x, y, 0). In the base state,

the filament is straight with its center at the stagnation point and its axis aligned with the

direction of compression: x0(s) = sx̂ with s ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. Its motion is described using

local slender-body theory for low-Reynolds-number hydrodynamics [159],

µ̄ (ẋ− u∞) = (I + xsxs) · [(Txs)s − xssss] , (4.5)

where the elastoviscous number µ̄ appears as the sole control parameter. Indices in Eq. (4.5)

denote differentiation with respect to arclength, with xs describing the local tangent vector.

The scalar T (s) is the internal tension that enforces filament inextensibility. Eq. (4.5) is

accompanied by force- and moment-free boundary conditions: xsss = xss = T = 0 at

s = ±1/2. In the base state, the compressional flow induces a parabolic tension profile

T0(s) = 1
4 µ̄
(
s2 − 1

4

)
typical of undeformed filaments in linear flows [33,111].

The straight configuration is perturbed as x(s, t) = (s, hy, hz), where hy(s, t) and

hz(s, t) are in-plane (x, y) and out-of-plane (x, z) shape perturbations, respectively, and

are assumed to be small O(ε) quantities. We first perform a linear analysis and simplify
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Eq. (4.5) to

µ̄ (ẋ− u∞) = T0xss + 2T0,sxs − xssss +O(ε2), (4.6)

where the velocity field experienced by the filament is u∞ = (−s, hy, 0). We seek normal-

mode perturbations of the form {hy, hz} = {Φy(s),Φz(s)} exp(σt), where Φy and Φz are

in-plane and out-of-plane mode shapes and σ is the complex growth rate. Inserting this

ansatz into Eq. (4.6) yields two eigenvalue problems in the y and z directions:

µ̄ (σ − 1) Φy = L[Φy], (4.7)

µ̄ σΦz = L[Φz], (4.8)

where L is the differential operator L[Φ] = T0(s)Φss + T0,s(s) Φs − Φssss. Inspection of

Eqs. (4.7)–(4.8) shows that the eigenvalue problems in the two orthogonal planes are

uncoupled and thus have their own growth rates (σy, σz). Incidentally, the two eigenvalue

problems are found to be identical under the transformation σz = σy − 1. This points to

a key aspect of the eigenspectrum: for a given value of µ̄, in-plane and out-of-plane mode

shapes are identical but have offset growth rates. Out-of-plane deformations grow slightly

more slowly as a consequence of the 2D nature of the flow; both growth rates would be

identical in uniaxial flow.

The eigenvalue problem of Eq. (4.7) was solved numerically using a Chebyshev

spectral collocation method with boundary conditions Φyss = Φysss = 0 at s = ±1/2,

and results are summarized in Figure 4.9. The growth rates Re[σy] of unstable modes

are plotted versus µ̄ in Fig. 4.9(a). In very weak flows, all modes are stable with negative

growth rates. As the elastoviscous number is increased, a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation

occurs giving rise to the first onset of buckling. In agreement with past planar analyses

[111–113], the first buckling threshold is found to be µ̄c ≈ 153.2 with an even mode shape

(Φ(−s) = Φ(s)) resembling the canonical C shape typical of Euler buckling. At yet larger

values of µ̄, higher-order buckling modes with larger wavenumbers are excited and can
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become unstable, leading to the complex eigenspectrum of Fig. 4.9(a). Three essential

features stand out: (i) at large elastoviscous numbers, the first two eigenvalues {σ(1)
y , σ

(2)
y }

dominate the spectrum and the corresponding eigenmodes are expected to dictate the

emergent morphologies; (ii) these two dominant eigenmodes always come in an odd–even

pair, i.e., if Φ(1) is odd then Φ(2) is even and vice-versa; (iii) the difference in growth rate

between these two dominant modes becomes negligible in strong flows. This last point is

made clear in the inset of Fig. 4.9(a), where the difference ∆σ between the two growth

rates is seen to decay rapidly with µ̄.
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µ̄
<latexit sha1_base64="dZ4XGxhizxFk699tTZDLcp1ByKo=">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</latexit> (⇥ 103)

<latexit sha1_base64="m6lma3+sPQRF3wreztktCPNzWcw=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="v5Ky0DQmShttlro4fO++x7OwrfY=">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</latexit>

104
<latexit sha1_base64="l8alSzbcIGlBvnc494W4Vz4xb18=">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</latexit>

105
<latexit sha1_base64="2TK6BPS1aTnIPXyxTF6o7Akq12s=">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</latexit>µ̄

<latexit sha1_base64="cF467ffOiklxgpmBO/7HaOsAKso=">AAADqnicbZJNb9NAEIa3MR8lfLVw5LIiQuIQRTEgwQlVgkNPVYlI2iq2qt31ul51P9zdcdrI8i/gyBV+GP+GdWJRWDOSvaN5ZqT3HQ0tpXAwnf7aGUR37t67v/tg+PDR4ydP9/afLZypLONzZqSxp5Q4LoXmcxAg+WlpOVFU8hN6+anlJytunTD6K6xLnipyoUUuGAFfOksosXWiquZ8bzSdTDeB+0ncJSPUxfH5/uBbkhlWKa6BSeLcMp6WkNbEgmCSN8Okcrwk7JJc8KVPNVHcpfVGcYNf+UqGc2P9pwFvqn9P1EQ5t1bUdyoChQtZWxxT9V/cVsAY6QINkH9Ia6HLCrhmWwl5JTEY3C4GZ8JyBnLtE8Ks8C4wK4glDPz6honm18woRXRWJzTPm7p9cN40Aao6UvXIqiOrHll0ZBESddT4n/fDiKyPQlqtWLOM03rbQvM6KQjgUdw0rTstYOUNGTvG1MgMXwsosG8YY20AO0k08CwQctUJuepJvOnITUi4V8hLJ6TRAcm49FPJZy6B+LkeXP+B6wCy4tY2Pgx3MvOQqtu9zLxff75xeKz9ZPFmEr+dxF/ejQ4+doe8i16gl+g1itF7dIAO0TGaI4YU+o5+oJ/ROJpFZ9Fy2zrY6Waeo38iyn4DeWY86g==</latexit>

10�3
<latexit sha1_base64="OqxJtY9rTH19+t1L1cwP8mvH5xs=">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</latexit>

10�7
<latexit sha1_base64="xZ1QbV7fZKoLWiRNfKwZcnCHTqU=">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</latexit>

10�11
<latexit sha1_base64="lKg31yMomovtPq2oXEbQSSddLJg=">AAADqXicbZJNb9NAEIa3MR8lfLVw5LIiQkIiRN6CBCdUCQ49VW1F0ojYVOv1ull1P1zvOK1l+Rdw4wp/jH/DOrEorBnJ3tE8M9L7jibJpbAQhr+2BsGt23fubt8b3n/w8NHjnd0nM2vKgvEpM9IU84RaLoXmUxAg+TwvOFWJ5KfJxceWn654YYXRn6HKeazouRaZYBRcaU7Cr/VrQpqznVE4CdeB+wnpkhHq4uhsd/AtSg0rFdfAJLV2QcIc4poWIJjkzTAqLc8pu6DnfOFSTRW3cb0W3OAXrpLizBTu04DX1b8naqqsrVTiOhWFpfVZWxwn6r+4rYAx0noaIHsf10LnJXDNNhKyUmIwuN0LTkXBGcjKJZQVwrnAbEkLysBtbxhpfsWMUlSndZRkWVO3D86axkNlR8oeWXVk1SOzjsx8og4b93N+GJX1oU/LFWsWJK43LUlWR0sKeESapnWnBaycIVOMcWJkiq8ELLFrGGNtAFtJNfDUE3LZCbnsSbzuyLVPuFPIcyuk0R5JuXRT0Scugbq5Hqz+wMqDbHljGx/4OzlxMFE3ezlxft35Ev9Y+8lsb0LeTMjx29H+h+6Qt9Ez9By9RAS9Q/voAB2hKWJIou/oB/oZvAqOg3nwZdM62OpmnqJ/ImC/AWsnO18=</latexit>

�
�

<latexit sha1_base64="0/W6sY2hgb4rrxjS5wDwocJL0mI=">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</latexit>

µ̄ = 1.8 ⇥ 104
<latexit sha1_base64="WqS+sOXTNkzqIBDIAf9LjvtwPyo=">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</latexit>

s
<latexit sha1_base64="0eLR17LQwMGir5knm6wDM+qSw0k=">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</latexit>

�(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="6M9z1/jENdLGd9337nH3ZtpbcAo=">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</latexit>

�(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="QyGNVFDAMnOFCrjDRGkpfpoloZU=">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</latexit>
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(b)
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Figure 4.9: (a) Growth rates of unstable planar eigenmodes plotted vs. elastoviscous
number. As µ̄ increases, additional modes become unstable. The two dominant eigenvalues
are colored in red and blue and labeled as either even (E) or odd (O) functions of s.
Inset: difference ∆σ between the two most unstable eigenvalues as a function of µ̄, showing
convergence in strong flows. (b) Eigenmodes associated with the two largest eigenvalues for
a value of µ̄ = 1.8× 104 corresponding to the green dot in (a). The dominant mode Φ(1) is
odd, whereas Φ(2) is even.

We are now in a position to explain the emergence of helicoidal shapes. In a strong

flow, unstable eigenmodes are planar but can develop and grow in any plane containing the

flow axis. In addition, dominant modes always come in odd–even pairs with nearly identical

growth rates. When a straight filament is perturbed, there is thus a strong likelihood for

both modes to grow simultaneously. The superposition of two adjacent odd–even planar
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modes such as those shown in Fig. 4.9(b) and growing in different planes produces a coiled

three-dimensional conformation that resembles a helix and continues to grow as such,

with the two modes interacting as a consequence of geometric nonlinearities. A similar

mechanism was previously proposed to explain the buckling of elastic rods in soft elastomer

matrices [160], though the governing equations and forces at play are very different in that

problem.

4.4.2 Amplitude equations: weakly nonlinear theory

This modal interaction process can be formalized by deriving a nonlinear ampli-

tude equation of the Ginzburg-Landau form [142, 161]. At the onset of buckling we make

the assumption that the tension profile inside the filament can still be approximated by

the parabolic tension in the undeformed base state. We start by expanding the govern-

ing equation Eq. (4.5) with this tension much in the spirit of Monge representation but

retaining the nonlinear terms. Thus we have:

µ̄ ẋ = µ̄u+ T0xss + 2T0,sxs − xssss − xs(xs · xssss). (4.9)

Recognizing the linear operator from the stability analysis the above equation can be

written as:

µ̄ ẋ = µ̄u+ L[x]− xs(xs · xssss), (4.10)

We now expand the transverse deformations on the basis of the first two linear eigenmodes

as they dominate the unstable spectrum: hy,z(s, t) = Ay,z1 (t)Φ1(s) +Ay,z2 (t)Φ2(s). Our aim

is to derive ordinary differential equations for the amplitudes of the perturbations that

illustrate coupling between unstable modes. To this end, we first explicitly derive the

functional form of the nonlinear terms, which we denote by N (s, t) = xs(xs · xssss). We
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first calculate:

β ≡ xs · xssss = (1, hys , h
z
s) · (0, hyssss, hzssss) = hysh

y
ssss + hzsh

z
ssss. (4.11)

Using the chosen form of expansion of the perturbations on the basis of eigenfucntions the

above expression can be written as:

β =
(
Ay1Φ(1)

s + Ay2Φ(2)
s

)(
Ay1Φ(1)

ssss + Ay2Φ(2)
ssss

)
+
(
Az1Φ(1)

s + Az2Φ(2)
s

)(
Az1Φ(1)

ssss + Az2Φ(2)
ssss

)
.

(4.12)

The above expression can be further simplified to:

β =
[
(Ay1)2 + (Az1)2

]
γ1(s) + [Ay1A

y
2 + Az1A

z
2] γ2(s) +

[
(Ay2)2 + (Az2)2

]
γ3(s). (4.13)

In the above expression, the functions {γ1, γ2, γ3} are given by:

γ1 = Φ(1)
s Φ(2)

ssss, (4.14)

γ2 = Φ(1)
s Φ(2)

ssss + Φ(2)
s Φ(1)

ssss, (4.15)

γ3 = Φ(2)
s Φ(2)

ssss. (4.16)

The transverse components of the nonlinear term N (s, t) are then obtained as Ny = hysβ

and Nz = hzsβ, and we emphasize that these nonlinear terms couple in-plane and out-of-

plane modes.

We now proceed to derive amplitude equations of the Ginzburg-Landau form, first

starting with the y component of the slender-body equation. Inserting the expansion for

hy(s, t) into Eq. (4.10) yields

µ̄Φ(1) dAy1
dt

+ µ̄Φ(2) dAy2
dt

= µ̄
(
Ay1Φ(1) + Ay2Φ(2)

)
+ Ay1L[Φ(1)] + Ay2L[Φ(2)]−Ny. (4.17)

Recalling that the eigenfunctions satisfy Eq. (4.7), this simplifies to

µ̄Φ(1) dAy1
dt

+ µ̄Φ(2) dAy2
dt

= µ̄Ay1σ1Φ(1) + µ̄Ay2σ2Φ(2) −Ny. (4.18)
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In order to derive the amplitude equation for each mode it is tempting to use the or-

thogonality of eigenfunctions. However we are plagued with a subtle issue. The linear

operator L appearing in the linearized stability problem is not self-adjoint. As a result,

the computed eigenfunctions are not orthonormal to each other. In order to proceed with

the non-linear theory, we need to find the adjoint L† of the linear operator (as derived

in Appendix C) and associated adjoint eigenfunctions, which we denote by φ†. This sub-

tlety was previously identified by Guglielmini et al. [142] in their weakly nonlinear theory

for clamped filaments in 2D stagnation point flows. Using the orthogonality of adjoint

eigenfunction we obtain the amplitude equations as:

dAy1
dt

= σ1A
y
1 −

1

µ̄

〈Ny, φ†(1)〉
〈φ†(1),Φ(1)〉 , (4.19)

dAy2
dt

= σ2A
y
1 −

1

µ̄

〈Ny, φ†(2)〉
〈φ†(2),Φ(2)〉 , (4.20)

where:

〈a(s), b(s)〉 =

∫ 1/2

−1/2

a(s)b(s) ds, (4.21)

is the inner-product definition. If we neglect the nonlinear terms in the above amplitude

equations, we will recover the prediction of the linear stability problem, where unstable

modes grow exponentially with respective growth rates given by the eigenvalues. Nonlinear

terms not only introduce additional complexity but also couple the various modes. We

can similarly obtain amplitude equations for the out-of plane problem:

dAz1
dt

= (σ1 − 1)Az1 −
1

µ̄

〈Nz, φ†(1)〉
〈φ†(1),Φ(1)〉 , (4.22)

dAz2
dt

= (σ2 − 1)Az2 −
1

µ̄

〈Nz, φ†(2)〉
〈φ†(2),Φ(2)〉 . (4.23)

The fact that the growth rates of the out-of-plane modes are smaller compared to in-plane

modes is evident from the the linear terms. All four amplitude equations (4.19)–(4.23)

are coupled to each other through the nonlinear terms and thus need to be integrated

numerically.
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4.4.3 Spontaneous symmetry breaking

We can now integrate the system of amplitude equations to study the evolution of

the filament morphology as predicted from the nonlinear theory. We start with an entirely

planar initial condition that has contributions from only the dominant mode. We can

write this as:

A(0) =




Ay1(0)

Ay2(0)

Az1(0)

Az2(0)




= ε




1

0

1

0



, (4.24)

where ε ≈ 10−4 is a small parameter typical of the amplitude at the initiation of the

buckling. In Figure 4.10 we show the time evolution of the amplitudes for µ̄ = 1.8 × 104

with dominant eigenmodes as shown in Fig 4.9.
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Figure 4.10: Time evolution of the amplitudes of modes for µ̄ = 1.8× 104.

A number of interesting features stand out from the solution of this ODE system.

First we notice that the nonlinearities are sufficient for amplitude saturation. Second, the

nonlinear coupling sets a non-zero amplitude for the mode Φ(2)(s). This solidifies our idea

of mode-interaction and indeed now a linear superposition of the even and odd modes lead

to a coiled conformation for the filament. The evolution of the filament morphology as
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given by x = [s, hy(t), hz(t)] is shown in Figure 4.11.

t
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Figure 4.11: Shape evolution of a filament from nonlinear theory (left) and non-Brownian
simulations (right) for µ̄ = 1.8× 104. On the two orthogonal planes on the left we show the
projections of the conformations that are identical to the dominant even and odd modes of
the linear stability analysis shown in Figure 4.9.

Comparison of the theoretical prediction against full nonlinear simulations from

non-Brownian filaments show remarkable agreement. In both the cases we find that at the

onset of buckling the filament remains planar: consistent with the result of linear stability

analysis. However the unstable modes interact soon in the presence of geometric nonlin-
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earities that lead to a spontaneous symmetry breaking giving way to helical structures.

Oscillations in amplitudes as seen in Figure 4.10 lead to rotation of the chiral structure in

the space of shapes. Interestingly in weak flows (for µ̄ < 8 × 104), when the eigenvalues

are well separated we do not observe growth of adjacent modes from the nonlinear theory.

This suggests that the nonlinearities are not sufficient to excite growth of the secondary

mode and as a result the filament conformation remains planar.

4.5 Conclusion and outlook

We have elucidated the coiled morphologies of actin filaments in compressional flow

through a combination of experiments, simulations, scaling analysis and weakly nonlin-

ear stability theory. The two distinct approaches used in numerical simulations highlight

the robustness of this phenomenon, in which neither Brownian fluctuations nor a three-

dimensional flow field are necessary conditions for helical buckling. The stability theory also

supports this idea and explained the origin of these structures in a simple two-dimensional

stagnation point flow. As uncovered in our analysis, the key to helical coiling is the nature

of the eigenspectrum associated with the linearized buckling problem, in which dominant

eigenmodes come in odd–even pairs with nearly identical growth rates and interact nonlin-

early to form helicoidal shapes. Our analysis is an addition to the study of post-buckling

mode interactions that are often responsible for non-planar structures [162]. Remark-

ably, this distribution of eigenvalues is quite generic, and helical buckling has also recently

been observed for very flexible filaments in shear flow as illustrated in Figure 4.12, where

the dynamics is more subtle due to the non-stationary base state of a tumbling straight

filament.
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Figure 4.12: Three-dimensional buckling of a very long actin filament placed in a linear
shear flow.

The helicoidal shapes in this case are not as regular as in purely compressional flow,

and are also unsteady as the filaments undergo tumbling by a tank-treading motion. We

have also not discussed the energetic aspect of helical buckling as probed in [157]. Helix

formation is essentially supported by a favorable energetic landscape as shown in Figure

4.13. A filament that is forcefully restricted to buckle and compress in two dimensions

indeed shows a monotonic growth of its bending energy that is avoided by the provision

of coil.
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of the total bending energy in planar and fully three-dimensional
Brownian simulations. The planar simulations were stopped when parts of the filament
come in contact. Parameters: `p/L = 200 and µ̄ = 5× 105.

The fundamental mechanism highlighted by our analysis should advance our un-

derstanding of these various phenomena and may also be exploited for the controlled

microfabrication of chiral objects from one-dimensional elastic filaments.

This chapter is primarily based on the material that is presently under review and

was authored by Brato Chakrabarti, Yanan Liu, John LaGrone, Ricardo Cortez, Lisa

Fauci, Olivia du Roure, David Saintillan and Anke Lindner [8]. The dissertation author

performed numerical simulations and worked on theoretical modeling for this paper.
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Chapter 5

Spontaneous oscillations of active

microfilaments

5.1 Introduction to active filaments

In the previous chapters we have discussed dynamics and morphologies of actin fil-

aments in two canonical flows. We term the studied actin polymers as ‘passive’ filaments

that are simply deformed by the hydrodynamic forces and respond to thermal fluctuations

that obey the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. In this chapter we will focus on the dy-

namics of ‘active’ polymers or filaments. Typical of active matter problems, the dynamics

of these filaments is driven by non-equilibrium processes where some agent converts in-

ternal chemical energy to directed motion [163]. Canonical example of well studied active

polymer system include motility assays. Here biopolymers like actin and microtubule are

propelled on carpets of motor proteins anchored on a substrate, which results in directed

motion [164–167]. Mixtures of active and passive components are a characteristics of eu-

karyotic cells with the active cytoskeleton on the one hand and an embedded large variety

of passive colloidal and polymeric objects on the other hand. Here, an enhanced random
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motion of tracer particles has been observed [168]. An extensive review of the intriuging

dynamics of active polymers is beyond the scope of this thesis and the interested reader is

pointed to [169]. This chapter focuses on one canonical case of active filaments related to

cilia and flagella that can oscillate spontaneously due to the action of molecular motors.

5.2 Dynamics of cilia and flagella: overview

Cilia and flagella are thin hair-like cellular projections that play a variety of crucial

roles where motion at the cellular level is required. Flagella, found on sperm cells and in

a number of protozoa, enable swimming in viscous media by propagating bending waves

along their axis [17]. Cilia are typically shorter than flagella and beat in an asymmetric

whipping pattern. The coordinated beating in carpets of cilia gives rise to ‘metachronal

waves’ that allow organisms such as Paramecium to swim efficiently. Motile cilia also

play a crucial role in ovum transport and in transport of mucus across the respiratory

track, known as mucociliary clearance [170]. The movement of the cilium is produced

by the bending of its core known as the axoneme. The axoneme architecture, which is

illustrated in Figure 5.1, has been remarkably conserved across evolution [171]. It involves

nine peripheral microtubule doublets known as the ‘A–B’ microtubules [17], which are

arranged in regular intervals and centered around a pair of singlet microtubules. The

outer doublets are linked to a sheath around the central pair by radial spokes and are

connected among themselves through protein linkers known as nexin links. The network

of links along with the radial spokes provide constraints that help to maintain the structural

integrity of the axoneme. This characteristic arrangement of microtubules that extends

for the entire length of the axoneme (10–200µm) is found in most eucaryotic flagella and

cilia and is known as the ‘9+2’ structure [17].
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Figure 5.1: (a) Thin section electron micrograph of axonemes of the green algae Chlamy-
domonas reinhardtii. Reproduced from Smith and Lefebvre [172]. (b) A simplified schematic
of the cross-section of an axoneme showing the ‘9+2’ structure from [173].

Thousands of dynein molecular motors are distributed along the A-tubule in groups

that are responsible for force generation. The heads of these motors extend to the B-tubule

of the adjacent doublet [174, 175]. In the presence of adenosine triphosphate (ATP),

the motor proteins undergo cycles of attachment and detachment generating forces that

cause sliding between the doublets. It has been shown that in demembraneted flagellar

axonemes this sliding can actually cause microtubules to slide apart [176]. However, inside

cilia and flagella the protein linkers (nexin links) as well as the basal structure prevent

free sliding, leading instead to bending deformations [17]. In swimming spermatozoa, these

deformations take the form of bending waves that propagate along the flagellum from head

to tip [175]. These highly coordinated motions suggest a complex regulation mechanism

for the action of molecular motors along the length of the axoneme. While the structure

of the axoneme and the mechanism for internal shear generation by dynein motors is

understood [177], it still remains unknown how spontaneous oscillations can emerge from

the coordinated action of thousands of molecular motors.
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A number of approaches have been proposed to explain the spontaneous gener-

ation of oscillations in actuated elastic filaments. Several such models coarse-grain the

role of molecular motors and the internal mechanics of the axoneme and focus instead

on qualitative beating patterns that resemble those of cilia or flagella. One such recent

approach [178–180] models the spontaneous oscillations observed in flagella as a buckling

instability reminiscent of the classical flutter problem [181] in the presence of a follower-

force. In a similar spirit, it was previously shown [182] that self-propelled Brownian par-

ticles connected as a chain can display periodic deformations that mimic ciliary beating

patterns. In another model, Goldstein et al. [183] prescribed a suitable form of the internal

shear force density to induce spontaneous oscillations resembling the bending waves seen

in sperm.

On the other hand, there have also been considerable efforts over the last few

decades in the development of theoretical models that capture some aspects of the geo-

metric details of the axoneme and motor activity in an attempt to explain experimentally

observed beating patterns. The bulk of these models rely on some form of geometric

feedback from the axoneme on the activity of the molecular motors. The three geomet-

ric features that may be involved in this feedback are: (a) curvature, (b) inter-doublet

distance and (c) sliding displacement. In the curvature-controlled models, the dynein

activity is regulated by the instantaneous curvature or by a delayed curvature of the

axoneme [184–186]. Once the curvature exceeds a predefined threshold the dyneins are

de-activated. This feedback mechanism was able to produce propagating wave patterns

as observed in flagella [185, 186] as well as ciliary beating patterns [184]. Recently it has

been proposed [187] that the breaststroke-like beating patterns of Chlamydomonas are

best explained through curvature-controlled feedback. However, these models coarse-grain

the detailed kinetics of dynein activity. The geometric-clutch model [188] instead argues
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that dynein activity is regulated by inter-doublet separation. This separation is governed

by the transverse force generated from stretched nexin links in a bent configuration that

further dictates the probability of formation of dynein bridges. The attachment and de-

tachment of dynein is determined dynamically from the instantaneous transverse force.

This model has been able to reproduce both flagellar and ciliary waveforms. While the

initial discrete model [188] had a poor model of hydrodynamics, a recent continuum exten-

sion [189] includes a more detailed hydrodynamic model. It was shown by [189] that the

excitable dynein model can be mapped back to the Fisher-Kolmorogov equation, which

admits traveling wave solutions. However, as pointed out in [174], their model [190] does

not lead to self-regulated saturation of the unstable modes of oscillation and instead relies

on the addition of stiff non-linear springs. Finally, the sliding control model assumes a

linear relationship between the internal shear force and sliding displacements. Other stud-

ies [191–193] have prescribed the internal shear force to have a form of traveling wave that

results in sperm-like beating patterns. However, this approach not only sets the intrinsic

beating frequency but also coarse-grains the dynamics of the molecular motors. Sliding

control models can also be equipped with a two-state model for molecular motors that de-

pends on both the sliding displacement and the rate of sliding [175,194]. Beyond a critical

activity of the motors, a Hopf bifurcation takes place leading to spontaneous oscillations

of the filament. Numerical simulations [174,175,195] involving two-state models have been

performed only close to the bifurcation threshold and in the small curvature limit. These

simulations suggest that for a clamped filament bundle, bending waves propagate from

the tip to the base (retrograde) as opposed to the base-to-tip (anterograde) propagation

observed in swimming sperm. A change of boundary conditions [193] or including basal

compliance [175] can affect the direction of bend propagation. Nevertheless, results from

weakly nonlinear theories, while valid close to the bifurcation, may not provide an accurate
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picture of the far-from-equilibrium, geometrically nonlinear cases of beating.

Oriola et al. [174] recently proposed a detailed microscopic description of dynein

kinetics coupled to flagellar shape in the framework of sliding controlled beating. Their

model led to the saturation of unstable modes from nonlinear interactions without any

additional need for nonlinear springs [189,190]. However, their analysis [174] was limited to

the geometrically linear small-curvature limit close to the bifurcation. While the observed

waves resembled flagellar waveforms, their direction was retrograde. In the present paper,

we use the microscopic kinetic model of Oriola et al. [174] to derive a more complete

set of nonlinear governing equations that include hydrodynamic interactions and can be

solved numerically. We discover that, when all the nonlinearities are retained, anterograde

bend propagation can occur away from the bifurcation and results purely from nonlinear

interactions of the dynein activity with axoneme geometry and hydrodynamics.

The chapter is organized as follows. First, we present in Sec. 5.3 the geometri-

cally nonlinear model for a microtubule bundle and dynein activity that follows Oriola et

al. [174]. We then discuss in Sec. 5.4 the various beating patterns away from equilibrium,

transitions in the direction of wave propagation, and the dependence of the amplitude

and frequency of the bending waves on the level of activity of molecular motors. The

model is also modified to allow for the possibility of asymmetric beats, and we show that

an appropriate choice of parameters can induce ciliary beating patterns. Following past

studies [174, 196], we analyze the beating patterns using principal component analysis in

Sec. 5.5.2. Finally, the disturbance velocity fields and their minimal representations in

terms of fundamental singularities of Stokes flow both in free space and next to a no-slip

wall are discussed in Sec. 5.6. These representations could provide a basis for studying

hydrodynamic interactions between spontaneously beating filaments and potential mech-

anisms for synchronization.
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5.3 Model for axonemal beating

5.3.1 Viscous dynamics of an elastic filament

Geometry and force balance: We idealize a beating flagellum or cilium as an

inextensible unshearable planar elastic rod submerged in a fluid with viscosity ν. Its

motion is described by a set of geometrically nonlinear equations following Euler’s elastica

theory [197], with viscous stresses captured by non-local slender-body hydrodynamics.

We have discussed various aspects of the elasticity and hydrodynamics in great detail

previously (see Chapter 2). Here we focus on deriving a set of simplified governing equation

for the planar case of the general elastica. As shown in Figure 5.2, we consider a filament

with length L and diameter a such that ε = a/L� 1, where ε is the slenderness ratio. We

impose that one end of the filament is fixed, as in the case of a cilium attached to a wall

or a flagellum affixed to a sperm head, and we assume clamped boundary conditions at

that end.

Figure 5.2: Schematic of an elastic rod of length L and arclength s that is clamped at
s = 0. The rod is represented as a space curve in the (x, y) plane, which we parametrize by
the tangent angle φ(s, t).

We parametrize the filament centerline with arc-length s ∈ [0, L], and in the case

of planar deformations, conformations are fully described by the tangent angle φ(s, t).
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Expressions for the tangent and normal vectors to the curve follow as

t̂ = cosφ êx + sinφ êy, (5.1)

n̂ = − sinφ êx + cosφ êy. (5.2)

The Lagrangian marker x(s, t) describing points along the centerline can alternatively

expressed as:

x(s, t) = x(0, t) +

∫ s

0

t̂(s′, t) ds′. (5.3)

The velocity at any point on the filament can be projected onto the tangent and normal,

yielding v = vtt̂ + vnn̂ ≡ ∂tx. It can be shown after manipulations that the velocity

components are related as

∂svt = ∂sφ vn, (5.4)

∂svn = ∂tφ− ∂sφ vt. (5.5)

The elastica is subjected to general contact forces F (s, t) = σt̂ + Nn̂ as well as out of

plane contact moments M (s, t) = M k̂. These have both passive and active contributions

resulting from elasticity and from molecular motor forces, which we discuss in Sec. 5.3.2.

Previously in 2.2.3 we dervied force and torque balance inside an elastic rod in absence of

inertia. Using that result we find:

fvis + ∂sF = 0, (5.6)

Ms +N = 0, (5.7)

where fvis(s, t) is the viscous force density exerted by the fluid on the filament. The

moment balance reduces to a scalar equation for planar deformations, and ∂sF ≡ fe(s, t)

is the internal force density resulting from elastic and active stresses.

Slender-body hydrodynamics: Given the assumption of slenderness ε � 1, we

model viscous stresses using non-local slender-body theory (SBT) [81,198–200] as discussed
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in Chapter 2. The configuration-dependent mobility operator where M can be split into

two parts: M = Λ + K. The first term Λ, known as the local operator, can be represented

in a simplified form for planar deformations and is given by:

Λ[fe](s) =
[
(2− c)n̂(s)n̂(s)− 2ct̂(s)t̂(s)

]
· fe(s), (5.8)

where c = log(ε2e) < 0 with ε = a/L. By analogy with resistive force theory [201,202] and

for later convenience, we also introduce local anisotropic friction coefficients

ξ‖ = − 1

2c
, ξ⊥ =

1

2− c, (5.9)

which satisfy the well-known property: ξ⊥/ξ‖ → 2 as ε → 0. The second term K in the

mobility relation captures hydrodynamic interactions between distant parts of the filament

as discussed in Chapter 2.3. In 2D we can represent it as follows:

K[fe](s) =

∫ L

0

[
I + R̂(s, s′)R̂(s, s′)

|R(s, s′)| · fe(s′)−
I + t̂(s)t̂(s)

|s− s′| · fe(s)
]
ds′, (5.10)

where R(s, s′) = x(s)−x(s′) and R̂ = R/|R|. For the sake of simplicity, we also introduce

the notations

udt (s) = K[fe](s) · t̂(s), udn(s) = K[fe](s) · n̂(s). (5.11)

Using these definitions along with relations (5.4)–(5.5), we can rewrite the equations of

motion along the tangent and normal directions. After algebraic manipulations and using

the fact that ∂sn̂ = −∂sφ t̂, we arrive at:

σss −
(

1 +
ξ‖
ξ⊥

)
Nsφs −Nφss −

ξ‖
ξ⊥
σφ2

s = ξ‖
(
φsu

d
n − ∂sudt

)
, (5.12)

Nss −
ξ⊥
ξ‖
Nφ2

s + σφss +

(
1 +

ξ⊥
ξ‖

)
σsφs = ξ⊥

(
8πν φt − udtφs − ∂sudn

)
, (5.13)

Ms +N = 0, (5.14)

which are statements of the tangential force, normal force and moment balances, respec-

tively.
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Boundary conditions: We assume the filaments have one fixed end at s = 0,

and thus vt(0, t) = vn(0, t) = 0. On using the force balance in the tangential and normal

directions at s = 0, this condition results in

(σs −Nφs)
∣∣
s=0

= 0, (Ns + σφs)
∣∣
s=0

= 0. (5.15)

The other end of the filament at s = L is force- and torque-free, which translates to

σ(L, t) = N(L, t) = M(L, t) = 0. (5.16)

For a clamped filament that cannot rotate about the fixed point we prescribe a fixed

orientation of the tangent vector. Without loss of generality, we will assume that t̂(0, t) =

êx, and therefore

φ(0, t) = 0. (5.17)

We have yet to specify the nature of the active internal forces and induced moments that

drive the filament dynamics. Next, we present the model for internal axoneme mechanics

and for the kinematics of molecular motors that are responsible for spontaneous oscilla-

tions.

5.3.2 Forces, moment densities and motor kinetics

As a simplified model for the cross-linked flagellar bundle that composes the ax-

oneme, we resort to a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional structure as

illustrated in Figure 5.3. In the complete ‘9+2’ structure, the molecular motors connect-

ing pairs of doublets lead to sliding forces that result in deformations. The structure of

the axenomal cross-section, as depicted in Figure 5.1, involves a cyclic arrangement of the

dyneins, and therefore motors on opposite sides of the axoneme operate antagonistically, as

in a ‘tug-of-war’. To capture this process within a minimal framework, we follow previous
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models [174,175] and idealize the axoneme as a pair of two polar elastic filaments (+) and

(−) separated by a constant distance a that are able to deform in tandem in the plane of

motion. The centerline of this projected bundle is described by x(s, t) and the positions of

the two filaments are given by x±(s, t) = x(s, t)± (a/2)n̂(s, t), where n̂ is the unit normal

along the centerline.

Dynein motors extend from each filament, and bind with and walk along the op-

posite one, with the former acting as cargo. As the motors are activated, they push on

both filaments and thereby exert tangential sliding forces ±f(s, t). These forces result in

internal moments that can cause bending and induce an arc-length mismatch between the

two filaments, known as the sliding displacement:

∆(s, t) =

∫ s

0

(|∂sx−| − |∂sx+|) ds′ = a[φ(s, t)− φ0], (5.18)

where φ0 = φ(0, t) = 0 for clamped boundary conditions. The relative sliding of the

two filaments is not free, as it is resisted by nexin protein cross-linkers that act as linear

springs and also contribute to the net internal shear force. Indeed, as mentioned previously,

microtubules can actually slide apart in the absence of these linkers in demembraneted

flagellar axonemes [176]. Following Oriola et al. [174], we model the sliding force density

by coarse-graining the activity of the motors as

f(s, t) = ρ(n+F+ + n−F−)−K∆. (5.19)

Here, ρ = N /L is the mean density of motors along both filaments, and n± are the

fractions of motors on the (+) and (−) filaments that are in the bound state. F± is the

load exerted by individual (+) and (−) motors and K is the effective spring stiffness of

the nexin cross-linkers.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of the simplified two-dimensional projection of the axoneme. In
this model, the axoneme is composed of two polar filaments x+ and x− and has centerline
x. Nexin links are shown as elastic springs that resist sliding ∆. Mechanical loads exerted
by bound dynein motors result in an internal shear force density ±f(s, t) that acts in the
opposite direction on the two filaments, generating an active internal moment.

By the law of action and reaction, the sliding forces ±f(s, t) are equal and opposite

on both filaments, and thus the net active force on an axonemal cross-section is zero.

However, an active internal moment is generated and competes against bending elasticity,

yielding

M(s, t) = Bφs − aF, (5.20)

where B is the net bending rigidity of the filament bundle and F (s, t) =
∫ L
s
f(s′, t)ds′.

The first term is the passive response from Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, while the second

term captures the action of molecular motors. On inserting this expression in the moment

balance Eq. (5.14), we obtain:

Bφss + af(s, t) +N = 0, (5.21)
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where N is the contact force in the normal direction. This relation highlights the mech-

anism by which the internal force density generated from bound dynein motors induces

internal moments that can cause bending and deformations of the bundle.

To complete the description of internal active forces, we must model motor binding

kinetics as well as motor loads. The dynein kinetics is described by a two-state mechano-

chemical model consisting of bound and unbound dyneins, with a constant total number

N of dyneins (bound or unbound) on both filaments. A single motor can bind with the

opposite filament with rate π and unbind with rate ε. The evolution of the bound motor

populations is described as

∂tn± = π± − ε±. (5.22)

The binding rate is proportional to the local fraction of unbound motors and given by

π± = π0(1 − n±), where π0 is the characteristic rate constant. The unbinding rate of

molecular motors is known to depend on the carried load [203]. In particular, experiments

with kinesin motors have shown that the dissociation rate increases exponentially with

F , and this functional dependence has previously been used in models of bidirectional

cargo transport by molecular motors [204] and of dynein kinetics inside the axoneme

[175]. Consistent with previous studies [174, 175], we thus express the detachment rate

as ε± = ε0n± exp(±F±/fc), where fc is a critical load beyond which rapid detachment

takes place. We would like to emphasize, however, that the emergent filament dynamics

explored in the following sections is insensitive to this functional choice, provided that

the detachment rate increases sufficiently fast with the carried load. Following previous

models [174,204] and experiments [203], we also assume a linear force–velocity relationship

for the molecular motors. At stall force f0, the motors are at complete rest, and the zero

load velocity is v0. Intermediate loads can then be estimated by linear interpolation as

F± = ±f0(1∓∆t/v0), where ∆t = aφt is the sliding velocity. With these assumptions, the
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internal sliding force density of Eq. (5.19) becomes

f(s, t) = f0ρ

(
n− ∆t

v0
ñ

)
−K∆, (5.23)

where n = n+ + n− and ñ = n+ − n−. It is well known that the binding and unbinding of

motors is a stochastic process due to the presence of intrinsic biochemical noise. In order

to model this effect, we also incorporate a multiplicative noise term in Eq. (5.22) of the

form nBr(s, t) = Teffδ(t− t′)δ(s− s′), where Teff is an effective temperature and where the

noise is delta-correlated in both space and time. Including fluctuations and the expressions

for the binding and unbinding rates, we rewrite the evolution equation for the fractions of

bound motors as

∂tn± = π0(1− n±)− ε0n± exp

[
f0

fc
(1∓∆t/v0)

]
+ nBr(s, t). (5.24)

This completes the model for motor kinetics and internal forces. It is important to em-

phasize the two-way feedback that exists between filament geometry and dynamics and

the kinetics of bound motors. Dynein activity causes internal shear and sliding of the fil-

aments, which contributes to the active moment. In turn, the sliding displacement causes

load-dependent binding and unbinding of motors and affects the magnitude of the internal

shear force, possibly giving rise to filament oscillations.

5.3.3 Non-dimensionalization

We non-dimensionalize arc-length by L and time by the characteristic correlation

time τ0 = 1/(ε0 + π0) of the dynein motors. The scale for internal elastic forces is given

by the characteristic bending force B/L2, which implies M[fe] ∼ B/L3, and finally the

internal motor force density is scaled by ρf0. It is also evident from the expression of

the sliding displacement that its appropriate scale is the axoneme diameter a. Non-

dimensionalization of the governing equations results in four dimensionless parameters:
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(a) Sp = L (8πν/Bτ0)1/4 is the sperm number that compares the characteristic time scale

of relaxation of a bending mode to the motor correlation time. Smaller values of Sp de-

scribe short and rigid filaments. (b) µ = Ka2L2/B compares the elastic forces generated

by the nexin links due to sliding to the characteristic magnitude of bending forces. (c)

µa = aρf0L
2/B is the measure of motor activity (that is proportional to the active force)

compared to bending forces. (d) ζ = a/(v0τ0) compares the diameter of the filament bundle

to the characteristic displacement due to motor activity.

With these scales, the dimensionless force density reads f(s, t) = n − ζ ñ∆t −

(µ/µa)∆, and the non-dimensionalized equations of motions are then given by

σss −
(

1 +
ξ‖
ξ⊥

)
Nsφs −Nφss −

ξ‖
ξ⊥
σφ2

s = ξ‖
(
φsu

d
n − ∂sudt

)
, (5.25)

Nss −
ξ⊥
ξ‖
Nφ2

s + σφss +

(
1 +

ξ⊥
ξ‖

)
σsφs = ξ⊥

(
Sp4 φt − udtφs − ∂sudn

)
, (5.26)

φss + µaf +N = 0. (5.27)

The dimensionless stochastic equations for bound motor populations read:

∂tn± = η(1− n±)− (1− η)n± exp [f∗(1∓ ζ∆t)] + Λw±, (5.28)

where η = π0/(ε0 + π0) is the duty ratio, f∗ = f0/fc is the ratio of the stall force to the

characteristic unbinding force, w± is a random vector drawn from a Gaussian distribu-

tion with zero mean and unit variance, and Λ is a numerical parameter characterizing the

strength of biochemical noise. In order to solve the above equations numerically we use

the expression for φt from Eq. (5.26) and insert it in the expression for the sliding veloc-

ity involved in the internal force density f(s, t), which then enters the moment balance

Eq. (5.27). On doing so, we obtain

µaζ ñ

[
Nss −

ξ⊥
ξ‖
Nφ2

s+ σφss +

(
1 +

ξ⊥
ξ‖

)
σsφs

]
− ξ⊥Sp4N

= ξ⊥Sp4
(
φss + µan− µφ

)
− ξ⊥µaζ ñ

(
udtφs + ∂su

d
n

)
.

(5.29)
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The above system of equations is subject to boundary conditions (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17).

5.3.4 Numerical methods and parameter selection

We solve the system of governing equations numerically by discretizing the filament

arc-length into M − 1 equal segments of size ∆s = L/(M − 1). Spatial derivatives are

handled using a second order accurate finite difference scheme. Non-local terms arising

from hydrodynamic interactions result in a dense linear system for the unknown tension σ

and normal force N . To avoid this costly system inversion, we instead employ an iterative

method. For a given filament conformation, we first solve for σ and N using Eqs. (5.25)

and (5.29) with the non-local terms evaluated at the previous time step. This problem

results in a band-diagonal linear system of size 2M × 2M that can be solved at a cost of

O(2M). While doing so we use zero velocity at the base and zero force at the end of the

filament as boundary conditions. We then evaluate the non-local terms and re-compute

the tension and normal forces. This process is repeated until convergence, and typically

3 to 4 iterations are required. Once σ and N are known, we use Eq. (5.26) to march

forward in time. This is done by a second order accurate backward-difference scheme

along with the clamped boundary condition at s = 0 and the moment free condition

at s = L. The evolution equation for the bound dynein motors given by Eq. (5.28)

is marched forward independently using an implicit Euler–Maruyama scheme, which is

adequate given the stochastic term. The numerical parameter Λ characterizing the strength

of noise in Eq. (5.28) is related to the effective temperature Teff as Λ = (Teff/∆s∆t)
1/2,

where ∆t is the simulation time step. Our numerical method scales linearly with the

number of discretization points. In most results presented here, we use M = 64–128 and

∆t = 5× 10−4–1× 10−5.
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Table 5.1: Table listing the numerical values of the dimensional parameters as reported in
various experiments.

Parameter Numerical Value Description

a 200nm Effective diameter of the axoneme [175]

L 50µm Length of human sperm flagellum [205]

B 0.9–1.7× 10−21 N m2 Bending rigidity of sea-urchin and bull sperm [175]

K 2× 103 N m−2 Nexin link stiffness for Chlamydomonas [174]

ξ⊥ 10−3–1 Pa s Normal drag coefficient in viscous media [174,189]

f0 1–5 pN Stall force for motor dynamics [174]

fc 0.5–2.5 pN Characteristic unbinding force of the motors [206]

v0 5–7µm/s Motor walking speed at zero load [206]

τ0 50 ms Correlation time of motor activity [174]

ρ 103 µm−1 Mean number density of motors [174]

The model involves a fairly large number of parameters, many of which can be

estimated from direct experimental measurements based on sperm flagella and the green

alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. In most calculations and unless otherwise noted, we use

the parameter values provided by Bayly and Wilson [189] and Oriola et al. [174], which

are summarized in Table 5.1. Note that the motor correlation time, τ0, which sets the

time scale in our model, is not known from measurements and must be guessed. Its chosen

value results in a beating frequency of 10 Hz similar to a human spermatozoa [174]. Based

on these values, we estimate the relevant dimensionless groups in Table 5.2. The sperm

number Sp and activity number µa are found to have the widest ranges, allowing for various

dynamical transitions and beating patterns as we explore next.
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Table 5.2: Range of the dimensionless groups of the problem estimated using the parameter
values of Table 5.1 .

Dimensionless number Numerical value

Sp ≡ L (ξ⊥/Bτ0)1/4 5–20

µa ≡ af0ρL
2/B 2 – 10 ×103

µ ≡ Ka2L2/B 50–100

f∗ ≡ f0/fc 2

ζ ≡ a/v0τ0 O(1)

5.4 Spontaneous filament oscillations

In this section, we systematically explore the parameter space through numerical

simulations of the non-linear equations and characterize transitions to spontaneous oscil-

lations and beating patterns. A summary of the various dynamical regimes and beating

patterns in the (Sp, µa) parameter space is presented as a phase chart in Figure 5.4.

5.4.1 Linear stability and geometrically linear regime

Before analyzing dynamics far from equilibrium, we briefly review results of the

linear stability analysis of Oriola et al. [174] and discuss the geometrically linear regime

of small curvature. The stability analysis reveals that for a given sperm number Sp there

exists a critical activity level µcrita above which the filament undergoes a Hopf bifurcation.

Above the bifurcation, a linear mode becomes unstable and grows exponentially while

oscillating with a characteristic frequency ω. The critical activity was reported to increase
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almost linearly with sperm number [174] as also observed in our simulations in Figure 5.4.

Note that Oriola et al. [174] used local resistive force theory instead of non-local slender

body hydrodynamics, and thus the instability threshold they predict differs quantitatively

from the one we observe. Nonetheless, our method was found to reproduce their results

if we neglect the non-local operator K and choose ξ⊥/ξ‖ = 2 in the local mobility tensor.

An increase in sperm number can be interpreted as an increase in viscosity resulting in

larger viscous drag forces. As a result, a higher motor activity is required to induce

an instability [207]. One can also appreciate this result based on reduced-order models

of molecular-motor-induced oscillations [194, 208]. In these minimal models, the filament

backbone is represented by a single lumped coordinateX and elasticity by a spring constant

k with a viscous damping of strength ζ. Larger sperm number can then be interpreted as

increased damping, resulting in an increased activity threshold for the onset of spontaneous

oscillations.

Close to the bifurcation, the instability induces a traveling wave that propagates

along the filament from tip to base (retrograde propagation). This direction of propa-

gation is a common feature of linearized sliding control models with clamped boundary

conditions [183, 190, 192, 193], but is inconsistent with the well-known beating patterns

of swimming spermatozoa, which exhibit anterograde wave propagation from base to tip.

It is important to point out that, unlike curvature control models, the present formula-

tion has no inherently preferred direction of wave propagation, which instead is selected

spontaneously by linear and nonlinear feedback mechanisms [175, 177]. Our results are

consistent with linear predictions [174], which also show tip-to-base propagation near the

Hopf bifurcation. Interestingly, most previous studies have focused on the geometrically

linear or weak activity regimes and have overlooked nonlinear couplings. It is unclear

a priori whether linear results adequately describe far-from-equilibrium dynamics, where
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the effects of nonzero tension and geometric nonlinearities become significant.

5.4.2 Large deformations in the nonlinear regime

Further away from the bifurcation, our numerical simulations of the fully nonlinear

sliding-control model reveal a second transition to base-to-tip (anterograde) wave propaga-

tion. This transition occurs at approximately twice the critical level of activity required to

trigger the first onset of oscillations: it is a truly nonlinear phenomenon that involves sat-

uration of motor kinetics in the presence of large deformations and internal tension forces,

and is beyond the scope of previously studied linearized [174] or weakly nonlinear [192]

models. It is worth noting that Bayly and Wilson [190] did study nonlinear dynamics

using a variant of the sliding-control model presented here. They were unable to observe

anterograde propagation even at finite amplitudes, and we attribute this discrepancy to

their model for the sliding force density, which did not involve feedback from nexin links,

and to their specific choice of dynein kinetics, which did not allow for self-sustained sat-

uration. The transition from retrograde to anterograde wave propagation with increasing

motor activity occurs through a narrow transitional band of intermediate states (gray re-

gion in the phase chart of Figure 5.4), whose width varies slightly with sperm number.

The dynamics in this regime appears chaotic and combines standing waves with waves

that switch quasi-periodically between the two directions of propagation. We also note

that the emergence of anterograde wave propagation is primarily due to the geometric

nonlinearities and happens even in the absence of non-local hydrodynamic interactions.
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Close to the bifurcation, the instability induces a traveling wave that propagates along the filament from tip to base
(retrograde propagation). This direction of propagation is a common feature of linearized sliding control models with
clamped boundary conditions [14, 21, 23, 24] but is inconsistent with the well-known beating patterns of swimming
spermatozoa, which exhibit anterograde wave propagation from base to tip. It is important to point out that, unlike
curvature control models, the present formulation has no inherently preferred direction of wave propagation, which
instead is selected spontaneously by linear and nonlinear feedback mechanisms [6, 8]. Our results are consistent with
linear predictions [5], which also show tip-to-base propagation near the Hopf bifurcation. Interestingly, most previous
studies have focused on the geometrically linear or weak activity regimes and have overlooked nonlinear couplings.
It is unclear a priori whether linear results adequately describe far-from-equilibrium dynamics, where the e↵ects of
nonzero tension and geometric nonlinearities become significant.

B. Large deformations in the nonlinear regime

Further away from the bifurcation, our numerical simulations of the fully nonlinear sliding-control model reveal a
second transition to base-to-tip (anterograde) wave propagation. This transition occurs at approximately twice the
critical level of activity required to trigger the first onset of oscillations: it is a truly nonlinear phenomenon that
involves saturation of motor kinetics in the presence of large deformations and internal tension forces, and is beyond
the scope of previously studied linearized [5] or weakly nonlinear [23] models. It is worth noting that Bayly and Wilson
[21] did study nonlinear dynamics using a variant of the sliding-control model presented here. They were unable to
observe anterograde propagation even at finite amplitudes, and we attribute this discrepancy to their model for the
sliding force density, which did not involve feedback from nexin links, and to their specific choice of dynein kinetics,
which did not allow for self-sustained saturation. The transition from retrograde to anterograde wave propagation
with increasing motor activity occurs through a narrow transitional band of intermediate states (gray region in the
phase chart of Fig. 4), where filament conformations and dynamics are characterized either by standing waves (at low
sperm numbers) or by waves that switch periodically between the two directions of propagation.

In addition to changes in the direction of wave propagation, it is apparent from the characteristic waveforms shown
in Fig. 4 that both sperm number and motor activity a↵ect the qualitative features of the beating patterns. We
explore these variations in Fig. 5, showing the dependence of amplitude, wavelength and frequency of the waveforms
as a function of µa for two di↵erent values of Sp. For measuring wavelength, we determine the zero crossings of a
given waveform, measure the distance between them as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b), and average it over one period

Figure 5.4: Phase chart highlighting the various dynamical transitions and beating patterns
in the (Sp, µa) parameter space. Waveforms on both sides show characteristic filament
conformations, where the arrows indicate the direction of wave propagation. Simulations
for µ = 100, ζ = 0.3 and η = 0.14.

In addition to changes in the direction of wave propagation, it is apparent from the

characteristic waveforms shown in Figure 5.4 that both sperm number and motor activity

affect the qualitative features of the beating patterns. We explore these variations in Fig-

ure 5.5, showing the dependence of amplitude, wavelength and frequency of the waveforms

as a function of µa for two different values of Sp. To measure wavelength, we determine

the zero crossings of a given waveform, measure the distance between them as shown in

the inset of Figure 5.5(b), and average it over one period of motion to obtain λ. In the ret-

rograde regime, the amplitude and wavelength both increase monotonically with activity,
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while the beating frequency decreases. The second transition to anterograde propagation

causes all quantities to change abruptly as seen in Figure 5.5. After a significant reduction

across the transition, the amplitude starts to grow again with activity. Since the filament

is inextensible, this increase in amplitude is accompanied by a slight decrease in wave-

length. The frequency of oscillations increases with the transition to anterograde waves

and then decreases monotonically with µa. Recall that all times in the model are scaled by

the characteristic motor correlation time τ0. We find that setting its value to τ0 = 50 ms

produces dimensional beating frequencies in the range of f ∼ 6− 14 Hz.
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Figure 5.5: Dependence of (a) dimensionless amplitude, (b) dimensionless wavelength and
(c) frequency of the beating patterns on motor activity µa for two values of the sperm
number Sp. The dimensional frequency assumes the choice of τ0 = 50 ms for the motor
correlation time. Jumps in the data are associated with the transition from retrograde to
anterograde wave propagation. Simulations were performed with µ = 100, ζ = 0.3 and
η = 0.14.

At a fixed µa, increasing Sp tends to reduce the amplitude as viscous resistance be-

comes more important. It may seem counter-intuitive that the wavelength of oscillations

varies very little with Sp in the anterograde regime while the amplitudes differ signifi-

cantly. This stems from the fact that, at low sperm numbers and high activity levels, the

oscillations result in strong swaying motions as shown in Figure 5.4(i). These large angular

oscillations contribute to the large amplitudes observed in Figure 5.5(a) for Sp = 9. A

typical waveform resembling that of sperm cells is shown in Figure 5.6(a) and was obtained

for Sp = 12. In the simulation shown, waves propagate from base to tip with a frequency
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of f ≈ 8.8 Hz, which is consistent with that of spermatozoa.

5.4.3 Asymmetric beating patterns

The same ‘9+2’ microtubule doublet structure that is found in sperm flagella also

appears in pair in the bi-flagellate alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, which swims in a

breaststroke fashion. It is also present in the ciliary structures that cover epithelial cells as

well as unicellular organisms such Paramecium where they beat in asymmetric whipping

patterns. The asymmetric beating of cilia is key to metachronal co-ordination in ciliary

carpets that are useful for micro-organism motility as well as pumping and transport

of fluid in the body. We now discuss modifications of the sliding control model that

allow it to produce asymmetric beating patterns qualitatively similar to those of cilia and

Chlamydomonas.

Ciliary beating: biased kinetics

The generation of asymmetric beat patterns in models for cilia has previously been

approached in several ways. A geometric switch mechanism was proposed in [184, 209]

with a detailed model of internal nexin links exerting forces on the microtubules that

produced spontaneous oscillations of the filament. Dynein activation was initiated based

on local microtubule curvature, allowing for asymmetric beats with a typical frequency

of f ∼ 50 − 100 Hz. A two-state model of molecular motors [194] was used in [195] to

generate spontaneous oscillations close to the bifurcation limit, where an external flow was

used to break the symmetry of beating. Another set of models with an internal ‘engine’

that coarse-grains dynein activity into a geometric-conformation-driven shear force was

proposed in [208, 210] to generate cilia-like beating. Most recently, it was shown [211]

that geometric constraints with a dynamical law for tension can also generate asymmetric
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ciliary beating patterns. Most of these approaches, however, have not included detailed

motor kinetics. Here, we show that asymmetric beating patterns that resemble those of

cilia can be obtained within our sliding-control model through a biased dynein kinetics.

This is inspired by the recent continuum formulation of Bayly and Wilson [189] of the

geometric-clutch model [188], where a biased attachment-detachment probability was used

to generate Chlamydomonas-like breaststrokes.

Biased kinetics is simply achieved by specifying distinct values for the characteristic

binding and unbinding rate constants π±0 and ε±0 on both filaments. The actual binding

and unbinding rates are thus written as

π± = π±0 (1− n±), ε± = ε±0 n± exp(F±/fc). (5.30)

This bias in rates causes motors on one side of the model axoneme to detach faster than on

the other side, resulting in asymmetric bending. The new characteristic motor correlation

timescale is now defined as τ0 = 1/ [〈π0〉+ 〈ε0〉], which involves the mean binding and

unbinding rates:

〈π0〉 =
π+

0 + π−0
2

, 〈ε0〉 =
ε+0 + ε−0

2
. (5.31)

Simulating cilia-like beating patterns requires adjusting parameter values. Cilia

come in a variety of lengths in the range of L ∼ 4–20µm [184], but are typically shorter

than human sperm flagella. We choose a bending rigidity of B ∼ 5 × 10−23 N m2, which

is slightly larger than that reported in [210]. The characteristic time scale τ0 ≈ 40 ms is

chosen to produce a dimensional beating frequency of f ∼ 10–20 Hz, which is typical of

muco-ciliary transport [212]. With a choice of L ≈ 8µm, we estimate the typical sperm

number to be Sp ∼ 2–3. A typical waveform produced with these parameter is shown in

Figure 5.6(b), and is characterized by distinct power and recovery strokes with curvature

variations that propagate from base to tip. The waveform shown , which captures the

salient features of ciliary beats, oscillates at a frequency of f ≈ 13 Hz.
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Figure 5.6: Overlaid characteristic waveforms at different time instants over the course of
one beating period: (a) Symmetric sperm-like beat. Parameters: Sp = 12, µa = 12×103 and
µ = 100. (b) Asymmetric cilia-like beat obtained with biased dynein kinetics. Parameters:
Sp = 2.5, µa = 2 × 103, µ = 90, (π+

0 , ε
+
0 ) = (0.17, 0.73) and (π−0 , ε

−
0 ) = (0.25, 0.75). (c)

Asymmetric beating pattern resembling Chlamydomonas, obtained with biased kinetics in
presence of both sliding and curvature control. Parameters: Sp = 2.2, µa = 1.5 × 103,
µ = 80, f∗ = 1.9, (π+

0 , ε
+
0 ) = (0.24, 0.76), (π−0 , ε

−
0 ) = (0.39, 0.61), κ0 = −2.0 and κc = 12.

Breaststroke patterns: curvature control

As they perform their breaststroke, the two flagella of Chlamydomonas also undergo

asymmetric patterns, with distinctly different waveforms from those of cilia. There have

been fewer attempts in simulating these patterns. A modified version of the geometric-

clutch mechanism was used in [213] that involved force-velocity relationships allowing

for asymmetric flagellar beats similar to Chlamydomonas. Further developments of the

geometric-clutch model [189] with excitable dynein kinetics were able to reproduce breastroke-

like beating patterns. Recently, Sartori et al. [187] analyzed the axonemes of both wild-type

and mbo2 strains of Chlamydomonas. Through Fourier decomposition of waveforms and

a numerical fitting procedure, they found that sliding control provides a poor fit for the
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waveform. Instead, curvature-control mechanisms provide the best fit to experimental

data. Quite surprisingly, they noted that it is the rate of change of curvature that most

likely controls the dynein activity. They also reported that the flagella have a non-zero

static mode, suggesting an intrinsic curvature. However, their model neglected spatial

variations of the motor control mechanism by non-uniform dynein distributions.

Our approach to capturing the beating patterns of Chlamydomonas is qualitative

and extends the model discussed above for cilia. In addition to biased kinetics, we now also

incorporate spontaneous filament curvature as well as a direct feedback from curvature on

the dynein kinetics, whose detachment rate we model as

ε± = ε±0 n± exp (F±/fc ± κ/κc) , (5.32)

where κ(s, t) is the local curvature and κc is the critical value beyond which motors start

to unbind. We set a constant non-zero intrinsic curvature κ0 = φ0
s that allows the flagella

to spontaneously bend in absence of dynamic forces from the motors. With these mod-

ifications, the sliding displacement is now calculated from this reference configuration as

∆(s, t) = φ(s, t)− φ0(s) = φ(s, t)− κ0s.

A typical waveform obtained with this model is shown in Figure 5.6(c) and resembles

that of a wild-type Chlamydomonas flagellum. Parameters for this case were estimated

as follows. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has a typical body size of 7 − 10µm with two

flagella of length 10 − 12µm [214]. The bending rigidity of the axoneme is estimated

to be B ∼ 5.8 × 10−22 N m2. With these values, our numerical experiments indicate

that waveforms of the type shown in Figure 5.6(c) are possible for Sp ∼ 2 − 3. Using a

characteristic time scale of τ0 ≈ 40 ms, we observe a beating frequency f ∼ 12 − 15 Hz,

which is lower than the typical frequency of 50− 60 Hz observed in experiments.
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for asymmetric flagellar beats similar to Chlamydomonas. Further developments of the geometric-clutch model [20]
with excitable dynein kinetics were able to reproduce breaststroke-like beating patterns. Recently, Sartori et al. [18]
analyzed the axonemes of both wild-type and mbo2 strains of Chlamydomonas. Through Fourier decomposition of
waveforms and a numerical fitting procedure, they found that sliding control provides a poor fit for the waveform.
Instead, curvature-control mechanisms provide the best fit to experimental data. Quite surprisingly, they noted that
it is the rate of change of curvature that most likely controls the dynein activity. They also reported that the flagella
have a non-zero static mode, suggesting an intrinsic curvature. However, their model neglected spacial variations of
the motor control mechanism by non-uniform dynein distributions.

Our approach to capturing the beating patterns of Chlamydomonas is qualitative and extends the model discussed
above for cilia. In addition to biased kinetics, we now also incorporate spontaneous filament curvature as well as a
direct feedback from curvature on the dynein kinetics, whose detachment rate we model as

✏± = ✏±0 n± exp (F±/fc ± /c) , (35)

where (s, t) is the local curvature and c is the critical value beyond which motors start to unbind. We set a constant
non-zero intrinsic curvature 0 = �0

s that allows the flagella to spontaneously bend in absence of dynamic forces from
the motors. With these modifications, the sliding displacement is now calculated from this reference configuration as
�(s) = �(s) � �0(s) = �(s) � 0s.

A typical waveform obtained with this model is shown in Fig. 6(c) and resembles that of a wild-type Chlamydomonas
flagellum. Parameters for this case were estimated as follows. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has a typical body size of
7 � 10 µm with two flagella of length 10 � 12 µm [46]. The bending rigidity of the axoneme is estimated to be
B ⇠ 5.8 ⇥ 10�22 N m2. With these values, our numerical experiments indicate that waveforms of the type shown in
Fig. 6(c) are possible for Sp ⇠ 2 � 3. Using a characteristic time scale of ⌧0 ⇡ 40 ms, we observe a beating frequency
f ⇠ 12 � 15 Hz, which is lower than the typical frequency of 50 � 60 Hz observed in experiments.

IV. WAVEFORM ANALYSIS

A. Tangent angle dynamics and motor populations

We provide more quantitative details on the various waveforms of Fig. 6 by analyzing tangent angle and motor
population dynamics. Following Sartori et al. [47], we first present results on the power spectrum of the mean
tangent angle, which is defined as h�(t)is =

R L

0
�(s, t) ds. We show its power spectral density h|�̂|2is for sperm-like

and Chlamydomonas-like beats in Fig. 7, where we observe distinct peaks at the various harmonics of the fundamental
frequency f . In the case of symmetric sperm-like beats, only odd harmonics appear in the spectrum, which is a direct
consequence of the symmetry property �(s, t + T/2) = ��(s, t) where T = 1/f is the period of oscillation. The
Chlamydomonas waveform exhibits both odd and even harmonics, including a peak at zero frequency that points to
the static mode of deformation �0(s) induced by the imposed spontaneous curvature. The spectrum produced by our
model is qualitatively very similar to that measured in wild-type Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [18].

More details on the tangent angle and motor population dynamics are provided in Fig. 8, where we plot � and n±
at the filament midpoint (s = 1/2) as functions of time for the three beating patterns of Fig. 6. These quantities

Figure 5.7: Power spectral density 〈|φ̂|2〉s of the averaged tangent angle for: (a) a sperm-
like symmetric waveform and (b) Chlamydomonas-like breaststroke. Parameters are the
same as in Figure 5.6(a, c).

5.5 Waveform analysis

5.5.1 Tangent angle dynamics and motor populations

We provide more quantitative details on the various waveforms of Figure 5.6 by

analyzing tangent angle and motor population dynamics. Following Sartori et al. [173],

we first present results on the power spectrum of the mean tangent angle, which is defined

as 〈φ(t)〉s =
∫ L

0
φ(s, t) ds. We show its power spectral density 〈|φ̂|2〉s for sperm-like and

Chlamydomonas-like beats in Figure 5.7, where we observe distinct peaks at the various

harmonics of the fundamental frequency f . In the case of symmetric sperm-like beats,

only odd harmonics appear in the spectrum, which is a direct consequence of the sym-

metry property φ(s, t + T/2) = −φ(s, t) where T = 1/f is the period of oscillation. The

Chlamydomonas waveform exhibits both odd and even harmonics, including a peak at

zero frequency that points to the static mode of deformation φ0(s) induced by the im-

posed spontaneous curvature. The spectrum produced by our model is qualitatively very

similar to that measured in wild-type Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [187].

More details on the tangent angle and motor population dynamics are provided in
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midpoint. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 6.

More details on the tangent angle and motor population dynamics are provided in Fig. 8, where we plot � and n±
at the filament midpoint (s = 1/2) as functions of time for the three beating patterns of Fig. 6. These quantities
were previously reported by Oriola et al. [5] close to the initial Hopf bifurcation, where the tangent angle and bound
motor distributions were found to have similar waveforms with a constant phase di↵erence. In the nonlinear regime,
these waveforms start to di↵er as highlighted in Fig. 8. The case of sperm-like beats in Fig. 8(a) is characterized
by a symmetric waveform for �, which shares striking similarities with the experimental measurements of Riedel-
Kruse et al. [6]. The two antagonistic motor populations have identical phase-shifted evolutions, which is expected
for symmetric beats. They also show cusp-shaped oscillations that are characteristic of far-from-equilibrium dynamics
[25, 39]. Quite remarkably, we find that only a small fraction of bound dyneins is required to produce oscillations
[5]. Fig. 8(b,c) show the dynamics for ciliary and breaststroke patterns, respectively, and look qualitatively di↵erent
from the case of sperm. In particular, the tangent angle evolution shows sharps cusps, with distinct rates of growth
and decay that are indicative of the asymmetric power and recovery strokes. The cusps in the dynamics of � are
accompanied by abrupt changes in the bound dynein populations, with n+ and n� now showing distinct waveforms
as a result of biased kinetics. It is useful to recall that the kinetics of dynein motors in our model does not account
for any form of motor transport along the arc-length, and as a result sharp changes in bound motor fractions are
permissible when the local rate of attachment changes sign. It is likely that some amount of di↵usion is present in
biological systems and would somewhat smoothen motor population dynamics [48].

B. Reduced-order dynamics and limit cycles

The set of partial di↵erential equations governing the evolution of the tangent angle �(s, t) can be interpreted as an
infinite dimensional dynamical system. As previously discussed, this dynamical system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation
with increasing activity, leading to limit-cycle oscillations. In the standard analysis of Hopf bifurcations [49], limit
cycles are typically described in terms of a characteristic radius r and a phase � that grows linearly with time. This
suggests seeking a lower-dimensional approximation of the full dynamical system that coarse-grains the dynamics
into a simpler oscillator while retaining its essential features. Several studies of hydrodynamic synchronization have
proposed similar approaches [50–52]. Here, we apply tools from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to describe
the waveforms, as was previously done in the past to analyze flagellar beats [5, 27, 53]. We restrict our analysis to
sperm and ciliary beating patterns, as the breaststroke waveforms reveal very similar results as cilia.

A spatiotemporal representation of the beating patterns is first obtained in Fig. 9(a, d) where we plot the tangent
angle �(s, t) as a function of both s and t. These so-called ‘kymographs’ are qualitatively similar to those obtained
experimentally for both sperm and cilia, and clearly highlight the periodic nature of the dynamics, with bending waves
that propagate from base (s = 0) to tip (s = 1). To further characterize deformations, we first define the covariance

Figure 5.8: Tangent angle and motor population dynamics in the case of (a) sperm-like, (b)
cilia-like and (c) Chlamydomonas-like beating patterns. The top panel shows the evolution
of the tangent angle φ(s, t) measured at the midpoint of the filament (s = 1/2). The bottom
panel shows the evolution of corresponding bound motor populations n+(s, t) and n−(s, t),
also evaluated at the midpoint. Parameters are the same as in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.8, where we plot φ and n± at the filament midpoint (s = 1/2) as functions of time

for the three beating patterns of Figure 5.6. These quantities were previously reported by

Oriola et al. [174] close to the initial Hopf bifurcation, where the tangent angle and bound

motor distributions were found to have similar waveforms with a constant phase difference.

In the nonlinear regime, these waveforms start to differ as highlighted in Figure 5.8. The

case of sperm-like beats in Figure 5.8(a) is characterized by a symmetric waveform for φ,

which shares striking similarities with the experimental measurements of Riedel-Kruse et

al. [175]. The two antagonistic motor populations have identical phase-shifted evolutions,

which is expected for symmetric beats. They also show cusp-shaped oscillations that are

characteristic of far-from-equilibrium dynamics [194, 208]. Remarkably, we find that only

a fairly small fraction of bound dyneins is required to produce oscillations [174]. Fig-

ure 5.8(b,c) show the dynamics for ciliary and breaststroke patterns, respectively, and look

qualitatively different from the case of sperm. In particular, the tangent angle evolution

shows sharp cusps, with distinct rates of growth and decay that are indicative of the asym-
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metric power and recovery strokes. The cusps in the dynamics of φ are accompanied by

abrupt changes in the bound dynein populations, with n+ and n− now showing distinct

waveforms as a result of biased kinetics. It is useful to recall that the kinetics of dynein

motors in our model does not account for any form of motor transport along the arc-

length, and as a result sharp changes in bound motor fractions are permissible when the

local rate of attachment changes sign. It is likely that some amount of diffusion is present

in biological systems and would somewhat smoothen motor population dynamics [215].

5.5.2 Reduced-order dynamics and limit cycles

The set of partial differential equations governing the evolution of the tangent angle

φ(s, t) can be interpreted as an infinite dimensional dynamical system. As previously

discussed, this dynamical system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation with increasing activity,

leading to limit-cycle oscillations. In the standard analysis of Hopf bifurcations [216], limit

cycles are typically described in terms of a characteristic radius r and a phase χ that grows

linearly with time. This suggests seeking a lower-dimensional approximation of the full

dynamical system that coarse-grains the dynamics into a simpler oscillator while retaining

its essential features. Several studies of hydrodynamic synchronization have proposed

similar approaches [4, 217,218]. Here, we apply tools from Principal Component Analysis

(PCA) to describe the waveforms, as was previously done in the past to analyze flagellar

beats [174,196,219]. We restrict our analysis to sperm and ciliary beating patterns, as the

breaststroke waveforms reveal very similar results as cilia.

A spatiotemporal representation of the beating patterns is first obtained in Fig-

ure 5.9(a, d) where we plot the tangent angle φ(s, t) as a function of both s and t. These

so-called ‘kymographs’ are qualitatively similar to those obtained experimentally for both

sperm and cilia, and clearly highlight the periodic nature of the dynamics, with bending
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Figure 5.9: The first row shows: (a) the kymograph, (b) the covariance function C, and
(c) the two dominant mode shapes from PCA in the case of a symmetric sperm-like beat.
The bottom row (d, e, f) shows the same for the ciliary beating pattern. Parameters are
identical to Figure 5.6(a, b).

waves that propagate from base (s = 0) to tip (s = 1). To further characterize deforma-

tions, we first define the covariance function C(s, s′) as

C(s, s′) =

∫ T

0

∫ T

0

[φ(s, t)− 〈φ(s, t)〉t] [φ(s′, t′)− 〈φ(s′, t′)〉t′ ] dt dt′, (5.33)

where 〈φ(s, t)〉t = 1
T

∫ T
0
φ(s, t)dt is the time average of the tangent angle over one period

and C(s, s′) is symmetric with respect to s and s′ by construction. It is depicted in

Figure 5.9(b, e) for both sperm and cilia waveforms. In both cases, strong correlations are

observed near the main diagonal, which are indicative of the finite bending stiffness [174,
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196]. In the case of sperm-like beats in Figure 5.9(b), negatively correlated regions appear

at a distance of s = λ/2 away from the diagonal, which is characteristic of propagating

bending waves and provides another estimate of the wavelength. The number of local

maxima in Figure 5.9(b) is accounted by the wavenumber of the traveling waves [174]. Close

to the Hopf bifurcation, the number of local maxima decreases with increasing activity;

however, as discussed previously in Figure 5.5, this behavior is not necessarily true in the

nonlinear regime where abrupt transitions in wavenumbers can occur. Interestingly, we do

not observe any negative correlations in the case of ciliary waveforms Figure 5.9(e), where

the covariance instead systematically decays away from the diagonal.

To obtain a reduced-order representation of the dynamics, we apply PCA, which

relies on the spectral decomposition of the covariance in terms of orthogonal deformation

eigenmodes ψn(s) with corresponding eigenvalues σn:

C(s, s′) =

∞∑

n=1

σnψn(s)ψn(s′). (5.34)

These modes are determined numerically by discretizing arclength into M − 1 segments

and evaluating the covariance by quadrature. This produces an M ×M symmetric posi-

tive matrix C(si, sj), which has real positive eigenvalues σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σM > 0 and real

orthogonal eigenvectors describing fundamental modes of deformation. The first few eigen-

modes are expected to capture the dominant spatial features of the waveforms, and in all

the beat patterns considered here we find that truncating Eq. (5.34) after two terms pro-

vides a good approximation with less than 4 % error [196]. Waveforms at any instant can

now be approximated as a linear combination of eigenmodes. In the spirit of dimensional

reduction [220], we propose an approximate representation in terms of the two dominant

modes:

φ(s, t) ≈ φ0(s) + β1(t)ψ1(s) + β2(t)ψ2(s), (5.35)

where φ0(s) is the mean filament shape. The two coefficients {β1, β2}, known as ‘shape
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scores’ [196], capture the temporal evolution of the fundamental modes and can be cal-

culated numerically by least-squares minimization. The two dominant PCA modes ψ1(s)

and ψ2(s) are depicted in Figure 5.9(c) and (f) for sperm and ciliary beats.
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Figure 5.10: Limit cycle representation for (a) sperm-like and (b) ciliary beating patterns.
The red curves show the deterministic limit cycles. In panel (a), the gray points show
deviations from the deterministic cycle due to biochemical noise.

Within the approximation of Eq. (5.35), the temporal dynamics of a beating fila-

ment is represented as a trajectory in the two-dimensional phase space of {β1, β2}, where

periodic waveforms are described by limit cycles. Figure 5.10(a) shows the reconstructed

limit cycle for the symmetric sperm-like beat, both in the absence and presence of bio-

chemical noise. In the absence of noise, the limit cycle has a characteristic shape with

axial symmetry, which is more regular than that previously obtained close to the bifur-

cation limit [174]. As expected, biochemical noise leads to deviations from this periodic

trajectory, with the system randomly exploring a band of possible states surrounding the

deterministic cycle, as also seen in experimental waveforms [196,219]. The deviations from

the deterministic cycle are found to be non-uniform along the cycle, suggesting that certain

filament conformations are more susceptible to noise than others. This curious feature is

also observed experimentally [219]. The limit cycle for the cilia-like waveform is shown in
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Figure 5.10(b) and is strikingly different, with an elongated asymmetric shape resulting

from the asymmetry of the beating pattern.

5.6 Flow fields and fundamental singularities

5.6.1 Instantaneous and time-averaged flow fields

We now proceed to analyze the flow fields generated by the beating filaments and

their descriptions in terms of fundamental singularities of Stokes flow. In the Stokes regime,

the velocity at any point x in the fluid is simply obtained in terms of the force distribution

along the filament. In dimensionless form, it reads

u(x, t) =
1

Sp4

∫ 1

0

G(x,x0) · fe(s0, t) ds0, (5.36)

where x0 = x(s0, t) is the Lagrangian point parametrized by arclength s0 along the fila-

ment, fe(s0, t) is the local force per unit length exerted by the filament on the fluid, and

G(x,x0) is the appropriate Green’s function scaled by 1/(8πνL). In free space, G is simply

given by the Oseen tensor. We also consider the case of a filament clamped against a flat

wall, for which we use Blake’s solution [221] for a point force next to a no-slip boundary.

Note that the description of the disturbance flow field in terms of point forces in Eq. (5.36)

becomes inaccurate very close to the filaments, where it can be improved using a distribu-

tion of source doublets [81] that scale as ε2/r3, where r is distance from the filament and

ε is the aspect ratio. This correction, however, only modifies the flow in the close vicinity

of the filaments and does not alter the large-scale features of the disturbance fields.
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FIG. 11. Magnitude and streamlines of the instantaneous velocity field obtained using Eq. (39) for three representative cases:
(a) sperm-like beating pattern in free space, (b) ciliary beat in free space, and (c) ciliary beat against a no-slip wall at y = 0.
The three columns correspond to three time instants during one period of oscillation.

The case of a cilium next to a no-slip wall is shown in Fig. 11(c) and exhibits a qualitatively di↵erent flow field, with
the appearance of recirculation regions for certain conformations [56]. In this case, the Stokeslet contribution induced
by the filament is canceled by the presence of the wall, resulting a net flow that is either dipolar or quadrupolar,
depending on the orientation of the applied force [55]: for a point force oriented parallel to the wall, the flow field is
dipolar with a characteristic 1/r2 decay, while it is quadrupolar for a point force oriented perpendicular to the wall
with a far-field decay of 1/r3.

These observations are substantiated in Fig. 12, showing the time-averaged velocity fields for the same beating
patterns, as well as the spatial decay of the velocity magnitude. Both cases in free space resemble Stokeslet flows and

Figure 5.11: Magnitude and streamlines of the instantaneous velocity field obtained using
Eq. (5.36) for three representative cases: (a) sperm-like beating pattern in free space, (b)
ciliary beat in free space, and (c) ciliary beat against a no-slip wall at y = 0. The three
columns correspond to three time instants during one period of oscillation.
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Snapshots of instantaneous flows fields at three instants over the course of one

beating period are shown in Figure 5.11, where we consider both sperm and ciliary beats in

free space, as well as a cilium next to a no-slip wall. As expected, velocities are largest close

to the filament, with maximum values attained near the inflection points of the waveform

in the case of sperm, and near the tip of the filament in the case of cilia. In free space,

the flow field away from the filament resembles the well-known Stokeslet flow field, which

decays as 1/r in three dimensions. This does not come as a surprise as the filaments are not

force-free in our model: in an experiment on spermatozoa, the net force imparted by the

flagellum would instead balance the drag on the sperm head, resulting a net dipolar flow

decaying as 1/r2. The case of a cilium next to a no-slip wall is shown in Figure 5.11(c) and

exhibits a qualitatively different flow field, with the appearance of recirculation regions

for certain conformations [222]. In this case, the Stokeslet contribution induced by the

filament is canceled by the presence of the wall, resulting in a net flow that is either

dipolar or quadrupolar, depending on the orientation of the applied force [221]: for a point

force oriented parallel to the wall, the flow field is dipolar with a characteristic 1/r2 decay,

while it is quadrupolar for a point force oriented perpendicular to the wall with a far-field

decay of 1/r3.

These observations are reported in Figure 5.12, showing the time-averaged velocity

fields for the same beating patterns, as well as the spatial decay of the velocity magnitude.

Both cases in free space resemble Stokeslet flows and indeed exhibit a far-field decay of

1/r. In the case of the ciliary beat above a no-slip boundary, the flow has a more complex

structure with a recirculation bubble next to the wall, and also shows a much slower decay

of 1/r3, which suggests that on average the net force exerted by the filament is normal to

the wall [4].
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FIG. 12. (a) Streamlines and magnitude of the time-averaged velocity field huit for the three cases shown in Fig. 11. From
left to right: sperm in free space, cilium in free space, and cilium against a no-slip wall. (b) Log-log plot of the time-averaged
velocity magnitude vs distance. The colors are associated with the lines along which the velocity are evaluated as shown in
panel (a). In free space, the velocity fields show a decay of 1/r characteristic of a net Stokeslet. In the case of a cilium next to
a wall, a faster decay of 1/r3 is found, which corresponds to a point force perpendicular to no-slip wall.

indeed exhibit a far-field decay of 1/r. In the case of the ciliary beat above a no-slip boundary, the flow has a more
complex structure with a recirculation bubble next to the wall, and also shows a much slower decay of 1/r3, which
suggests that on average the net force exerted by the filament is normal to the wall [50].

Another interesting aspect revealed by the average flow fields is the net direction of pumping. In the case of a
clamped sperm with anterograde wave propagation as shown in Fig. 12(a), flagellar oscillations drive a net flow from
tip to tail, which, in the case of a force-free cell, would enable propulsion in the forward direction. However, simulations
at lower activity levels (not shown) reveal that the direction of propulsion is reversed when waves propagate in the
retrograde direction. This hints at the importance of dynein level regulation for e�cient sperm motility, and also has
consequences for the hydrodynamic synchronization of nearby interacting flagella [57].

B. Singularity representation

The linearity of the Stokes equations allows us to represent the flow fields in terms of fundamental singular solutions.
Several methods have been proposed for seeking such representations. In a simple model, Brumley et al. [52] used a
single time-dependent Stokeslet to approximate the flow field of a Volvox carteri colony held in place by a micropipette.
A more general method consists of seeking an unsteady multipole expansion [58], which was applied to describe the
flow field generated by swimming Chlamydomonas [59]. More recently, PCA was also used to identify dominant
contributions to the velocity fields. These modes were then approximated by a set of regularized Stokeslets [56] for
quantitative representations of the flow fields [60, 61]. Here, we adopt this approach and apply it to analyze the flow
field generated by a clamped sperm.

The numerical determination of the PCA modes involves similar steps as discussed in Sec. IV B for the analysis of
waveforms and proceeds as follows. We focus on two-dimensional flow fields in the plane of motion, and first compute
q snapshots of the velocity field on a N ⇥ N Cartesian grid over the course of one period of oscillation. In contrast

Figure 5.12: (a) Streamlines and magnitude of the time-averaged velocity field 〈u〉t for
the three cases shown in Figure 5.11. From left to right: sperm in free space, cilium in
free space, and cilium against a no-slip wall. (b) Log-log plot of the time-averaged velocity
magnitude vs distance. The colors are associated with the lines along which the velocity
are evaluated as shown in panel (a). In free space, the velocity fields show a decay of 1/r
characteristic of a net Stokeslet. In the case of a cilium next to a wall, a faster decay of
1/r3 is found, which corresponds to a net force perpendicular to the no-slip wall.

Another interesting aspect revealed by the average flow fields is the net direction of

pumping. In the case of a clamped sperm with anterograde wave propagation as shown in

Figure 5.12(a), flagellar oscillations drive a net flow from tip to tail, which, in the case of a

force-free cell, would enable propulsion in the forward direction. However, simulations at

lower activity levels (not shown) reveal that the direction of propulsion is reversed when

waves propagate in the retrograde direction. This hints at the importance of dynein level

regulation for efficient sperm motility, and also has consequences for the hydrodynamic
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FIG. 13. First three PCA velocity modes V(i)(x) (i = 1, 2, 3) for a clamped beating sperm. The first mode is dominated by a
Stokeslet flow, whereas the next two modes have a more complex spatial structure with multiple velocity peaks that echo the
structure of the deformation eigenmodes found in Fig. 9(c). All three velocity fields can be approximated in terms of regularized
Stokeslets.

to past studies [60], we do not subtract the time-averaged velocity field as usually done in PCA; this does not a↵ect
the representation of the flow field due to the linearity of Stokes flow. Each such snapshot contains 2N2 values for
the two velocity components (ux, uy), which are used to populate the rows of a matrix M 2 Rm⇥2N2

:

v↵ = row↵M =
⇥
u1

x, u2
x, · · · uN2

x , u1
y, u2

y, · · · uN2

y

⇤
↵
, for ↵ = 1, 2, ..., q. (40)

We then define the 2N2 ⇥ 2N2 covariance matrix C = MT M , which encapsulates spatial features of the velocity
field irrespective of time. The matrix C is real symmetric positive definite and thus admits an eigendecomposition in
terms of real orthogonal basis vectors V(i)(x) 2 R2N2

, where, i = 1, ..., 2N2. For all the beating patterns presented
here, we find that the first 3 to 5 eigenmodes are su�cient to capture 95 % of the cumulative variations in the data.
In the case of sperm, an excellent representation of the velocity field can be achieved as a linear combination of the
three dominant modes:

ud(x, t) = ↵1(t)V
(1)(x) + ↵2(t)V

(2)(x) + ↵3(t)V
(3)(x), (41)

where the time-dependent coe�cients are determined by least-squares minimization. The first three PCA modes
V(i)(x) are illustrated in Fig. 13, and the corresponding amplitudes ↵i(t) are show in Fig. 14(a). The dominant mode
(i = 1), which is almost steady, resembles the flow due to a Stokeslet and captures the net streaming motion induced
by the filament. The next two modes (i = 2, 3) have a more complex spatial structure with multiple velocity peaks
that echo the structure of the deformation eigenmodes found in Fig. 9(c). These two modes are oscillatory with a
constant phase di↵erence and account for unsteady flow dynamics resulting from filament deformations.

These various PCA modes can be further approximated in terms of collections of regularized Stokeslets [56, 62].
The flow field generated by a single regularized Stokeslet with regularization parameter ✏ and strength f is given by

uS(x; ✏) =

"�
r2 + 2✏2

�
I + rr

(r2 + ✏2)
3/2

#
· f , (42)

where r = x � x0 and x0 is the location of the singularity. Following Ishimoto et al. [60], we represent each mode
in terms of p Stokeslets, where the parameters (✏p, xp

0, y
p
0 , fp

x , fp
y ) are calculated through a least-squares solution

that implements a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The number p is chosen such that we obtain a satisfactory
approximation to the basis vectors, and in the present case we use p = 2, 5 and 6 for each for the first three modes. A
typical flow field obtained by this reconstruction method is compared to the full numerical flow field in Fig. 14(b, c),
where excellent agreement is found.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have used numerical simulations of a sliding control model of the axoneme to highlight how
spontaneous oscillations can emerge from the collective action of molecular motors. Our model for coupled elasto-
hydrodynamics and motor kinetics follows that previously proposed by Oriola et al. [5] and allows for saturation of

Figure 5.13: First three PCA velocity modes V (i)(x) (i = 1, 2, 3) for a clamped beating
sperm. The first mode is dominated by a Stokeslet flow, whereas the next two modes have
a more complex spatial structure with multiple velocity peaks that echo the structure of the
deformation eigenmodes found in Figure 5.9(c). All three velocity fields can be approximated
in terms of regularized Stokeslets.

synchronization of nearby interacting flagella [223].

5.6.2 Singularity representation

The linearity of the Stokes equations allows us to represent the flow fields in terms

of fundamental singular solutions. Several methods have been proposed for seeking such

representations. In a simple model, Brumley et al. [218] used a single time-dependent

Stokeslet to approximate the flow field of a Volvox carteri colony held in place by a

micropipette. A more general method consists of seeking an unsteady multipole expansion

[224], which was applied to describe the flow field generated by swimming Chlamydomonas

[225]. More recently, PCA was also used to identify dominant contributions to the velocity

fields. These modes were then approximated by a set of regularized Stokeslets [222] for

quantitative representations of the flow fields [226,227]. Here, we adopt this approach and

apply it to analyze the flow field generated by a clamped sperm.
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The numerical determination of the PCA modes involves similar steps as discussed

in Sec. 5.5.2 for the analysis of waveforms and proceeds as follows. We focus on two-

dimensional flow fields in the plane of motion, and first compute q snapshots of the velocity

field on a N ×N Cartesian grid over the course of one period of oscillation. In contrast to

past studies [226], we do not subtract the time-averaged velocity field as usually done in

PCA; this does not affect the representation of the flow field due to the linearity of Stokes

flow. Each such snapshot contains 2N2 values for the two velocity components (ux, uy),

which are used to populate the rows of a matrix M ∈ Rq×2N2
:

vα = rowαM =
[
u1
x, u

2
x, · · ·uN

2

x , u1
y, u

2
y, · · ·uN

2

y

]
α
, for α = 1, 2, ..., q. (5.37)

We then define the 2N2 × 2N2 covariance matrix C = MTM , which encapsulates spatial

features of the velocity field irrespective of time. The matrix C is real symmetric positive

definite and thus has an eigendecomposition in terms of real orthogonal basis vectors

V (i)(x) ∈ R2N2
, where, i = 1, ..., 2N2. For all the beating patterns presented here, we find

that the first 3 to 5 eigenmodes are sufficient to capture 95 % of the cumulative variations

in the data. In the case of sperm, an excellent representation of the velocity field can be

achieved as a linear combination of the three dominant modes:

ud(x, t) = α1(t)V (1)(x) + α2(t)V (2)(x) + α3(t)V (3)(x), (5.38)

where the time-dependent coefficients are determined by least-squares minimization. The

first three PCA modes V (i)(x) are illustrated in Figure 5.13, and the corresponding ampli-

tudes αi(t) are show in Figure 5.14(a). The dominant mode (i = 1), which is almost steady,

resembles the flow due to a Stokeslet and captures the net streaming motion induced by

the filament. The next two modes (i = 2, 3) have a more complex spatial structure with

multiple velocity peaks that echo the structure of the deformation eigenmodes found in

Figure 5.9(c). These two modes are oscillatory with a constant phase difference and ac-

count for unsteady flow dynamics resulting from filament deformations.
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FIG. 14. (a) Variation of weighting coe�cients of the three modes over one time period. (b) Comparison of the approximated
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unstable modes following a Hopf bifurcation that leads to the propagation of bending waves resembling the beating
patterns of spermatozoa. While the study of Oriola et al. [5] as well as other related numerical models [6, 23, 39]
were restricted to the small curvature limit where retrograde wave propagation takes place, our fully nonlinear sim-
ulations demonstrated the existence of a second transition at higher activity levels giving rise to anterograde wave
propagation consistent with observations of sperm [36]. Unlike previous studies that used local resistive force theory
to capture viscous stresses, our model also accounts for non-local hydrodynamic interactions based on slender-body
theory, and these interactions are found to change the instability threshold quantitatively even though the qualitative
behavior remains unchanged. We also demonstrated the ability of our model to capture asymmetric beating patterns
resembling those of cilia and of Chlamydomonas flagella, which were obtained using a combination of biased motor
kinetics and curvature control. While quantitative comparison of the obtained waveforms with experimental data
[18] remains a challenge, the qualitative agreement is promising. Tools from principle component analysis were also
applied for dimensional reduction and allowed us to describe the beating patterns in terms of simplified limit-cycle
dynamics reminiscent of a canonical Hopf oscillator. We also explored the role of biochemical noise, which causes
deviations from these limit cycles in qualitative agreement with experimental measurements [27].

Our model also allowed us to analyze disturbance flows induced by beating filaments, which are known in biological
systems to play a crucial role in development, motility and sensing. It has been a long-standing hypothesis that these
flow fields may be responsible for flagellar synchronization. The phase synchronization of nearby swimming sperm
and the synchronous beating of bi-flagellated Chlamydomonas algae have indeed been observed experimentally [63],
and the cilia lining the surface of squirming cells such as Paramecium are also well known to exhibit coordinated
beats in the form of metachronal waves. A number of theoretical and computational models [14, 39, 40, 42, 64, 65]
have been applied to elucidate mechanisms for synchronization and metachronal wave formation, yet most of them
either rely on an internal driving engine to generate beats or completely coarse-grain motor activity. While these
approaches provide interesting insight, they miss crucial aspects of internal axonemal mechanics and their coupling
to motor kinetics. The mathematical model and numerical tools developed here provide a foundation for addressing
these questions in a more realistic framework, where we can also account for the role of biochemical noise in driving
the ‘phase slips’ observed in biological systems [63].

There remains a number of avenues in which the presented model could be improved or extended. We have entirely
focused on clamped boundary conditions, while it may be also interesting to consider pivoting boundary conditions and
include provisions for basal sliding. Since our model is based on a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional
axoneme, emergent beating patterns are planar only. Including a more realistic representation of the 3D axonemal
structure is challenging but would allow for twist, which is known to lead to di↵erent beating patterns [47]. Recently,
Pearce et al. [48] proposed a formulation with curvature-sensitive kinesin binding dynamics to explain ring formations
in gliding microtubule assays. Their model also shows potential for ciliary beating patterns and can be included in

Figure 5.14: (a) Variation of the weighting coefficients αi(t) of the three PCA velocity
modes shown in Figure 5.13 over one period of oscillation. (b) Comparison of the approxi-
mated instantaneous flow-field (right) to the exact numerical one (left) at t/T = 0.9.

These various PCA modes can be further approximated in terms of collections of

regularized Stokeslets [71, 222]. The flow field generated by a single regularized Stokeslet

with regularization parameter ε and strength f is given by

uS(x; ε) =

[(
r2 + 2ε2

)
I + rr

(r2 + ε2)3/2

]
· f , (5.39)

where r = x−x0 and x0 is the location of the singularity. Following Ishimoto et al. [226],

we represent each mode in terms of p Stokeslets, where the parameters (εp, xp0, y
p
0, f

p
x , f

p
y )

are calculated through a least-squares solution that implements a Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm. The number p is chosen such that we obtain a satisfactory approximation to

the basis vectors, and in the present case we use p = 2, 5 and 6 for each for the first three

modes. A typical flow field obtained by this reconstruction method is compared to the full

numerical flow field in Figure 5.14(b, c), where excellent agreement is found.
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5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have used numerical simulations of a sliding control model of the

axoneme to highlight how spontaneous oscillations can emerge from the collective action of

molecular motors. Our model for coupled elastohydrodynamics and motor kinetics follows

that previously proposed by Oriola et al. [174] and allows for saturation of unstable modes

following a Hopf bifurcation that leads to the propagation of bending waves resembling

the beating patterns of spermatozoa. While the study of Oriola et al. [174] as well as other

related numerical models [175,192,208] were restricted to the small curvature limit where

retrograde wave propagation takes place, our fully nonlinear simulations demonstrated

the existence of a second transition at higher activity levels giving rise to anterograde

wave propagation consistent with observations of sperm [205]. We also demonstrated the

ability of our model to capture asymmetric beating patterns resembling those of cilia and

of Chlamydomonas flagella, which were obtained using a combination of biased motor

kinetics and curvature control. Our model also allowed us to analyze disturbance flows

induced by beating filaments, which are known in biological systems to play a crucial role

in development, motility and sensing. We build on the hydrodynamics and will consider

the problem related to hydrodynamic interaction and possible synchronization in pairs of

filaments in the next chapter.

This chapter is primarily based on the material published in Physical Review Fluids

(2019) authored by Brato Chakrabarti and David Saintillan [9].The dissertation author was

the primary researcher and author of this paper.
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Chapter 6

Elastohydrodynamic synchronization

in pair filaments

6.1 Fundamentals of sync

In the most classical sense synchronization (from the Greek σv̀ν: syn = the same,

and χρòνpζ : chronos = time) means adjustment of rhythms or periods of self-sustained

periodic oscillators due to their (weak) interaction. The history of synchronization goes

back to the 17th century when the famous Dutch scientist Christiaan Huygens reported on

his observation of synchronization of two pendulum clocks which he had invented shortly

before [228]. Another important observation of synchrony of organ pipes was described by

Lord Rayleigh in his ‘Theory of Sound’. There are many more examples of synchrony in

man-made devices ranging from lasers, and electric power systems to electronic generators.

Over the last few decades the emphasis of research has shifted towards synchronization in

biological systems. Examples include synchronous division of cells [229], synchronous firing

of neurons [230], co-operative behavior among fireflies [231], animals and even humans

[232].
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The fundamental idea of phase synchronization, which will be the main focus of this

chapter, hinges on interpreting self-sustained oscillators as stable limit cycles. Associated

with a limit cycle one can define a unique phase ψ(t) that grows linearly with time and

remains neutrally stable. Due to the neutral stability of the phase, a small perturbation

(e.g. external periodic forcing or coupling to another system) can cause relatively large

deviations of the phase - contrary to the amplitude, which is only slightly perturbed due

to the transversal stability of the limit cycle. Thus, with a weak coupling one can adjust

the phase and the frequency of oscillations without significantly influencing the amplitude.

This adjustment is the key to synchronization phenomenon [228]. Typically adjustments of

oscillators to synchronize can be described in terms of phase locking, frequency entrainment

and have also been generalized to chaotic systems [233]. Synchronization phenomena

in large collection of oscillators often manifest themselves as collective coherent regimes

appearing via non-equilibrium phase transitions [234], and can sometimes be responsible

for catastrophic scenarios like the lateral swaying of the Millennium Bridge in London [235].

In this chapter we probe one of the long-standing and well studied problem of biological

oscillators: the role of hydrodynamics in synchronization.

6.2 Synchronization in cilia and flagella

Studies on synchronization of cilia and flagella date back to observations by Roth-

schild [236] on nearby swimming sperm and subsequent theoretical work by Taylor [237],

who proved that dissipation for two swimming sheets is minimized for an in-phase con-

figuration. While biology is often not driven by dissipation principles, it has long been

hypothesized that fluid-mediated hydrodynamic interactions play a central role in syn-

chronization and in collective behaviors such as metachronal waves in large ciliary ar-

rays [238]. Over the last two decades, experiments [218, 239–243] using micropipette-held
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Chlamydomonas have revealed that elastohydrodynamic interactions may indeed be at

play in causing its two flagella to synchronize their breaststrokes. Periods of asynchrony

are thought to arise due to biochemical noise and are well described by a stochastic Adler

equation [218,233]. Understanding collective behaviors and synchronization holds the key

to important biological questions such as evolution and origin of multi-celluliraty.

Theoretical progress in understanding synchronization is complicated by the intri-

cate internal structure and actuation of the flagellum core: the axoneme, whose structure

was discussed in detail in the previous chapter. Much work has gone into developing mini-

mal models that neglect this biological complexity and coarse-grain flagella as microspheres

driven on compliant or tilted orbits [4,217,244,245]. Introduction of elasticity in the clas-

sical Taylor swimming sheet model also suggests that how flexibility can spontaneously

induce phase locked conformation [246]. More detailed numerical models have relied on

pre-imposed internal or external actuations to analyze metachronal waves [209, 210] or

the bistability of elastic filaments [247], yet these descriptions capture experimental wave-

forms poorly. Only recently have there been attempts to study the role of hydrodynamics

in simplified models of active elastic filaments [183,248].

The detailed process leading to spontaneous flagellar oscillations still remains un-

clear. However our microscopic model outlined in the previous chapter provides a good

starting point since we have incorporated a basic structure of the planar axoneme and

accounted for stochastic dynamics of molecular motors. Since all the oscillations described

in the previous chapter emerges spontaneously it becomes a natural choice to study hy-

drodynamic synchronization. In this chapter, we analyze the temporal dynamics and

synchronization of a pair of such spontaneously beating filaments. Our results are consis-

tent with recent experiments [218], and we will elucidate the crucial roles of hydrodynamic

interactions, mechanochemical feedback, and biochemical noise in the process of synchro-
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nization.

6.3 Comments on waveforms

In the previous chapter we have provided the detailed characterization of various

waveforms that are possible from our model. The major results were summarized in

the phase chart provided in Figure 5.4. Before proceeding to study interaction between

filaments we want to highlight a few more quantitative and qualitative features of the

waveforms that make our model most suitable to tackle this problem.

6.3.1 Symmetric sperm like beating

In order to compare the anterograde regime of nonlinear, finite amplitude wave-

propagation to experimental waveforms as shown previously in Figure 5.4, we report tan-

gent angle dynamics and simulated snapshots of traveling waves in Figure. 6.1. We find

that by tuning the two primary control parameters namely the Sperm number Sp and the

activity number µa we find a variety of anterograde waveforms with different wavenumber,

amplitude and frequency.
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Figure 6.1: Sperm like waveforms for various combinations of (Sp, µa) and the correspond-
ing evolution of the tangent angle at the mid point. Simulations are for µ = 100, ζ = 0.3
and η = 0.14.

The above waveforms compare extremely well with the experimental snapshots of

various marine spermatozoa reported in [249] in different viscous media. In particular

we are able to capture a range of wavenumber along the filament, consistent with exper-

imental observations. Amplitude, frequency and the wavelengths depend non-trivially on

the control parameters and have been explored in detail in [250]. The evolution of the

tangent angle dynamics also compares quantitatively with the measurements in [175] for

bull sperm.

6.3.2 Waveforms of Chlamydomonas

We have previously pointed out that the frequency of beating predicted by our

model in the case of Chlamydomonas-like beats is off compared to experimental values.

Nonetheless, the qualitative features of the beats are consistent with observations. In the

previous chapter we discussed the main properties of the power spectrum of the mean angle.

Here we characterize the waveform using a Fourier decomposition. Following [187,251] we
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seek a representation of the tangent angle as follows:

φ(s, t) =

∞∑

n=−∞
ψn(s) exp(inωt), (6.1)

where ω is the angular frequency. In fig. 6.2, we show the static mode ψ0(s) and the first

dynamic mode ψ1(s) and associated phase. In [187], this analysis was performed on a free

axoneme, which is different from the clamped flagellum considered in our simulation. Our

results, however, compare favorably with the images analyzed in [251] (for example, figure

4.12 of the thesis) for a flagellum attached to the cell body of Chlamydomonas. While

there exist quantitative differences, our model is found to capture all the essential features

of the beating pattern.
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Figure 6.2: (a): Zeroth mode ψ0 of the beating pattern showing the static curvature. (b)
Real and imaginary parts of the first dynamic mode ψ1. Since the flagellum is clamped,
we have ψ1(0) = 0 which is different from the free axoneme considered in Ref. [187]. (c)
Amplitude of the first dynamic mode. (d) Argument of ψ1, indicating the phase of the
mode.
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6.3.3 Ciliary beating patterns

In biology a wide variety of ciliary beating patterns are possible. Most of the wave-

forms are fully three dimensional [252]. Our present model and the associated formulation

is restricted to planar beating patterns. However cilia in a few biological organisms like

Opalina [253], Ctenophore [254], and mollusc [254] are known to have almost planar beating

pattern for which our model can be relevant. Interestingly defective respiratory cilia beats

entirely in a plane [255] with a waveform similar to that shown in the main text. Figure. 6.3

show a couple of waveforms that can be obtained with our model using various geometric

feedback mechanisms.
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Figure 6.3: Possible ciliary beating patterns under pure sliding (left) and a combination
of sliding and curvature (right) control.

In the following sections we will attempt to qualitatively capture the synchroniza-

tion behavior observed in experiments with micropipette-held somatic cells Volvox car-

teri [218]. The flagella in these cells beat almost entirely in a plane [256]. We will find a

posteriori that in order to reproduce the synchronization behavior, it is the asymmetry of

the beating pattern that becomes crucial and not the non-planarity.
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6.4 Review of the governing equations

We have outlined the governing equations for single filament oscillations in the

previous chapter. The equations of motion for pair filaments are identical to equations

(5.25)-(5.27). However the expression for the disturbance flow field is now altered in the

presence of another filament. Given two filaments indexed by {α, β}, the flow is obtained

as

ud(sα) = K[fαe ](sα) +

∫ 1

0

G(sα; sβ) · fβe (sβ) dsβ, (6.2)

where fe is the elastic force density. The first term in Eq. (6.2) is the finite-part integral of

slender body theory [81, 250] and captures hydrodynamic interactions within a filament.

The second term accounts for the flow induced by the other filament, where the Green’s

function G(sα; sβ) is taken to be either the Oseen tensor in free space or Blake’s tensor [221]

in presence of a no-slip wall. The kinetics of the molecular motors obey (5.28) and the

parameter Λ characterizes the strength of the biochemical noise.

6.5 Synchronization in sperm waveforms

We first focus on the synchronization of pairs of sperm placed side by side as shown

in Figure 6.4. We initialize the simulation in the absence of inter-filament hydrodynamic

interactions (HI) by letting spontaneous oscillations reach steady state after saturation of

dynein kinetics. The initial configuration is chosen such that the filaments are almost in

antiphase (AP). We then switch on HI and, after several periods, the sperms go in-phase

(IP) and remain phase-locked thereafter.
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Figure 6.4: In-phase synchronization of anterograde sperm waveforms. The red arrow indi-
cates the direction of wave propagation. On left we show the initial anti-phase conformation
and on right we highlight the emerging in-phase waveform.

The key role of hydrodynamics in this process is best illustrated by Figure 6.5,

showing the evolution of the bound motor populations n+ at s = 1/4 on both filaments

(the behavior is identical for n− and at other locations). Before HI are switched on, motor

populations are uncoupled and undergo periodic oscillations in antiphase with cusp-shaped

waveforms typical of motors far from equilibrium [257] and only a small fraction of bound

motors at any given time. Once HI start acting, both the phase and amplitude of the

motor populations change. This is attributed to elastic deformations of the filaments in

their induced flow fields, which feed back to the kinetics through the change in sliding

displacement and velocity. As seen in Figure 6.5, the two motor populations rapidly go in

phase with a marginally increased amplitude, resulting in spontaneous IP synchronization

of the beating patterns. The cartoon in Figure 6.5 highlights this cyclic process funda-

mental to elastohydrodynamic synchronization, by which HI affect beating patterns via

geometry dependent motor kinetics. This feedback is most dramatic when the filaments

are closeby and sufficiently flexible.
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Figure 6.5: Evolution of dynein motor populations at s = 1/4 on two nearby sperms as a
result of HI. The dashed line indicates the instant when interactions are turned on. Time
is scaled by the oscillation period T of an isolated filament. Cartoon on the right illustrates
the feedback loop leading to synchronization.

6.6 Synchronization in ciliary beating

A similar mechanism is at play for asymmetric ciliary beats in Figure 6.6(a, b).

When the power strokes of the two cilia indicated by red arrows point in the same direction,

an IP beat emerges with net unidirectional pumping of the fluid. When the power strokes

are in opposite directions, our model leads to AP synchronization with beating patterns

resembling a ‘freestyle’ swimming gait as shown in Figure 6.6(b).

Similar AP patterns are obtained for Chlamydomonas beats, supporting the hy-

pothesis [258] that the IP breaststrokes seen in wildtype cells result from elastic basal

couplings between the two flagellar axonemes rather than from HI alone. Indeed, exper-

iments with vfl mutants that are deficient in these filamentary connections [258] or with

Volvox cells held in separate micropipettes [218] have shown AP synchronization for power

strokes with opposite orientations, consistent with our model findings.

Note that in the case of swimming or even weakly clamped cells flagellar synchro-
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nization can also happen through a rocking motion of the cell body independent of HI

or in absence of basal coupling [259–263]. The relative importance of these mechanisms

remains to be explored for the various asymmetric waveforms [263] arising in our model.
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Figure 6.6: cilia can achieve both IP (a) or AP (b) synchronization depending on the ori-
entation of the power stroke indicated by red arrows. Synchronization for Chlamydomonas
(not shown) is identical to that of cilia.

6.7 Adler equation and minimal models

For a more quantitative analysis of synchronization, we introduce a definition of the

phase ψ of a waveform. To this end, we perform the Hilbert transform of the continuous

periodic time series β(t) = φ(1/2, t), providing the analytic continuation ζ(t) = β(t) + iβ̂(t)

where

β̂(t) :=
1

π

∫ ∞

−∞

β(τ)

t− τ dτ . (6.3)

The phase of the waveform is then calculcated as ψ(t) = arctan[β̂(t)/β(t)], and we use an

appropriate geometric gauge to define a true phase that grows linearly with time [264].

The phase difference δ(t) = ψ1 − ψ2 for two nearby sperms going from AP to IP is shown
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in Figure 6.7(a) and decays to zero over the course of several periods.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Evolution of the phase difference δ(t) during synchronization of two nearby
sperms and comparison to the Adler equation (6.4). (b) Coupling strength |ε| as a function
of interflagellar distance d for various beating patterns.

In spite of the complexity of the governing equations in presence of HI, the phase

difference is well described by a simple low-dimensional Adler equation as in past experi-

ments with Chlamydomonas [241]. Here, we seek a two-parameter equation of the form

δ̇ = ε sin δ + α sin 2δ, (6.4)

where constants ε, α are estimated numerically. A solution to this equation follows the

numerical data very well in Figure 6.7(a). In all our computations, we find that |ε| �

|α| and thus define |ε| as the effective coupling strength. When plotted as a function of

interflagellar distance d in Figure 6.7(b), |ε| decays algebraically as 1/d in the far field

due to dominant Stokeslet HI, with a slower decay at short separations where complex

near-field interactions take place. Stronger coupling arises for symmetric spermlike beats

than for ciliary beats, primarily due to the longer lengths of sperm flagella. For cilia, we

also find that |ε|IP > |ε|AP in agreement with experiments [218], which can be attributed
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to the fact that filaments spend more time close to one another during IP beats and thus

interact more strongly.

It is important to point out that we have not systematically reduced the infinite

dimensional PDE’s to a one dimensional dynamical system. This is a problem in its own

right and has only been partially resolved recently in a simpler model of spontaneous

oscillations [265]. However it is still instructive to consider how one may coarse-grain such

a system to an Adler model. To this end we start with the classical rotor model [4] where

we represent the flagellar oscillator as a micro-sphere driven on a compliant circular orbit

as shown in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Schematic of coarse-grained minimal model where the beating filaments are
represented as rotors on circular orbits [4].

The radius of this orbit R ∼ L is comparable to the length of flagella or cilia. The

radial stiffness of the orbit is given by κ ∼ B/L3 and serves as a measure of elasticity.

The bead is driven on the orbit by a force that is tangent to the circular path. In the

classical [4] model the force is constant. However in a flagella or cilia the flow-field is time

dependent and it is more appropriate to use a phase dependent force profile. One such

approximation is given by:

F (ψ) =

∫ L

0

|fvis(s, ψ)| ds. (6.5)
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This effective force that scales as B/L2 and can be interpreted as the leading order Stokeslet

approximation to the instantaneous flow-field. It has also been measured in experiments

[218]. We can chose the radius a of the micro-spheres to obtain the right frequency or

average angular velocity of rotation that match our simulations. The phase dependent

force profile for sperm-like and ciliary beating is shown in Figure 6.9. The two distinctive

peaks in the ciliary beating pattern is indicative of the power and recovery strokes.
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Figure 6.9: Phase dependent force profile used to drive the micro-spheres.

In order to find the evolution of the micro-sphere we balance forces in both the

tangential and radial direction and account for the disturbance velocity fields due to hy-

drodynamic interactions. For one sphere we have:

ψ̇1 =
F (ψ)

6πνa
+

1

R1
êψ1 · [G12(x1,x2) · F (ψ2)êψ2 ] , (6.6)

Ṙ1 = − κ

6πνa
(R1 −R) + êR1 · [G12(x1,x2) · F (ψ2)êψ2 ] , (6.7)

where êR and êψ are unit vectors in the radial and tangential direction respectively and ν

is simply the viscosity of the fluid. The equation of motion for the other sphere is simply

obtained by changing the indices: 1→ 2. It is straight forward to integrate the system of

ODEs numerically. We summarize the observed results below.

• When the beads are rotating in the same direction we observe in-phase synchrony
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for both sperm and ciliary beating pattern. This corresponds to the case when the

power strokes of the filaments are in the same direction and is consistent with our

full nonlinear simulations.

• For counter rotating beads with F1 = −F2 we do not observe either in-phase or

anti-phase synchronization for ciliary beating pattern. Instead the system is phase

locked into a constant phase-difference mode. This is corresponds to filaments with

opposite power strokes and is in disagreement with our nonlinear simulations that

predict an anti-phase behavior.

The above observations point to the limitation of such coarse-grained descriptions. Indeed

as pointed in [244,245] one can possibly observe both IP and AP configurations depending

on the exact force-profiles and the stiffness of the orbit. While the minimal description is

attractive due to its simplicity, the conclusion for an actual system can often be misleading

and is probably more appropriate for describing synthetic systems [245]. However if we

drive the beads by a constant force instead of a phase dependent one, we do recover the

right behavior. In this simple case it can be shown that the evolution of the phase difference

between the oscillators obey an Adler equation given by:

d

dt
(ψ1 − ψ2) = δ̇ = −ε sin δ, (6.8)

where ε ∼ aω2νL3/Bd, where ω is the angular frequency of rotation. We can relate the

rotation rate ω to the driving force simply as ω = F/Rζ. This allows us to determine the

scaling of the coupling constant in terms of the physical parameters of the problem:

ε ∼ aρ2f2
0L

νBd
. (6.9)

Indeed the above relation makes the 1/d scaling recovered in Figure 6.7 apparent. The

above expression was used in several experiments [240, 241] to calculate the coupling be-
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tween Chlamydomonas flagella that also obeyed the Adler equation for phase synchroniza-

tion.

6.8 Biochemical noise: phase slips

Intrinsic to the kinetics of molecular motors is biochemical noise, which alters the

precise notion of synchronization. To probe its effects, we study the long-time statistics

of the phase difference in presence of noise for spermlike waveforms in Figure 6.10(a).

Fluctuations follow a Gaussian distribution centered around the mean IP configuration of

δ = 0, with a variance scaling linearly with separation distance d. This is a consequence

of the 1/d decay of the coupling strength |ε| and is further corroborated by the collapse

of the distributions under the rescaling δ → δ/
√
d in Figure 6.10(b) [218]. We model the

noisy phase dynamics by a stochastic Adler equation:

δ̇ = ε sin δ + χ(t), (6.10)

with 〈χ(t)〉 = 0 and 〈χ(t)χ(t′)〉 = 2Dδ(t− t′), where D is the phase diffusivity with units of

s−1. Associated with the Adler equation is a Fokker-Planck description for the probability

distribution P (δ) of the phase difference that is given by:

∂P

∂t
+

∂

∂δ
(ε sin δP ) = D

∂2P

∂δ2
. (6.11)

The steady-state solution when the advective and diffusive flux balance each other is given

by:

P (δ) =
1

2πI0(|ε|/D)
exp

(
− ε

D
cos δ

)
, (6.12)

where I0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero and we estimate D numerically

[250, 266]. The interaction potential U(δ) = − lnP (δ), which is 2π-periodic, is shown in

Figure 6.10(d) for increasing noise levels.
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Figure 6.10: (a) Gaussian distributions of the fluctuations of the phase difference for
varying separation distance d. (b) Collapse of the distributions in the rescaled variable
δ/
√
d. (c) Long-time evolution of δ(t) for increasing biochemical noise Λ at a fixed separation

distance d, showing the emergence of slips. (d) Effective interaction potential U(δ) estimated
from the statistics (symbols) and compared to the Fokker-Planck prediction (lines).

When noise is weak, the filaments remain phase-locked and fluctuate around the IP

configuration, which translates into a deep potential well at δ = 0. With increasing noise,
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the potential well flattens as deviations from perfect AP synchrony become more frequent

and intense. Occasionally, accumulated noise allows the filaments to gather a complete

phase of 2π, causing them to ‘slip’ towards δ ± 2π. These slips are visible in the phase

trajectories of Figure 6.10(c) and can be interpreted as thermally assisted hops between

neighboring wells in the flattened periodic potential.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the measured frequency of phase slips G in s−1 to the analytical
prediction.

In the absence of frequency mismatch, slips are equally probable in ±2π, and the

stochastic Adler model predicts a hopping frequency [266]:

G =
D

4π2
|I0(|ε|/D)|−2. (6.13)

We can now compare the frequency of slips computed from the numerical estimate D of

diffusivity and the above expression. Figure 6.10 highlight this comparison. For stronger

noise-floor the error in predicting the diffusivity increases as frequent events of slip. How-

ever it is evident from Figure. 6.11 that the our simulations capture the right behavior.
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6.9 Conclusions

Using a detailed microscopic model of the flagellar axoneme that produces sponta-

neous oscillations similar to those seen in nature, we have illuminated the role of hydrody-

namic interactions and associated mechanochemical feedback in enabling synchronization

of nearby flagella and cilia. Our model predictions for various beating patterns and ori-

entations all agree with experiments and give credence to the sliding control mechanism

responsible for the spontaneous beats. While we have focused on interactions in free space,

our simulations suggest that the qualitative behavior is unaltered in presence of no-slip

walls albeit with weaker coupling strengths due to the additional viscous damping. We

were also able to reproduce experimentally observed phase slips induced by biochemical

noise. Future studies with our model will probe the role of elastic basal couplings [258],

swimming sperms that are free to adjust phase by sliding past one another [267], and

emergent dynamics in large-scale ciliary arrays [209].

This chapter 6 is primarily based on the material accepted for publication in Phys-

ical Review Letters (2019) authored by Brato Chakrabarti and David Saintillan [10]. The

dissertation author was the primary researcher and author of this paper.
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Chapter 7

Transport of semiflexible filaments in

porous media

In Chapter 3 and 4 we have focused on the dynamics of passive actin filaments

in viscous flow and how buckling instabilities can make way for non-trivial filament mor-

phologies. In the spirit of understanding the coupling between morphologies of soft-matter

and mechanics we take up another problem in this chapter concerned with transport of

semiflexible polymers in porous media.

7.1 Introduction

Transport of a dilute cloud of non-interacting particles in structured complex media

underlie a variety of important physical processes in nature. Examples range from spread-

ing of water and contaminants in porous media [268] to solute transport in biofilms [269]

and motion of engineered drugs inside tumors [270]. In these problems, typically a concen-

trated particle distribution spreads as it is transported in the tortuous geometry due to the

action of external flow, forces and molecular diffusion. For a large number of such problems
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the long-time transport process can be described by an effective hydrodynamic dispersion

tensor D that depends on the microtransport dictated by flow topologies, physio-chemical

processes and the micro-structure geometry. Theoretical description of asymptotic trans-

port coefficients forms the basis of macrotransport theory [271] that serves as the backbone

of many industrial applications ranging from filtration to the design of chromatographic

device.

Even though the macrotransport theory of point-like passive [272] and active [273]

Brownian particles in porous media is well developed, modeling transport of elongated

or deformable finite-size particles remains a challenging task due to non-trivial particle-

obstacle interactions and excluded volume effects. Probably one of the earliest examples

of this problem is in the celebrated reptation theory of de Gennes [274]. In reptation one

is concerned with the thermal motion of a long linear polymer chain past fixed obstacles

that serves as a model of entangled macromolecules in polymer melts [95]. Diffusion of

stiffer semiflexible filaments in porous media have also been shown to follow the reptation

picture, albeit with different kinetic exponents [275]. Understanding the transport of flex-

ible polymers in porous media under the application of external forces also has extensive

applications in chromatographic device designs for long chain DNA molecules. Fast and

efficient size dependent separation of DNA molecules play an important role in their map-

ping and sequencing, crucial for genomic analysis [276]. Compared to classical gel based

electrophoretic separation, modern microfluidic chromatographic devices have proven to

be much more efficient for these problems [277]. In these devices DNA molecules are trans-

ported in a 2D lattice of structured microposts under the application of an external electric

field. The DNA repetitively collides with the posts of the array, with a size-dependent col-

lision time leading to rapid separation [278]. DNA molecules’ their persistence length `p is

much smaller than their contour length L, and the dynamics is governed by a competition
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between stretching and entropic preference of a coiled state. As a result, during trans-

port, the molecules hook and unhook from the micro-posts with a dynamics similar to a

rope over pulley and conformations resembling various English alphabets which have been

studied extensively in experiments, simulations and through continuous time random walk

(CTRW) models [278–285].

Contrary to long chain polymer molecules, dynamics of semiflexible polymers with

L ∼ `p is dominated by a competition between local bending forces, line tension that

enforces inextensibility and thermal fluctuations. These lead to for a number of dynamic

buckling instabilities and lead to non-trivial filament conformations that have been well

characterized in unbounded flows [7,8]. Filament transport has also been studied in cellular

flows where buckling instability driven stretch-coil transition can lead to diffusive or sub-

diffusive transport of the center-of-mass [111,113,115]. However stiff polymer dynamics in

structured porous media has largely been overlooked and most of the studies are restricted

to the limit of reptation [275,286]. Understanding their dynamics in crowded environment

is relevant for transport of stiff biopolymers like actin and microtubules [287], movements

of micro-organisms in porous media [288] and for biological agents, with the potential to

maximize their transport through interactions with the environment [289].

In this chapter, we use direct numerical simulations to study transport of semiflex-

ible polymers modeled as fluctuating inextensible Euler elastica, past a 2D periodic lattice

of circular obstacles in presence of a streaming flow. We aim to characterize essential

features of the transport that results from coupling between deformations due to dynamic

buckling and polymer-obstacle scattering, finally leading to a long-time diffusive behavior.

This is in contrast with active filaments that have a sub-diffusive transport in disordered

media as shown recently in numerical simulations [287]. In Section 7.2 we discuss the

theoretical model for the fluctuating polymer and the scattering dynamics. In Section 7.3
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we describe three main modes of polymer transport and how they can be used to explain

asymptotic hydrodynamic dispersion. In Section 7.4 we build on our understanding of

polymer-obstacle interactions to propose a simple design of a chromatographic device that

is able to sort polymers based on their lengths. We conclude in Section 7.5.

7.2 Problem setup and methods

We study the dynamics, morphologies and long-time asymptotic transport of a di-

lute suspension of semi-flexible polymers with L ∼ `p in a doubly periodic two-dimensional

porous media under the influence of a streaming flow. The porous medium as shown in

Figure 7.2 is idealized as an infinite lattice comprised of rigid circular obstacles of diameter

a. The distance between successive pillars λ is identical in the (x, y) direction resulting

in a representative square unit cell. The ordered array is characterized by the porosity

ε = Sf/St, or ratio of the fluid area Sf of an unit cell over its net area St. Under the

application of a macroscopic pressure gradient, a flow develops in the porous media with

far-stream velocity u∞. The velocity field u(x) in the unit cell is the solution of Stokes

equation obtained numerically using the boundary integral method with an appropriate

choice of Green’s function [40,273]. Computed streamlines for two representative cases are

shown in Figure 7.1. The flow topologies are governed by the distance between obstacles

λ and the incidence angle Θ made by the streaming flow with the x-axis.

We model the polymers as fluctuating Euler-elastica with the hydrodynamics given

by the local slender body theory as described in Chapter 2. The filament length is given

by L and `p denotes the persistence length like before. In order to non-dimensionalize

the governing equation we use the diameter of the pillars a as the length scale, u∞ as the

velocity scale for the external flow, B/L2 as the scale for elastic forces,
√
L/`pB/L

2 as the

scale for Brownian forces [115] and the relaxation time of the polymer τ = 8πµL4
f/Bc as
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Figure 7.1: Streamlines inside an unit cell for two different lattice porosity and incidence
angle of the flow.

the time scale. With these choices the dimensionless governing equation is given by:

∂x(s, t)

∂t
= µ̄u(x(s, t))− Λ ·

(
xssss − (σxs)s +

√
L/`pξ

)
, (7.1)

where µ̄ = 8πµL4u∞/Bac is the familiar elastoviscous number comparing the time scale of

bending relaxation to the time scale of the characteristic shear u∞/a by the imposed flow

and serves as an effective measure of mean hydrodynamic forcing. ξ is a Gaussian random

vector with zero-mean and unit variance and Λ is the local operator of SBT (see Chapter

2). As outlined previously, the resulting dynamics depend strongly on the flow-topology

and the micro-structure geometry. This is characterized by three additional dimensionless

parameters:

L

a
, ε = 1− πa2

λ2
and Θ, (7.2)

where L/a compares the filament length to the obstacle diameter, ε is the porosity and Θ

as defined before is the direction of the streaming flow u∞ with respect to the x axis. In

order to perform a systematic study in this high dimensional parameter space we focus at

a fixed `p/L = 20 that characterizes the typical thermal fluctuations in the problem and
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Figure 7.2: Schematic of the 2D lattice and a representative unit cell.

also limit ourselves on L/a = 0.7 until our discussion on sorting of polymers in Section 7.4.

Central to the present study is the prescribed mechanism of polymer-pillar scattering. For

this, we allow the filaments to have tangential motion past the obstacles that result in a

gliding behavior. Any motions normal to the pillars are avoided by a smooth hydrodynamic

repulsion as outlined in [290] that prevents filament penetration. Details of the contact

mechanism is described in Appendix D.

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Modes of transport

With the aim of understanding long-time transport properties we first focus on

characterizing the key features of individual filament dynamics at the pore scale that

dictate the emerging behavior.

The interstitial velocity field can be approximated as a linear flow at the scale
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of the filament. This allows us to understand a few aspects of the dynamics from the

known results in unbounded shear flows [7]. Typically, in weak flows the fibers tumble

quasi-periodically with small shape fluctuations reminiscent of classical Jeffery orbits [97].

Increasing the elastoviscous number µ̄ results in C and U shaped conformation due to

buckling instabilities. However, the scattering dynamics introduce additional subtleties in

this description where now a filament can strongly deform or buckle while interacting with

an obstacle even in relatively weak flows. In the explored parameter space this results in

primarily three modes of transport as discussed below.

Figure 7.3: Typical conformations of the filaments and resulting dynamics: (a) trapping,
(b) Gliding and (c) vaulting from scattering with micro-pillars. The arrows indicate possible
direction of motion.

• Trapping: During the transport process polymers can wrap around the circular ob-

stacles as shown in Figure 7.3(a) resulting in periods of prolonged trapping. As

expected, trapping events are frequent for long polymers or with strong flows in

densely packed lattices. The filament relies fundamentally on Brownian motion for

shape fluctuations that allow it to escape a trapped mode by sliding along the ob-

stacles.

• Gliding: Irrespective of the filament length and porosity of the lattice, a polymer can

glance or slide past obstacles which is a direct consequence of the intrinsic scattering
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mechanism. In dense beds this results in a squeezing mode of transport as illustrated

in Figure 7.3(b) with the black arrows indicating allowable directions of motion. The

incidence angle Θ of the incoming flow plays an important role in the selection

between trapping and gliding. For Θ = 0 or π/2 the filaments almost always avoid

being trapped and can get locked in the squeezing mode of transport which we reveal

in the subsequent discussions.

• Vaulting: Finally below the threshold of buckling we observe Brownian vaulting of

fibers. These vaults as shown in Figure 7.3(c) are distinct from Jefferey orbits in

unbounded flows. In this mode, a filament uses its contact point with a pillar as

a hinge to slide, rotate and move forward in a fashion similar to what has been

observed during oscillations of fibers in confined micro-channels [291].

7.3.2 Probability distributions and filament trajectories

With our understanding of the three distinctive modes of transport we now proceed

to explain main features of the filament trajectories as a function of various dimensionless

numbers.

We first consider the probability distribution function of the entire polymer chain

inside a representative unit cell. The distribution is computed by averaging over all the

unit cells visited by the polymer and is subsequently normalized to unity. Figure 7.4(a)-(c)

exhibit this distribution in a dense lattice for different incidence angle Θ of the streaming

flow. We notice that for Θ = 0 and π/4 this distribution has a mirror symmetry with

respect to the flow direction. As discussed previously and also evident from Figure 7.4(a),

for Θ = 0 the filament is locked in a squeezing mode between two successive pillars of

the dense bed where it relies on gliding between the obstacles to move forward. This

is further highlighted in the Figure 7.4(d) where we plot the associated center-of-mass
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151050(d)
<latexit sha1_base64="dJd6nHAc85LNdF2qNDMkzoEXCWo=">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</latexit>

(e)
<latexit sha1_base64="VJ96SJFbyjcgCRg1ugoLkc7uzkA=">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</latexit>

(f)
<latexit sha1_base64="mUvTOIuZM2Qh6WyN4nBKt3wixyQ=">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</latexit>

Figure 7.4: Top: (a)-(c) The panel shows the probability distribution of full polymer
conformation for different incidence angle of the streaming flow. Bottom: (d)-(e) Probability
distribution of the center-of-mass. The black circle represents the circular pillar. Parameter
values: Lf/a = 0.7, ε = 0.4546 and µ̄ = 8× 103.

(COM) distribution of the polymer. The COM distribution function peaks at the sym-

metry plane of the lattice and is vanishingly small elsewhere inside the unit cell. This

further corroborates the caged dynamics of the polymer and its inability to diffuse in the

vertical direction with the spaces between pillars acting as entropic traps [292]. Gliding

still remains the primary mode of transport for Θ = π/4, but the dynamics is not caged in

this case. Due to symmetry the filament can glide in both x-and y-directions with equal

probability resulting in a distribution shown in Figure 7.4(c) that bears resemblance to

the streamlines of the flow. Finally, we observe a transition to the trapping mode when
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the flow is at Θ = π/6. In absence of symmetry the transport results in chaotic scattering

dynamics with frequent events of trapping of polymers around the obstacles. This is evi-

dent in Figure 7.4(b) where the distribution peaks only in the vicinity of the obstacle. The

accompanying COM distribution in Figure 7.4(c) shows a peak inside the obstacle which

must correspond to frequent wrapping of polymers around pillars, a typical characteristic

of the trapping mode as shown in Figure 7.3(a). A similar alteration between gliding and

trapping can take place as a function of the flow strength µ̄. This is illustrated in Figure

7.5 where we show COM probability distribution for two different flows with Θ = π/6.

As evident from the distribution in Figure 7.5(a), in weak flow both trapping and gliding

contribute to the transport while the polymer remains predominantly trapped in strong

flows. The dominant mode of transport in this case is selected from a competition between

flow induced buckling instabilities preferring deformed conformations and sliding resulting

from filament-obstacle interactions.
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(a)

<latexit sha1_base64="Ch1DXu2XSzDfQHHY/5S1FQs39jU=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="l9qNPa5bTVA2WGsntfDZCkq4d54=">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</latexit>

µ̄/c = 1 ⇥ 103
<latexit sha1_base64="1HDDT0vA3/DsXk/MURjLgVQxzEQ=">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</latexit>

µ̄/c = 5 ⇥ 103
<latexit sha1_base64="5l5hLzy2WfBcW9jSHCSjkLTW/jE=">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</latexit>

Figure 7.5: Probability distribution of polymer center-of-mass for different flow strengths.
Parameter values identical to that in Figure 7.4 with Θ = π/6.

Features of the scattering process are further revealed in Figure 7.6 where we dis-

play distributions of successive filament conformations overlaid by subtracting the instan-
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taneous COM. Figure 7.6(a) now clearly captures the caged behavior of the filament where

one can observe two dominant conformations, both resembling the rotated letter U , one

being more concave than the other. As the filament squeezes through two pillars, it oscil-

lates between these two dominant shapes in a breathing pattern. Conformations for angle

Θ = π/4 exhibit a sweeping pattern spanning an angle of π/2 that results from symmetric

gliding in the horizontal and vertical direction. The chaotic scattering process for Θ = π/6

is captured in Figure7.6(b) where we observe a zoo of conformations without any distinct

peaks, hinting at the randomness of the process.

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ch1DXu2XSzDfQHHY/5S1FQs39jU=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="l9qNPa5bTVA2WGsntfDZCkq4d54=">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</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="hgEpvXYFvUnImCFCfp+QKa3YTjc=">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</latexit>

⇥ = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="mY+mALNXiCO4MgzCyyJ+hX0cjbo=">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</latexit>

⇥ = ⇡/6
<latexit sha1_base64="AHF7JsKt90fP0HNETY9qdbIQhz8=">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</latexit>

⇥ = ⇡/4
<latexit sha1_base64="TvRta7eDUsJhGpiueOzPh+tUaUk=">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</latexit>
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Figure 7.6: (a)-(c) Probability distribution of overlayed filament conformation inside an
unit cell for different incidence angle of the streaming flow. The red circle with diameter
Lf/a = 0.7, represents the allowable spread of the filament.

In order to quantitatively characterize these three distinctive dynamics we use the

Gyration tensor introduced in Chapter 3 which is defined as:

Gij(t) =
1

L

∫ L

0

[xi(s, t)− x̄i(t)] [xj(s, t)− x̄j(t)] ds, (7.3)

where x̄(t) is the COM of the filament. The angle φ between the mean filament orientation

and the flow direction is provided by the eigenvector of Gij associated with the dominant

eigenvalue [7]. Figure 7.7 shows the power-spectral density of the filament mean orien-

tation as a function of dimensionless frequency. We notice that for Θ = 0 there are two
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sharp peaks that can be mapped back to the filament breathing between two dominant

conformations in an almost time-periodic trajectory. For Θ = π/4 we observe multiple

peaks in the spectrum indicative of quasi-periodicity [216] that results from gliding of sev-

eral repeating conformations in the lattice. Finally the chaotic trajectory for Θ = π/6 is

well characterized by the absence of any peaks in the power spectrum of mean orientation.

As discussed the filament remains mostly trapped around the obstacles in this case. How-

ever, the distribution of stopping times between successive trapping events is well spread,

resulting in chaotic trajectories.
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Figure 7.7: Power spectral density of the mean orientation angle φ of the filament with the
flow as a function of dimensionless frequency. Parameter values identical to that in Figure
7.4.

7.3.3 Asymptotic transport and hydrodynamic dispersion

With the understanding of individual filament dynamics at the pore-scale we now

proceed to quantify asymptotic transport properties of the problem.
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The asymptotic dispersivity is a symmetric tensor given by:

D =
1

2
lim
t→∞

d

dt
Σ(t). (7.4)

In the above expression Σ(t) is the mean-square displacement dyadic defined as:

Σ(t) =
〈

[x̄(t)− 〈x̄(t)〉] [x̄(t)− 〈x̄(t)〉]
〉
, (7.5)

where x̄(t) is the instantaneous COM as defined previously and 〈·〉 denotes ensemble

average. We have computed Σ(t) for different setups of the present problem by averaging

over more than hundred long-time filament trajectories over thousand unit cells. We first

show the result for two representative cases in Figure 7.8 with Θ = 0 and Θ = π/6 that

allows us to relate the microtransport described in previous section to the macrotransport.

Figure 7.8(a) shows the two relevant components of the mean-squared-displacement

(MSD) as a function of time for the previously discussed case of a flow at Θ = 0. Two

interesting features stand out. First, we notice that the MSD in the y direction completely

saturates. While we also observe saturation in Σxx as indicated by the shaded regime,

it eventually grows linearly with time. The pre-asymptotic saturation in Σxx is a direct

consequence of periodic trajectories of filament discussed in previous section that results

in ballistic transport with the finite value of Σxx in the saturation regime resulting from

averaging over different initial conditions. We attribute the linear growth in MSD at

asymptotic times to shear induced dispersion that follows the classical mechanism first

proposed by Taylor [293]. The resulting diffusivity depends on the flow strength µ̄. The

complete saturation of Σyy results from the caged dynamics that restricts the filament

between two pillars preventing any transverse motion apart from molecular diffusion as seen

in Figure 7.4(d). We believe for very long times the molecular diffusion in the transverse

direction will result in a diffusive transport which is difficult to capture in our simulations.

Figure 7.8(b) shows time evolution of all the components of Σ(t) for the flow at Θ = π/6.
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In this case all the three components that specify the tensor grows linearly with t in the

asymptotic limit. The pre-asymptotic time is also shorter in this case since the filament

is able to sample the unit cell efficiently through its chaotic dynamics.
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(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="llYGQbcY42M1ooGoYoIFBi7Ca38=">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</latexit>

⇥ = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="52wpOhUtU0UAZ2qEgj4R/+se3RY=">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</latexit>

u1t/a
<latexit sha1_base64="32v5RcJlyGP7LFMpXGkM1lFJvS0=">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</latexit>

⌃xx
<latexit sha1_base64="zcIcFKKkOwHmXmoUclg6J3iEdDo=">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</latexit>

⌃yy
<latexit sha1_base64="4Ad4yomrt5UX+p15LlfUW8tzjhA=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="og3ImtVC4C9VpObwYOtK41MF2Bs=">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</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="/wthv6iKmEbm19bbJW15XJQ5uUI=">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</latexit>

102
<latexit sha1_base64="og3ImtVC4C9VpObwYOtK41MF2Bs=">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</latexit>

103
<latexit sha1_base64="/wthv6iKmEbm19bbJW15XJQ5uUI=">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</latexit>

⇠ t
<latexit sha1_base64="q9vyR0pOCaSNK0dH6q2lg5JXEtQ=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="VtuFxx9dEYWCzbl+RZ/+P7OkPRQ=">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</latexit>

⇥ = ⇡/6
<latexit sha1_base64="uSinNC1otxvEv2wWiHoAjNEyvoE=">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</latexit>

u1t/a
<latexit sha1_base64="32v5RcJlyGP7LFMpXGkM1lFJvS0=">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</latexit>

⌃xx
<latexit sha1_base64="zcIcFKKkOwHmXmoUclg6J3iEdDo=">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</latexit>

⌃yy
<latexit sha1_base64="4Ad4yomrt5UX+p15LlfUW8tzjhA=">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</latexit>

⌃xy
<latexit sha1_base64="bI06IZ4E1aSWCLiotU437VixCx0=">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</latexit>

Figure 7.8: Components of the mean squared displacement as a function of time for two
different incidence angles of the streaming flow. Parameter values identical to that in Figure
7.4.

As seen in this example, for an arbitrary incoming flow, the dispersion tensor is

non-diagonal and can be expressed as D = D1e1e1 +D2e2e2 where (D1, D2) are its eigen-

values with corresponding eigenvectors (e1, e2). In this case we quantify dispersion by the
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maximum eigenvalue Dmax = max(D1, D2) that dictates the rate of spreading of a dilute

suspension of filaments.
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<latexit sha1_base64="fto92W7Rm+w7TA5T7pcA68eWBh8=">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</latexit>

µ̄
<latexit sha1_base64="k6p7JG8IM+rEGkzcyugmxjEma50=">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</latexit>

✏ = 0.80
<latexit sha1_base64="lbA4qm4mBaZ7yrzxPh05aaialUU=">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</latexit>

✏ = 0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="XLmyPFYKblpiAUcLObNwzBC5P1g=">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</latexit>

✏ = 0.45
<latexit sha1_base64="m7iS/PwBoQf6rGS2ymXAz+KEXx8=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="VtuFxx9dEYWCzbl+RZ/+P7OkPRQ=">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</latexit>

(⇥103)
<latexit sha1_base64="74zceWzkNFQgiuRJjtGF3C38WXw=">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</latexit>
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⇡/8

<latexit sha1_base64="kaorwz9+nREiKA/2Gil2cComcfk=">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</latexit>

⇡/4
<latexit sha1_base64="CQDk7mebNwpl3TK9BQ8Ah/4zWYA=">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</latexit>

D
m

a
x

<latexit sha1_base64="fto92W7Rm+w7TA5T7pcA68eWBh8=">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</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="+jak7OZ/GDtj5wRfoyogxVcGPis=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="llYGQbcY42M1ooGoYoIFBi7Ca38=">AAADpHicbZLbbtNAEIa3MYcSTi1ccrMiAhUpiuKCWi4rwUUvUFVaklaKQ7Vej5NV9+B6x2kjy0+AuIVn421YJxaFNSPZO5pvRvr/0cSZFBaHw18bneDO3Xv3Nx90Hz56/OTp1vazsTVFzmHEjTT5ecwsSKFhhAIlnGc5MBVLOIsvP9T8bAG5FUZ/wWUGU8VmWqSCM3Sl0x325mKrNxwMV0HbSdgkPdLE8cV251uUGF4o0Mgls3YSDjOclixHwSVU3aiwkDF+yWYwcalmCuy0XGmt6CtXSWhqcvdppKvq3xMlU9YuVew6FcO59Vld7Mfqv7iuoDHSehowfT8thc4KBM3XEtJCUjS0XglNRA4c5dIljOfCuaB8znLG0S2uG2m45kYpppMyitO0KuuHplXloaIhRYssGrJokXFDxj5RR5X7OT+cyfLIp8WCV5NwWq5b4rSM5gxpL6yq2p0WuHCGTN6nsZEJvRY4p66hT7VBaiXTCIkn5KoRctWSeNOQG5+AUwiZFdJojyQg3VT0ESQyN9eCyz9w6UE+v7VND/2dnDgYq9u9nDi/7nxD/1jbyXh3EL4dhJ/f9Q72mkPeJC/IS7JDQrJPDsghOSYjwsmMfCc/yM/gdfApOA1G69bORjPznPwTwdffgq05kQ==</latexit>

Figure 7.9: (a) Variation of Dmax with Θ. with other parameters being same as as Figure
7.4. (b) Variation of Dmax with µ̄ at a fixed value of Θ = π/6 for different porosity of the
lattice.

We now discuss the variation of this dominant eigenvalue Dmax as a function of

the incidence angle and the flow-strength. Figure 7.9(a) shows the dependence of disper-

sivity with flow strength in lattices with varying porosity for a fixed incidence angle of

Θ = π/6. For large porosity (small volume fraction) the filament is transported with-
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out much hindrance and the dispersion increases monotonically with flow strength due to

shear-enhanced dispersion [271]. However, in dense lattices Dmax can be non-monotonic

with µ̄ as seen from the green curve of 7.9(a). This illustrates an additional subtlety in the

transport process: the competition between trapping and shear. Shear enhances disper-

sion but in a dense lattice it also increases the probability of trapping around obstacles.

These frequent trapping events act as entropic barriers and have the potential to hinder

asymptotic transport as seen in 7.9(a) for ε = 0.45. On the other hand for a weaker flow,

the filament alternates between the trapping, gliding and the squeezing mode to spread

more efficiently. Finally for large µ̄ the transport is dictated by shear which subsequently

leads to a monotonic growth in dispersivity.

In Figure 7.9(b) we kept µ̄ or the shear in the unit cell fixed and varied the inci-

dence angle Θ to understand its role in dispersion. The results suggest that dispersion is

maximum for Θ ≈ π/8 and is minimum for Θ = 0. This can be appreciated by the micro-

transport outlined in the previous sections. For a fixed shear, a dilute cloud is spread in

the lattice most efficiently when there are chaotic trajectories allowing fast separation of

nearby polymers. Any symmetric flow-patterns hinder dispersion due to quasi-periodic or

periodic trajectories of the filaments [294].

7.4 Chromatographic separation

We have so far analyzed different modes of polymer transport and how their dy-

namics dictate asymptotic dispersivity. We now discuss how the scattering dynamics can

be leveraged to use a 2D micro-patterned porous media as a chromatographic device that

sort filaments based on their lengths.

For an illustrative example of the main features we have considered two filaments

with L/a = 0.7 and L/a = 1.7. Assuming the two polymers have the same persistence
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length `p, the shorter filament is subjected to smaller thermal fluctuations. In a typical

microfluidic experiment the macroscopic pressure gradient sets up the flow in the porous

media which fixes the characteristic shear rate u∞/a of the problem. As a result, the

longer polymer has a larger elasto-viscous number that scales as ∼ L4.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ylil3eQHfG9LhDTFexrI029dHA0=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="JtDHiGHmx60SrKBqqeJDz2Nv5vo=">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</latexit>

(a) (b)

(c)

`p/L = 20, µ̄ ⇡ 4 ⇥ 103
<latexit sha1_base64="8GpkJ/UP1Z4aXUTUMV7X3Kx9BLE=">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</latexit>

`p/L = 48, µ̄ ⇡ 120
<latexit sha1_base64="hKxtAZEXXwjHjYT0uiM++wmSj7A=">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</latexit>

⇥
<latexit sha1_base64="ND6NLNHc3TYn2OunvPxbsHLC3UA=">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</latexit>

hdi
<latexit sha1_base64="gr5cvZwaEXZSY+DqW2P3jiNRMRg=">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</latexit>

hxi
<latexit sha1_base64="Ne3azqsIF2L6W1mOES88b0yNcNg=">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</latexit>

hyi
<latexit sha1_base64="d6w+SdbS+4+81H7y8Nusg6o+80k=">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</latexit>

u1t/a
<latexit sha1_base64="Z6I/ZWaTmOeMcYieoPVEp2q7vIE=">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</latexit>

u1t/a
<latexit sha1_base64="Z6I/ZWaTmOeMcYieoPVEp2q7vIE=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ch1DXu2XSzDfQHHY/5S1FQs39jU=">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</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="l9qNPa5bTVA2WGsntfDZCkq4d54=">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</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="hgEpvXYFvUnImCFCfp+QKa3YTjc=">AAADpHicbZLbattAEIY3Vg+pe0ray94sNS0pGGOlgeYykF7kooQ0qZ2A5YbVamQv2YOiHTkxQk9Qets+W9+mK1s07aoD0g7zzcD/DxNnUlgcDn9tdIJ79x883HzUffzk6bPnW9svxtYUOYcRN9LkFzGzIIWGEQqUcJHlwFQs4Ty+Oqz5+QJyK4z+gssMporNtEgFZ+hKZzv83eVWbzgYroK2k7BJeqSJk8vtzrcoMbxQoJFLZu0kHGY4LVmOgkuoulFhIWP8is1g4lLNFNhpudJa0TeuktDU5O7TSFfVvydKpqxdqth1KoZz67O62I/Vf3FdQWOk9TRguj8thc4KBM3XEtJCUjS0XglNRA4c5dIljOfCuaB8znLG0S2uG2m44UYpppMyitO0KuuHplXloaIhRYssGrJokXFDxj5Rx5X7OT+cyfLYp8WCV5NwWq5b4rSM5gxpL6yq2p0WuHCGTN6nsZEJvRE4p66hT7VBaiXTCIkn5LoRct2SeNuQW5+AUwiZFdJojyQg3VT0ESQyN9eCyz9w6UE+v7NNj/ydnDoYq7u9nDq/7nxD/1jbyXh3EL4fhJ/3egd7zSFvklfkNdkhIflADsgROSEjwsmMfCc/yM/gbfApOAtG69bORjPzkvwTwdffiJE5kQ==</latexit>

⇡/4
<latexit sha1_base64="pbIc6Ey020YH/8RVOQyhiOiORFc=">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</latexit>

⇡/3
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Figure 7.10: (a) A typical center-of-mass trajectory of two polymers of length L/a = 0.7
(blue) and L/a = 1.7 (red) over a given period of time with flow at Θ = π/3. Both the
polymers started from the marked point at t = 0. (b) Ensemble averaged x and y co-
ordinates of the COM for the two polymers for the same case. (c) Time averaged separation
of the two polymers as a function of the incidence angle. For all the simulations we had
λ = 1.2.

Figure 7.10(a) shows typical COM trajectories of the two polymers over a given

period of time, starting from the same position highlighted on the figure at t = 0. It is

evident from the Lagrangian trajectories that over the course of time the filaments separate

out quite efficiently after interacting only over 6-7 pillars. The shorter polymer (indicated

in blue) experiences a µ̄ that is below the buckling threshold [7]. As a result it slides past

the obstacles and relies on the vaulting mode discussed in Section 7.2 to get transported

without much effective hindrance. On the other hand the longer polymer is trapped around
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the obstacles and remains in a folded conformations due to buckling instabilities. Events

of wrapping around the obstacles are further corroborated by the COM trajectory passing

through the obstacles as shown in red on Figure 7.10(a). Ensemble averaged trajectories

of the COM as a function of time is shown in Figure 7.10(b) that highlights the increasing

separation of the polymers through interaction with pillars.

In order to characterize the efficiency of the separation process we define mean

separation distance as

〈d〉(T ) =
1

T

∫ T

0

|x̄1(t)− x̄2(t)|dt, (7.6)

where x̄i(t) denotes the COM co-ordinate of the ith polymer. Fiugre 7.10(c) shows the

variation of the mean separation distance as a function of the incidence angle Θ, averaged

over a dimensionless time of T = 8. Similar to the result on dispersivity shown in Figure

7.9(b), the separation 〈d〉(T ) is maximized for an incidence angle close to Θ = π/3. We

attribute this to chaotic scattering dynamics of the Lagrangian trajectories discussed pre-

viously. Consistent with our earlier discussions, symmetric flow patterns at Θ = π/2 or

Θ = π/4 also result in poor separation.

7.5 Concluding remarks

We have analyzed long time transport properties of semiflexible polymers with

L ∼ `p in structured porous media under the action of an imposed flow. In contrast

to entropic polymer molecules, dynamics in this case is dictated by trapping, sliding and

vaulting of filaments. The dominant mode of transport results from a competition between

dynamic buckling instabilities and interactions with obstacles that depend on several geo-

metric factors like the incidence angle of the streaming flow, lattice porosity and polymer

length. In the spirit of recently studied bacterial scattering in microfluidic crystals [295],

we revealed that polymer-filament interactions lead to shear induced dispersion. The clas-
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sical mechanism of Taylor dispersion [293] shear enhances diffusion. However, shear can

also lead to trapping of polymers, hindering dispersivity in some cases: a phenomenon

unique to deformable particles that bears similarities with entropic trapping.

Understanding the scattering dynamics helped us to suggest how an array of micro-

post can be used to sort polymers according to their length which has potential applications

in suspension rheology. The chromatographic design borrows similarities from determinstic

lateral displacement devices (DLD) that are classically used to sort biological cells based

on their size and deformability [296, 297]. The explored parameter space reveals how the

angle of the flow can be optimized for efficient sorting of filaments. However it remains to

be explored that how geometric shape optimization of pillars can enhance Lagrangian sep-

aration of polymers [298]. Future work will also address non-trivial role of hydrodynamic

interactions [81] that is important in semi-dilute suspension and can potentially alter the

scattering dyanmics.

This Chapter is largely based on a manuscript under preparation authored by Brato

Chakrabarti, Charles Gaillard and David Saintillan. The dissertation author was the

primary contributer for this work.
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Chapter 8

Shear dispersion in peristaltic

pumping

8.1 Introduction

In all the previous chapters we have focused on the dynamics of semiflexible poly-

mers in flows, their morphology and transport. In Chapter 7 we have outlined a problem

on polymer transport in 2D structured porous media that we idealized as an arrange-

ment of circular pillars. In this chapter we study another relatively simple but overlooked

transport problem of passive Brownian tracers in 1D periodic lattices.

Brownian tracers or solutes in a quiescent fluid disperse as a result of molecular

diffusion only. Unidirectional flows such as pipe flows, however, stretch and enhance tracer

concentration gradients, leading to an increased effective diffusivity at long times. In a

landmark paper, Taylor [293] built upon this basic picture to analyze dispersion of a so-

lute in a tube. He arrived at a cross-sectionally averaged advection-diffusion equation

for the tracer concentration with a shear-dependent diffusivity known as the dispersivity.

This effective dispersion coefficient was found to scale as Pe2, where Pe = Ua/D is the
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Péclet number of the flow expressed in terms of the mean velocity U , channel radius a and

molecular diffusivity D. Taylor’s calculations were based on strong intuition that was later

made rigorous by [299] in the so-called method of moments. In the context of transport

in a tube, Taylor’s results are applicable only once the tracers have had sufficient time to

sample all the transverse positions in the cross-section. The effective dispersivity is thus

an asymptotic result. Since the seminal models of Taylor and Aris, many other meth-

ods have been proposed to calculate the effective dispersivity that involve: asymptotic

expansions [300], Frankel and Brenner’s generalized Taylor dispersion theory [301], center-

manifold reduction [302, 303] and, more recently, a formulation based on Dirac’s bra-ket

notation [304]. All of these methods rely on a well-known asymptotic technique consist-

ing of eliminating fast modes in a problem [303] to arrive at a simpler equation for the

long-time behavior of a slow mode. The concept of a simplified cross-sectionally averaged

transport equation is appealing, since in many applications one is primarily interested in

determining asymptotic transport properties such as the mean velocity or mean square

displacement. For this reason, the theory of shear-induced dispersion has been extensively

applied to industrial problems, as well as porous media flows [305], hydrology, geophysical

flows [306] and microfluidics [307]. The transport of solutes in porous media flows was

formalized by Brenner [272], who proposed a general theory for dispersion in a spatially

periodic matrix based on the method of moments. Brenner introduced so-called ‘local’ and

‘global’ coordinates and derived consistency conditions on statistical moments to calculate

the effective dispersivity by solution of a conservation equation and quadratures over a

unit cell of the periodic lattice. This technique has since been used extensively to study

shear dispersion in porous materials [268, 308], electrophoretic [309] and pressure-driven

flows [310] in periodic and serpentine channels [311] and in periodic networks [312] in the

context of microfluidic applications. Details of many other applications and the theoret-
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ical developments have been documented in [271]. These various models come under the

purview of ‘macrotransport theory,’ which aims to derive asymptotic equations for mea-

surable long-term quantities from the governing equations of microscopic field variables.

In this chapter we make use of Brenner’s generalized Taylor dispersion theory for

porous media to study shear dispersion in peristaltic flow in a wavy channel. The flow is

driven by a periodic wave train on the walls of the channel that produces unidirectional

pumping. Peristaltic pumping is common in biological processes such as transport through

the ureter and stomach by waves of cross-sectional contractions along a flexible tube; it

has also been implemented in microfluidic settings [313]. The concept of shear disper-

sion has been used to study transport in a variety of flows with biological applications,

including: dispersion in pulsatile flows [299], flows in flexible tubes with connections to res-

piration [314] and dispersion inside blood vessels with non-Newtonian fluids [315]. Particle

transport in peristaltic pumping is a relevant biofluids problem with potential applications

in micro-pumps [316, 317]. There has been a number of numerical investigation of trans-

port in peristaltic flows involving particle simulations and Poincaré maps [317, 318] and

a recent theoretical study by [304]. However, to our best knowledge the problem has not

been studied theoretically in the spirit of macrotransport theory in periodic geometries.

In the absence of flow, the transport of Brownian tracers in periodic geometries

has been analyzed in the context of Fick-Jacobs (FJ) theory [319]. This approach models

effective diffusive dynamics of particle positions in entropic potentials [320]. Macrotrans-

port theory has been proposed as an alternative to FJ theory to understand force-driven

transport through entropic barriers [321]. Recently, [322] developed asymptotic results for

the effective dispersivity using Padé approximations in the limit of pure diffusion. The

theory and numerics developed in the present chapter capture this classical limit of pure

diffusion as a special case but also extend it to account for peristaltic pumping.
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8.2 Problem definition

8.2.1 Review of peristaltic flow

We are interested in studying dispersion using macro-transport theory in the con-

text of peristatic flow. In these flows, the flexible walls of a channel deform in a prescribed

manner which in turn creates motion in the confined fluid. It has been found that depend-

ing on the geometry and wave speed it is possible to achieve unidirectional pumping which

is also known as peristaltic pumping [323]. These flows are quite efficient for sanitary fluid

transport and has been utilized in industries. As mentioned in the introduction, peristaltic

pumping occurs in physiological processes like transport in ureter, small blood vessels and

in intestine. Taylor [237], in the process of studying swimming micro-organisms, solved

a problem of peristalsis. Most of the early experimental and asymptotic developments

in peristalsis have been reported in [324]. Using finite difference and Lagrangian simula-

tions, [325] studied peristalsis in a tube for finite wavelength and finite Reynolds number.

There has been a number of other numerical studies involving finite elements [326], curvi-

linear finite differences [327] and the boundary integral method [328]. While all the above

mentioned studies focus on Newtonian fluids, [329] have studied the effect of fluid rheology

for a second-order fluid in axisymmetric peristaltic flow.

We have looked at the flow problem under a long wavelength approximation us-

ing lubrication theory and also for finite aspect ratio channels using a boundary integral

method in the limit of Stokes flow. In this section we discuss various geometric aspects

and reference frames for the problem that are relevant for both the flow and dispersion

problem.
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Geometry and reference frames

The geometry of unbounded peristaltic flow is that of an infinitely long channel

with traveling waves on the wall. In an unbounded domain the traveling waves do not

reflect back. The half-width of such a channel from centerline is then given by:

w̃(x, t) = h

[
1 + γ sin

2π

λ
(x− ct)

]
, (8.1)

where, h is the mean height of the channel, c is the wave-speed, λ is the wavelength of

the channel and γ is a geometric parameter that controls the geometry of opening of the

channel. The above equation is for the upper wall and the lower wall is located at, −w̃(x, t).

The problem can be looked at from a fixed reference frame (known as the laboratory

frame) and denoted by (x, y). In this reference frame every point on the wall has a

transverse velocity given by ∂tw̃(x, t). However in order to solve for the hydrodynamics it

is more convenient to use a translating frame of reference (ζ, η) that moves with the wave

speed c in the ζ direction [323]. The fixed and translating reference frames are related as

follows:

ζ = x− ct, (8.2)

η = y, (8.3)

τ = t. (8.4)

In this moving reference frame the width of the channel walls do not vary with time.

However for the chosen form of wave-form, the walls move with a velocity −c in the

ζ direction. Let us denote the fluid velocity by (ũ, ṽ) in the fixed reference frame. The

transformed variables in the translating frames are related to their counterparts as follows:

u(ζ, η)→ ũ(x, y, t)− c, (8.5)

v(ζ, η)→ ṽ(x, y, t). (8.6)
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We also note that the partial derivative with respect to time is transformed according to:

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
x

=
∂

∂τ

∣∣∣∣
ζ

∂τ

∂t
+

∂

∂ζ

∣∣∣∣
τ

∂ζ

∂t
=

∂

∂τ
− c ∂

∂ζ
. (8.7)

We will later see that in order to solve the dispersion problem we need to find the area of

the channel enclosed by one wavelength (or an unit cell). This is readily obtained as:

A =

∫ λ

0

∫ w(ζ)

−w(ζ)

dηdζ = 2hλ. (8.8)

After this discussion on geometric aspects of peristaltic flow we briefly review the

macrotransport theory that forms the basis of our analysis for the dispersion problem.

8.2.2 Brief review of Brenner’s theory

The most general formulation for calculating dispersivity in structured, spatially

periodic porous media is provided in [272] and [271]. The Taylor-Aris dispersion theory

is restricted to unidirectional fluid motions, that is for flows where the mean velocity is

aligned with the local flow direction. However, Brenner’s formulation is not limited to

such assumptions. In this section we briefly highlight the key aspects of the formulation

and possible simplifications in the context of periodic geometry under consideration.

Consider a 2D geometry that is periodic and unbounded in the x direction (with

unit vector î) and period λ. Each period of the domain consists of what we call an unit

cell.
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Figure 8.1: (a) A cartoon of the periodic geometry and unit cell (circled) with periodicity
λ. Two consecutive cell centers w.r.t a global origin O are pointed out in the figure and
inside the cell we have a local coordinate r. We have also shown qualitatively the Lagrangian
description of dispersion where a particle cloud gets smeared out as it moves down axially.
The width or spread of the particle cloud depends on the effective dispersivity. (b) This
shows the traveling waves of persitaltic flow on channel walls. The figure on the left shows
the wavy wall in the fixed reference frame. For the dahsed curve, γ = 0.4 and for the solid
curve has γ = 0.8. The figure on the right shows a representative unit cell in the translating
frame.

Fluid flow in this domain can happen because of pressure gradients, wall motions

or through any other electro-kinetic phenomenon. In the context of the peristaltic flow

there is a slip velocity on the walls. However the discussion that follows in not restricted

to peristalsis. Any position in this geometry can now be described by a global position

vector, R, with respect to some fixed origin, O. An alternative description uses the fact
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that the cell center of an unit cell, {n} can be located by a global position vector, Rn and

points inside the cells are described through a cell-centered, local co-ordinate system, r.

Since periodicity requires, u(R) = u(R+Rn) where u is the velocity field, it follows from

this that the velocity is field is purely a function of the cell-centered local co-ordinate,

u = u(r).

The transport of tracer is described through a Fokker-Planck equation of the foll-

wing form:

∂ψ(R, t|R′)
∂t

+ ∇ · J = δ(R−R′)δ(t), (8.9)

where ψ(R, t|R′) is the probability density of finding a particle at a location, R at time,

t given that it was located at R′ at t = 0. J is the flux associated with the pdf in a fixed

reference frame and is given by

J = uψ −D∇ψ, (8.10)

where the second term is due to molecular diffusion and the first term. as Brenner men-

tioned is due to convection by flow arising from ‘piggy-back transport’. Since at any instant

the tracer is located at some point in the domain, the normalization condition requires:

∫

Ω∞

ψ d2R = 1, (8.11)

where, Ω∞ is th entire domain. As mentioned in [271] the convergence of this integral

requires sufficient fast decay of the probability density as |R−R′| → ∞. In fact one can

show that the decay of the pdf is exponential. Through the above mentioned description of

cell counters and local coordinates it follows that, ψ = ψ(Rn, r, t|R′n, r′). The translational

symmetry in the x direction of the problem allows us to write ψ = ψ (Rn −R′n, r′, t|r′).

This leads us to write the normalization condition as:

∞∑

n=−∞

∫

Ωc

ψ d2r = 1, (8.12)
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where Ωc is the domain of an unit cell. Brenner’s use of discrete summation over all

cells and quadratures over unit cells simplifies the calculations. Due to periodicity, the

consistency condition requires,

ψ(R∗n, r + λî) = ψ(Rn, r), (8.13)

where R∗n and Rn are global coordinates of two adjacent cell centers as indicated in figure.

One can also write similar consistency condition for the gradient of the pdf. Brenner’s

solution then adopts the method of moments as proposed by [299]. The details of the

derivation of the moment equations and consistency conditions are involved and interested

readers are referred to [272] and [271]. Here we briefly outline the steps to calculate

moments, their physical intepretations and introduce the so called B-field equation that

provides us the effective dispersivity.

• The local moment of order m is defined as follows:

µm(r, t|r′) =

n=∞∑

n=−∞
(Rn −R′n)mψ(Rn −R′n, r, t|r′), m ∈ Z+

0 , (8.14)

where, Z+
0 is the set of positive integer including zero. For our present problem

with periodicity only along î direction a moment of order m is a m-adic with one

representative scalar. That means:

µm = µm î⊗ î · · · ⊗ î︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−times

, (8.15)

where, ⊗ indicates direct vector product. The moments satisfy certain jump condi-

tions across the cell-faces that can be derived by demanding consistency conditions

from translational symmetry. It is also important to realize that the local moments

satisfy their own FP equation that is identical to (8.9).

• Global moments of order m are now defined by quadratures over unit cells:

Mm(t|r′) =

∫

Ωc

µmd2r. (8.16)
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Due to the inclusion of the Dirac delta function in (8.9) as a source term it follows

that M0 = 1. Asumptotic solutions to moment equations (upto order 2) lead to the

calculation of dispersivity. It is worth pointing out that when one takes moments of

any PDE it generally leads to a hirearchy that has to be solved in steps. Consistency

conditions (or jump conditions) on local moments allow one to calculate Mm through

the knowledge of lower order local moments. A pictorial representation of this can

be found in [271].

• The first step involves finding an asymptotic solution to µ0. When t � λ2/D (the

residence time) the Brownian tracer has sampled many cells. At this limit the prob-

ability of finding the tracer at any local coordinate r (irrespective of the cell number)

is given by:

µ∞0 (r) = lim
t→∞

µ0(t, r). (8.17)

Even though the tracer is performing intracellular sampling, periodicity makes it

irrelevant which cell it is in. In general µ0(t, r) involves this constant asymptotic

value and other terms that decay exponentially fast in time. Aris’s [299] analysis of

dispersion also indicated exponential decay of moments over time.

• The normalization condition on the pdf, ψ requires
∫

Ωc

µ∞0 d2r = 1. (8.18)

Associated with the asymptotic moment, µ∞0 there is an asymptotic flux, J∞0 =

u(r)µ∞0 −D∇µ∞0 (r). This flux yields the first quantity of interest namely the mean

velocity of transport. It is given by:

U ∗ =

∫

Ωc

J∞0 d2r. (8.19)

The asymptotic solution, µ∞0 (r) and its gradients are periodic in the x-direction and

satisfy no-flux boundary condition.
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• The final step involves determining the so-called B(r)-field defined in the interior of

a cell that satisfies the following advection-diffusion equation:

D∇ · (µ∞0 ∇B)− J∞0 ·∇B = µ∞0 U
∗. (8.20)

All the Brownian tracers are not located at the mean position U ∗t, and this deviation

gives rise to this B field that has dimensions of length. The B-field satisfies the no

flux boundary condition at the walls given by n̂ ·∇B = 0. The consistency condition

demands, B+λî to be a periodic vector field. This can also be formulated as a jump

condition on the field, B:

B(x = −λ)−B(x = λ) = JBK = −λî. (8.21)

The solution of B field is only determined up to an constant. The calculation of

the dispersion tensor involves only gradients of B, and as a result the undetermined

constant does not affect the solution. In this paper we are only interested in longitu-

dinal dispersion, parallel to the direction of mean transport. For the problem under

consideration the mean transport is in the x direction. For this case we can define

the longitudinal dispersivity as, d∗ = î · D · î, where D is the dispersion tensor. This

longitudinal dispersivity is given by:

d∗ = D

∫

Ωc

µ∞0 ∇B · ∇Bd2r, (8.22)

where B(r) = î ·B and D is defined earlier as the molecular diffusivity of the Brown-

ian tracer. This completes the discussion on the calculation of effective longitudinal

dispersivity.
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8.3 Hydrodynamics: long wavelength approximation

We have already discussed the geometry of traveling waves and the choice of a

translating reference frame with wave velocity, c, in the previous section. In this section

we use the classical lubrication approximation for small aspect ratio channels to obtain

the flow fields. In what follows, we have the aspect ratio of the channel h/λ = ε� 1. Our

calculation closely follows [323].

Governing equations and boundary conditions

Since time does not show up explicitly in the translating frame the governing equa-

tions for the hydrodynamics are the steady state Navier-Stokes equation along with the

continuity equation for an incompressible fluid. The boundary condition is no penetration

and no-slip. The no-slip condition requires, u(ζ, η) to have a slip velocity of −c at the wall.

So we have:

∇ · u = 0, (8.23a)

ρ

[
u
∂u

∂ζ
+ v

∂u

∂η

]
= −∂p

∂ζ
+ µ

(
∂2u

∂ζ2
+
∂2u

∂η2

)
, (8.23b)

ρ

[
u
∂v

∂ζ
+ v

∂v

∂η

]
= −∂p

∂η
+ µ

(
∂2v

∂ζ2
+
∂2v

∂η2

)
, (8.23c)

u(η = ±w) = −c; n̂ · u(η = ±w) = 0, (8.23d)

where the symbols have their usual meaning. The symmetry of the unit cells about the

centerline suggests that the axial velocity, u will be an even function of the transverse

coordinate, η while the transverse velocity, v will be an odd function. These conditions

result in:

∂ηu
∣∣
η=0

= 0 and v
∣∣
η=0

= 0. (8.24)

The use of symmetry conditions allows us to solve the problem only in half of the
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domain. The unit normal at the top wall is given by:

n̂ =
1√

1 + w′(ζ)2

(
−w′(ζ)ζ̂ + η̂

)
. (8.25)

The no penetration condition on the top wall then provides the transverse velocity

as, v(η = w) = −cw′(ζ). We shall later use this condition to solve for the hydrodynamics

above the centerline. Often the quantity of interest in peristaltic pumping is the flow rate

or pumping rate. The flow rate in the fixed reference frame at any given location is given

by:

Q(x, t) = 2

∫ w̃

0

ũ(x, y)dy. (8.26)

On moving to the translating frame of reference with the use of transformed vari-

ables we have:

Q(x, t) = 2

∫ w

0

[u(ζ, η) + c] dη = q + 2cw̃, (8.27)

where, q is the flow rate in the translating reference frame and is independent of time [330].

Non-dimensionalization

The non-dimensionalization is identical to the classical lubrication scalings. There

are two dimensionless parameter in the problem, the aspect ratio (ε) and the Reynolds

number. The following scales were chosen for scaling the dimensional variables:

ζ ∼ λ η ∼ ελ, (8.28a)

ũ ∼ c, ṽ ∼ εc, (8.28b)

p ∼ µc

ε2λ
. (8.28c)
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These yields the following dimensionless equations and boundary conditions.

∇ · u = 0, (8.29a)

εRe

[
u
∂u

∂ζ
+ v

∂u

∂η

]
= −∂p

∂ζ
+

(
ε2
∂2u

∂ζ2
+
∂2u

∂η2

)
, (8.29b)

ε3Re

[
u
∂v

∂ζ
+ v

∂v

∂η

]
= −∂p

∂η
+

(
ε2
∂2v

∂ζ2
+ ε4

∂2v

∂η2

)
, (8.29c)

u(η = w) = −1, uη(η = 0) = 0; v(η = w) = −w′, v(η = 0) = 0. (8.29d)

where the Reynolds number is given by, Re = ρcελ/µ. The dimensionless width of the

channel reads as, w(ζ) = 1 + γ sin(2πζ). The boundary conditions of the problem were

written keeping in mind that we want to solve for the velocity field in the upper half of

the channel. We also note that with the given choices of the scales the flow rate is now

given by:

q = 2εcλ

∫ w

0

udη. (8.30)

This provides us a scale for the flow rate as, εcλ. The non-dimensional flow rate is then

simply given by:

q = 2

∫ w

0

udη. (8.31)

We have intentionally not introduced separate symbols for dimensionless variables in order

to keep our formulation concise. However from here on all the variables are dimensionless

unless specified otherwise.

Leading order solution

In order to solve the dimensionless NS equations we seek a regular perturbation

expansion in small aspect ratio (ε):

u ∼ u0 + εu1 + ε2u2 · · · (8.32)

p ∼ p0 + εp1 + ε2p2 · · · (8.33)
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We shall later see that in order to consider the problem of dispersion we only

need the leading order axial velocity field. Here we provide the leading order axial and

the transverse velocity (O(ε)) field. We plug our expansions in (8.29) and from the η

momentum equation we obtain:

∂p0

∂η
= 0 =⇒ p0 = p0(ζ). (8.34)

Since the leading order transverse velocity field is O(ε), from the ζ momentum equation

we obtain:

∂2u0

∂η2
=
dp0

dζ
. (8.35)

Using the no-slip and symmetry boundary conditions we obtain the well-known parabolic

profile of a lubrication problem [331]:

u0 = −1− 1

2

dp0

dζ

(
w2 − η2

)
. (8.36)

The above solution must yield the flow rate, q. On substituting the velocity profile in

(8.31) we can obtain an expression for the pressure gradient as follows:

dp0

dζ
= − 3

2w3
(q + 2w) . (8.37)

In peristaltic flow one can define the mean pressure gradient that acts over one

period of unit cell. This quantity is known as pressure rise (PR) [323] and is given by:

PR =

∫ 1

0

dp0

dζ
dζ. (8.38)

If there is no imposed pressure gradient then the pressure rise is identically zero due to

periodicity. This is a case of pure peristalsis where the flow takes place only due to the

imposed motion of the walls. In this present paper we are only going to consider pure

peristaltic flow in absence of pressure gradients. Under this condition the flow rate, q is

completely determined from the geometry of the walls. Setting, PR to zero we obtain:

q = −2

∫ 1

0
1/w2dζ

∫ 1

0
1/w3dζ

= −4
1− γ2

2 + γ2
, (8.39)
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where the integrals can be carried out using standard techniques of contour integration.

Substituting the expression for pressure gradient provides us the velocity profile in terms

of the flow rate and the width of the wall as:

u0 =
3

4w3
(q + 2w) (w2 − η2)− 1. (8.40)

In order to obtain the leading order transverse velocity, O(ε) we make use of the con-

tinuity equation. Using the above solution for the axial velocity and appropriate boundary

conditions from (8.29) we obtain

v0 =
w′(ζ)η

4w4

[
3q
(
w2 − η2

)
− 4η2w

]
. (8.41)

This completes the solution to the leading-order hydrodynamic problem.

8.4 Dispersion in the long wavelength approximation

8.4.1 Fokker-Planck in the translating frame

We have previously discussed how macrotransport theory describes the transport of

Brownian tracers in terms of a Fokker-Planck (FP) equation. The FP equation of interest

here is an advection-diffusion equation for the probability density of finding a Brownian

tracer inside an unit cell. For a tracer located at r = r′ at t = 0, we have:

∂ψ̃

∂t
+∇r̃ · J̃ = δ(r̃ − r̃′)δ(t), (8.42)

where, ψ̃(n, x, y, t) denotes the probability density and J̃ is the flux given by:

J̃ = ũψ̃ −D∇r̃ψ. (8.43)

In the above equations, r̃ simply the local co-ordinate specific to an unit cell with respect to

the laboratory frame. We rewrite the above equation in the translating frame of reference
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and recall the definition of (8.7) to obtain:

∂ψ

∂τ
− c∂ψ

∂ζ
+∇r · J = δ(r − r′)δ(t), (8.44)

where ψ(n, ζ, η, τ) denotes the probability density in the translating frame of reference.

Simplifying the divergence of the flux and recalling (8.5) we obtain:

∂ψ

∂τ
+ u

∂ψ

∂ζ
+ v

∂ψ

∂η
−D

(
∂2ψ

∂ζ2
+
∂2ψ

∂η2

)
= δ(r − r′)δ(t). (8.45)

We note that there is an interesting cancellation of terms that leaves us with the

familiar form of the FP equation in the translating frame of reference. This form is

amenable to the treatment of macrotransport theory for calculating effective dispersivity

[271].

8.4.2 Asymptotic moments and mean velocity of transport

In order to find asymptotic solutions (long time) to the problem, the method of

moment is used. Then the first step of macrotransport theory requires us to calculate

the intracellular field, µ∞0 (r), that describes the long term probability of finding a tracer

at a position r irrespective of the cell counter, n. This is the asymptotic solution for

the first local moment. For an incompressible fluid it can be shown that µ∞0 is always a

constant [309]. Then the normalization condition readily yields:

µ∞0 =
1

A
, (8.46)

where A is the area of the unit cell as obtained in (8.8). The asymptotic flux associated

with this moment is then given by:

J∞
0 = uµ∞0 −D∇µ∞0 . (8.47)

The no-flux boundary condition at the top walls are identically satisfied due to the

boundary conditions on the velocity field. The mean velocity with which the tracer moves
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at long time is now given by:

u∗ =

∫

Ωc

J∞0 dζdη, (8.48)

where, Ωc is the domain of an unit cell. Since the mean transport is in the −ζ̂ direction the

mean solute velocity will also be in the same direction. So we seek a solution of the form,

u∗ = U∗ζ̂. An appropriate scale for this mean transport velocity will be, λ/D. Using this

we obtain:

D

λ
U∗ =

2ελ2c

A

∫ 1

0

∫ w

0

u0dηdζ, (8.49)

where u0 is the leading order solution for the axial velocity. Recalling the definition of

flowrate (8.31) and the unit cell area (8.8) we obtain

U∗ =
qPe

2
, (8.50)

where, Pe = cλ/D is the Péclet number that measures the relative strength of advection

over diffusion.

8.4.3 Dimensionless B-field equation and boundary conditions

In order to calculate the effective dispersivity one needs to solve for the so called

B-field equation. As mentioned previously, theB field can be interpreted as the dispersion

potential. Using the previously obtained asymptotic solution for the zeroth moment we

can write:

D

A
∇2B − J∞0 · ∇B =

u∗

A
. (8.51)

TheB-field as mentioned in section 8.2.2 satisfies the no-flux boundary condition, n̂·∇B =

0 at η = ±w. We also know that the field,B+ζ is periodic. This provides a jump condition:

B(ζ = 0, η)−B(ζ = λ, η) = −λζ̂. (8.52)

We are only interested in the axial dispersion of tracers. Since the mean transport

is in the axial direction, we define the following scalar field of interest, b = B · ζ̂. We
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scale the variable, b with the length scale, λ. Using the expression for the asymptotic flux,

dimensional scales from (8.28) and the dimensionless mean transport velocity from (8.50)

we obtain

∂2b

∂η2
= ε2

[
U∗ + Pe

(
u
∂b

∂ζ
+ v

∂b

∂η

)
− ∂2b

∂ζ2

]
. (8.53)

The boundary conditions once non-dimensionalized become:

∂b

∂η
= ε2w′(ζ)

∂b

∂ζ
; η = w(ζ), (8.54a)

∂b

∂η
= −ε2w′(ζ)

∂b

∂ζ
; η = −w(ζ), (8.54b)

JbK = −1. (8.54c)

For the most general B field, the effective dispersivity can be obtained by perform-

ing the following quadrature over a unit cell:

D =

∫

Ωc

µ∞0 (∇B)† · (∇B) dζdη. (8.55)

In the context of axial dispersion and under the long wavelength approximation, with the

use of symmetry the above expression for dispersivity can be simplified to

d∗ =

∫ 1

0

∫ w

0

[
1

ε2
∂2b

∂η2
+
∂2b

∂ζ2

]
dζdη, (8.56)

where d∗ is the dimensionless axial dispersivity defined as, d∗ = ζ̂ ·D · ζ̂. A value of d∗ = 1

implies that the effective dispersivity is same as the molecular diffusivity of the Brownian

tracers.

Leading-order dispersivity

In order to find the dispersivity we need to solve the dimensionless B field equation

(8.53). We notice that the small parameter arising in the differential equation is ε2. We

seek a regular perturbation expansion of b:

b ∼ b0 + ε2b1 + · · · (8.57)
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We note that the validity of this expansion is more subtle than the hydrodynamics. In

(8.53) due to non-dimensionalization all the terms are of O(1). However for large Péclet

number the advective terms will no longer be O(1) and the appropriate condition for the

validity of the perturbation expansion becomes, ε2Pe � 1 [309, 321]. Plugging in the

expansion in (8.53), we proceed to the solution of b for the first two orders.

Solution at O(0): At zeroth order we simply have

∂2b0
∂η2

= 0, and
∂b0
∂η

= 0; at η = ±w(ζ). (8.58)

The above set of equations imply, b0 = b0(ζ). To leading order, the b-field is independent

of the transverse direction. In order to solve for this leading order field, we move on to

the next order solution.

Solution at O(ε2): Upon collecting terms of O(ε2) from (8.53) the governing

equation for b1 is obtained as

∂2b1
∂η2

= U∗ + Peu0b
′
0(ζ)− b′′0(ζ), (8.59)

where, u0 is the zeroth order solution of the hydrodynamic problem. The boundary con-

dition at this order is given by:

∂b1
∂η

= w′(x)
∂b0
∂ζ

; η = w(ζ),

∂b1
∂η

= −w′(ζ)
∂b0
∂ζ

; η = −w(ζ).

We now integrate (8.59) with respect to η over the width of the channel. Using the

above mentioned boundary conditions, the definition of the flow rate, q from (8.31) and

recalling the expression for mean transport velocity, U∗ from (8.50) we obtain:

b′′0 +

(
w′

w
− Peq

2w

)
b′0 =

qPe

2
. (8.60)
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The leading order field must also satisfy the jump condition, Jb0K = −1. This can

be re-casted in the following form [309]:

Jb0K =

∫ 1

0

db0
dζ

dζ = 〈b0〉 = −1, (8.61)

where the angled brackets indicate axial average over an unit cell as before. We now

note that (8.60) is a linear differential equation that can be easily solved using integrating

factors (IF). For the present problem, the IF is given by:

α(ζ) = exp

[∫ (
w′

w
− Peq

2w

)
dζ

]
. (8.62)

With the use of the above integrating factor, (8.60) can be integrated once to obtain:

b′0(ζ) =
qPe

2α(ζ)

∫ ζ

0

α(ζ ′)dζ ′ +
K

α(ζ)
, (8.63)

where K is an integration constant that needs to be determined. We use the modified

jump condition on b0 to determine the integration constant. Solving for K we obtain:

b′0(ζ) =
qPe

2α(ζ)

∫ ζ

0

α(ζ ′)dζ ′ −
1 + qPe

2

∫ 1

0
dζ
α(ζ)

∫ ζ
0
α(ζ ′)dζ ′

α(ζ)
∫ 1

0
1

α(ζ)dζ
. (8.64)

One can go ahead and integrate the above expression one more time to obtain the b

field. However the solution is only determined up to an constant and in order to calculate

the effective dispersivity from (8.56), we are interested in the first derivative only. Once

the above quadratures are carried out, we use the relation in (8.56) to obtain:

d∗0 =

∫ 1

0

w(ζ)b′20 (ζ)dζ, (8.65)

where d∗0 denotes the leading order effective dispersivity obtained using the zeroth order

solution of the b field. As noted in [309] the numerical quadratures become difficult for

large values of the Pe number. However one can get around this difficulty by solving (8.60)

numerically using the Matlab tool chebfun [332].
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8.4.4 Asymptotics for large and small Péclet

We have provided analytical expressions for the b-field that can be used to compute

the dispersivity. As mentioned the numerical quadratures are difficult at high Pe number.

In order to have a better understanding of the physics we now provide asymptotic results

for the two limits of large and small Pe.

Small Péclet

In the limit of small Pe the solution to b0 is a regular perturbation problem. We

may formally seek an expansion of the form:

b0 = β(0) + Peβ(1) + · · · (8.66)

The leading order differential equation then simply becomes

β
′′(0) +

w′

w
β

′(0) = 0. (8.67)

This is an exact differential and can be integrated to obtain:

β
′(0) =

K

w
. (8.68)

The boundary condition, 〈β ′(0)〉 = −1 on the above quantity yields: K = −〈1/w〉−1.

If we now substitute this in the expression for effective dispersivity we obtain

d∗0 = 〈1/w〉−1

∫ 1

0

w

w2
dx = 1. (8.69)

So to the leading order the effective dispersivity is simply due to molecular diffusion. This

should not come as a surprise since in the limit of very weak flow shear does not play much

role in dispersion. In order to find the effect of flow on this we need to go to the O(Pe)

correction. After some simplifications this leads to the following differential equation:

(
wβ

′(1)
)′

=
q

2

(
w − 〈1/w〉−1

)
. (8.70)
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As the above equation being an exact derivative, it is straightforward to integrate it and

obtain

β
′(1) =

q

2w

(∫ ζ

0

wdζ ′ − ζ〈1/w〉−1

)
+K ′/w. (8.71)

The jump condition on O(Pe) correction is simply, 〈β ′(1)〉 = 0. Using this condition one

can solve for the integration constant, K ′, as:

K ′ = −〈1/w〉−1 q

2

[∫ 1

0

1

w

∫ ζ

0

wdζ ′dζ − 〈1/w〉−1

∫ 1

0

ζ

w
dζ

]
. (8.72)

One can carry out the above integrals numerically to obtain the solution. The dispersivity

can then be calculated and is given by:

d∗0 = 1 + Pe2
〈
w
(
β

′(1)
)2 〉

+O(Pe4) (8.73)

The above expression is a reminiscent of well-known Taylor dispersion, showing the Pe2

scaling in dispersivity.

Large Péclet

In this limit we first divide (8.60) to obtain a small parameter, δ = 1/Pe for our

problem. We obtain:

δb′′0 +

(
δ
w′

w
− q

2w

)
b′0 =

q

2
, where δ = 1/Pe. (8.74)

This at first look appears to be a boundary layer problem with a boundary layer of thickness

δ [333]. However the asymptotics are simplified by a regular perturbation expansion in the

small parameter, δ and the leading order solutions do satisfy all the boundary conditions.

So we seek an expansion of the form:

b0 ∼ β(0) + δβ(1) + δ2β(2)+ · · · (8.75)

At order zero the solution simply becomes:

β
′(0) = −w. (8.76)
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Since w is a periodic function of the form, w = 1 + f(ζ) where, f(ζ) is a periodic function,

it already satisfies the jump condition, 〈β ′(0)〉 = −1.

β
′′(0) +

w′

w
β

′(0) − q

2w
β

′(1) = 0. (8.77)

On using the zeroth order solution we find:

β
′(1) = −4

q
ww′. (8.78)

Finally using the first order solution we can obtain:

β′(2) =
8

q2

(
−2ww′2 − w2w′′

)
. (8.79)

It is easy to verify that by virtue of the periodic form of the width both the first and

second-order solution naturally satisfy the boundary conditions. The dispersivity is now

given by

d∗0 = 〈w3〉+O(δ2) + · · · (8.80)

At the next order we need to evaluate the following integral:

O(δ2) :

∫ 1

0

[(
β′(1)

)2

+ +2β′(2)β′(0)

]
dζ =

4

q2
〈w4w′′〉 (8.81)

In the above calculation we have used the expressions for first and second order solution

and also used integration by parts. The final expression for dispersivity is then given by

d∗0 = 〈w3〉+
4

q2Pe2 〈w4w′′〉+O(Pe−4). (8.82)

We should point out that the large Pe asymptotics are valid when, 1� Pe� ε−2.

8.4.5 Brownian simulations

In order to validate the theory we have carried out Brownian dynamics simula-

tions with large number of particles. The Langevin equations for the present problem in
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dimensionless form are given by:

dr

dt
= u(r) + fBr(t). (8.83)

where, fBr is the Brownian fluctuations that satisfy the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:

〈fi〉 = 0 (8.84)

〈fi(t)fj(t′)〉 = 2Dδijδ(t− t′), (8.85)

where D is the molecular diffusivity and δ(t− t′) is the Dirac’s delta function. In order to

numerically march forward in time we used an explicit Euler scheme of the form

r(n+1) = r(n) + Peu(r)∆t+
√

2∆tw(t), (8.86)

where w(t) is a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and unit variance. The no flux

condition on the walls were imposed through the method of specular reflection [334]. We

have carried out the simulations with, N = 105 particles and statistics at long time were

collected. All the particles started from an initial position of r = 0. The typical time

step for most of the simulations were, ∆t = 10−6. The first two moments of the particle

position are then given by:

m1(t) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

ζi (8.87)

m2(t) =
1

N

N∑

i=1

ζ2
i . (8.88)

Using these two moments the effective dispersivity can be calculated as follows:

d∗ =
1

2
lim
t→∞

d

dt

[
m2(t)−m2

1(t)
]
. (8.89)

A representative snapshot from Brownian simulation is shown below. We also show

the plot of mean square displacement with time and the linear fit through which effective

dispersivity was calculated.
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Figure 8.2: Snapshot of Brownian simulations for ε = 0.05, γ = 0.3 and Pe = 50.
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Figure 8.3: Mean squared displacement, σ2(t) as function of time and the linear fit from
which dispersivity. The parameters are identical to that of figure 8.2.

8.4.6 Results

We use (8.64) in conjunction with (8.65) to calculate effective dispersivity for a

range of Pe numbers and for several values of the geometric parameter, γ. For large Pe

number the numerical quadratures in (8.64) becomes challenging and we resorted to using

chebfun and solved (8.60) instead. The numerical solutions also validate the large Pe

asymptotics. The Borwnian simulations show excellent agreement with the theory and are

shown on the figure for a few representative cases.
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In order to understand the results, let us first consider the case, γ = 0, representing

a straight channel. We note that d∗ = 1 for all Pe in this case. This should not come

as a surprise since the motion of walls create only a plug flow in this limit that has no

variation in the transverse direction. A simple change of reference frame suggests this

is the case of a quiescent fluid and the diffusion is purely molecular. As γ is increased

the dispersivity at low Pe falls below unity. In the limit, Pe → 0 the process is purely

molecular and the decrease in effective diffusivity can be understood using Ficks-Jacobs

theory [319]. At a given axial position, ζ, let S(ζ) represent the entropy that measures

the number of available transverse configurations for a Brownian tracer. When γ > 0 the

narrow pores act as ‘entropic barriers’ since the number of available configurations are

reduced. The wide regions of the channel then act as ‘entropic traps’ where the Brownian

motion on average is ‘slower’ compared to a straight channel. As a combined effect, the

effective diffusivity is hindered for constricted wavy channels in this diffusive limit. With

decreasing pore opening (indicating increasing γ) the dispersivity decreases [322].
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Analytical solution
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Figure 8.4: Variation of effective dispersivity with Pe calculated quadratures and its com-
parisons with Brownian simulations and large Pe asymptotics.

The scenario starts becoming different as Pe becomes greater than O(1). The

advection process starts to dominate and higher constriction results in larger dispersivity.

The velocity at the pore openings is significantly higher due to continuity, and particles

are advected rapidly to the next cell after crossing this entropic barrier. Similarly, once the

particles escape the entropic traps due to diffusion they are pushed towards the barrier and

subsequently convected due to an increasing velocity field. The gradients in the velocity

field increase as the pore opening is reduced resulting in enhanced dispersivity at high Pe.

In this context we point out, γ = 1 is a singular limit that indicates completely closed

pores and trapped Brownian particles in an unit cell.
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8.5 Beyond small aspect ratio

8.5.1 Boundary integral for hydrodynamics

So far we have only considered the problem of dispersion using long wavelength

asymptotics. The applicability of these asymptotic results are only confined to geome-

tries having small aspect ratio. However many biological peristaltic pumping haappen

at channels with finite aspect ratio where one will need to go beyond the lubrication

approximation to solve for the fluid velocity. For different physiological flows inertia is

negligible [324]. [335] has estimated the Reynolds number in the ureter to be order unity

suggesting that the flow is completely dominated by viscous forces. With these applica-

tions in mind we generalize the hydrodynamics in the Stokes regime using a boundary

integral formulation as developed in [328]. We have discussed the boundary integral for-

mulation and fundamental solutions to the Stokes equation in Chapter 1. For consistency

we briefly review the key aspects here. The velocity of a point on the boundary of the

channel can be represented as follows: [40]:

uj(x) =
1

2πµ

∫
[Gij(x,x

′)fi(x
′)− Tijk(x,x′)ui(x′)nk] ds(x′), (8.90)

where, nk is the unit normal of the boundaries and fj = nkσkj is the traction on the

boundaries. The tensor Gij is the appropriate Green’s function for the problem and Tijk is

the stresslet associated with the Green’s functions. In the context of the present problem of

pure peristalsis, we first account for the periodicity in the ζ direction by using a periodic

form of two dimensional Stokeslet. We also note that the flow is symmetric about the

centerline and is bounded by another wall. Following [328, 336] the Green’s function

appropriate for this problem is GWP that satisfies all the above mentioned characteristics.

The above notation has been used to be consistent with [328]. The choice of an appropriate

Green’s function reduces the computation and allows us to perform the integrals over only
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one of the walls.

Through the no-slip and no-penetration boundary conditions we already know the

fluid velocities at the boundary. As shown in the (cartoon) we use N+1 collocation points

and N linear elements to approximate the top wall. In the absence of mean pressure

gradient there is no contribution from the vertical sides of the unit cell.

Figure 8.5: Collocation points for approximating the boundary.

The unknown tractions are constant along a linear element and the velocities are

assumed to vary linearly. Applying a discrete form of the boundary integral equations

(8.90) we obtain a linear system for the unknown tractions:

uj(xm) +

N∑

n=1

Bn
j (xm) =

N∑

n=1

Anij(xm)fni , (8.91)

where we have:

Anij =
1

2πµ

∫

ln

GWP
ij (xm,x

′)ds(x′), (8.92a)

Bn
j =

1

2πµ

∫

ln

TWP
ijk (xm,x

′)ui(x
′)nkds(x

′), (8.92b)

where ln are the linear elements used to approximate the boundary. The integrations

over each of the elements were performed using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule with 16

weighing points. The linear system resulting from the use of a discrete boundary integral

formulation results in a dense matrix that is solved using LU decomposition. For all the

results shown here we have used N = 256 collocation points on the boundary. Once the

tractions are calculated we can use the boundary integral equations to calculate velocity
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at any interior point in the domain. The boundary integral implementation was validated

against [328] and our asymptotic calculations for small aspect ratio. The streamlines for

studied geometries are shown later.

8.5.2 Finite volume method for dispersivity

We have discussed that how the boundary integral formulation can be used to

calculate flow fields in Stokes regime for arbitrary aspect ratio channels. In order to solve

for the effective dispersivity we need to find a solution to the B-field. For large aspect

ratio we cannot use asymptotics and we need to resort to numerical techniques for solving

equation (8.53). The so called b equation has been previously solved [268] using finite-

element techniques in the context of transport in spatially periodic porous media. In this

paper we solve the hyperbolic conservation law using finite volume method (FVM).

We can use symmetry and solve the B field only in half of the domain. Apart from

the no flux condition at the walls, symmetry requires bη(η = 0) = 0. Numerically it is

more convenient to make use of the transformation b∗ = b+ ζ where b∗ is now periodic in

the ζ direction. With the use of the transformation we can now rewrite (8.53) as:

− Pe

(
∂(ub∗)
∂ζ

+
∂(vb∗)
∂η

)
+

(
∂2b∗

∂ζ2
+
∂2b∗

∂η2

)
+

(
1

ε2
− 1

)
∂2b∗

∂η2
= U∗ − Peu. (8.93)

An additional source term −Peu arises in the problem due to the transformation of vari-

ables. The diffusion term was split to facilitate the formulation. Here, ε is the aspect

ratio and can take any values in principle. In order to solve the above equation we use a

coordinate transformation that maps the physical domain to a square where computations

are carried out. The computational co-ordinates are obtained as:

x̄ = ζ, (8.94a)

ȳ =
1

w(ζ)
η, (8.94b)
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Figure 8.6: Mapping between physical and computational domain.

where, w(ζ) is the width of the channel at a given location. The partial derivatives are

related through the Jacobian matrix and are given by:




∂
∂ζ

∂
∂η




=
1

w




w −w′ȳ

0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Γ




∂
∂x̄

∂
∂ȳ



, (8.95)

where the Jacobian of the transformation is J = w(ζ) and the 2× 2 matrix is denoted by

Γ. In order to proceed with FVM we integrate (8.93) over the square cells with sides ∆.

The coordinate transformation results in additional non-orthogonal terms that were dealt

using an implicit formulation [337].

The no-flux boundary condition on the top wall reads n̂ · ∇b = 0. Making use of

the transformed derivatives from (8.95) we obtain:

∂b∗

∂ȳ
= ε2

(
w(x̄)w′(x̄)

ε2w′(x̄)2 + 1

)(
∂b∗

∂x̄
− 1

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ(x̄)

at ȳ = 1. (8.96)

This boundary condition is treated using an iterative method which is discussed in the

subsequent section. The discretized form of equation results in a sparse linear system
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which needs to be solved with the following boundary conditions:

∂b∗

∂ȳ
= Φ(x̄), at, ȳ = 1, (8.97a)

∂b∗

∂ȳ
= 0, at, ȳ = 0, (8.97b)

b∗(x̄ = 0, ȳ) = b∗(x̄ = 1, ȳ), (8.97c)

where the last two conditions are attributed to symmetry and periodicity respectively. We

now point out that the quadrature for effective dispersivity is modified in the transformed

coordinates and also due to the use of b∗. We now have:

d∗ =
1

A

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

[
1

ε2w2

(
∂b∗

∂ȳ

)2

+

(
∂b∗

∂x̄
− ȳw

′

w

∂b∗

∂ȳ
− 1

)2
]
w dx̄dȳ, (8.98)

where A is the area of the unit cell and from periodicity it is simply given by, ε.

8.5.3 Numerical method and validation

The discretized equations from the FVM formulation results in a linear system of the

form, Ab∗ = f , where A is a sparse matrix with 9 nonzero diagonals. In order to evaluate

the advection terms the boundary integral equations were solved and pre-tabulated on a

grid. For points outside the tabulated grid a linear interpolation was carried out. This

saves computational cost in constructing the matrix A.

The boundary conditions of the problem results in a singular matrix. This should

not come as a surprise since we are only interested in the gradient of b∗. Solvability

criterion for these set of problems demand the so called Dirchlet compatibility of zero

mean of f . It is important to obtain regularized solution of the problem, since we are

interested in the gradient of the b∗ field. Heuristic pinning of the unknown at any point in

the domain often results in non-smooth solutions [338]. In this problem, following [310], we

impose the constraint of zero mean for b∗ through a Lagrange multiplier. This constraint
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does not affect the dispersion problem. The modified linear system reads as:



A e

eT 0







b∗

ω




=




f∗

0



, (8.99)

where, e = [1; 1 · · · ; 1] and ω is the Lagrange multiplier enforcing zero mean.

The no-flux boundary condition on the top wall is satisfied iteratively using the

method of ‘deferred correction’ introduced in [339]. This uses solutions from previous iter-

ations to calculate Φ(x̄) and update the source terms resulting from boundary conditions.

The steps involved in the solution are outlined below:

• Make an initial guess for Φ(x̄). This is chosen to be zero at the start of the problem.

• Construct the linear system and solve for x(n), where n is the iteration counter.

• Update Φ(x̄) and also the right hand side of the linear system that depends on

boundary terms.

• Obtain a new solution, x(n+1).

• Check to see whether tolerance is reached: |x(n+1) − x(n)| < tol. The tolerance for

the presented simulations was set to 10−9.

Typically the solutions took between 5 to 40 iterations to converge for a typical cell

number of, M = 200. In the diffusion dominated regime for channels with large aspect

ratio, the convergence is challenging. In order to facilitate it we employed the method of

under-relaxation where the relaxation parameter was chosen to be around 0.5.

The asymptotics on dispersivity is valid in the limit, ε2Pe� 1. As a result, in order

to validate our FVM method for finite or high Pe numbers we need channels with decreasing

aspect ratios. The co-ordinate transformation in the FVM method makes the computation
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challenging particularly for small aspect ratio channels and small pore opening. On the

other hand, as the aspect ratio is decreased, the boundary integral method also needs a

high number of quadrature points and that proves to be time consuming. We have thus

compared our FVM to the asymptotics in the diffusive limit in absence of any flow. In

this limit both the results match almost exactly (see table 8.1). We have also made a

comparison up to Pe ∼ O(5) (not presented) and the results were withing 5% of each

other. For the latter we used the lubrication solution for the velocity fields in order to

calculate the advection terms in our FVM.

Table 8.1: Comparison between effective diffusivity between FVM and asymptotics in
absence of flow (Pe = 0). The aspect ratio for the FVM simulation was chosen to be,
ε = 0.05.

Pore opening (γ) FVM Asymptotics

0.1 0.9950 0.9950

0.3 0.9539 0.9539

0.5 0.8661 0.8660

0.7 0.7140 0.7141

We have used Brownian dynamics simulations as outlined in section 8.4.5 to test

our FVM for finite aspect ratio channels. The velocity field computed using boundary

integrals was pre-tabulated. Linear interpolation was then used to carry out Brownian

dynamics simulations. The performed simulations show excellent agreement with FVM

(see table 8.2) over the tested regime.
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Table 8.2: Comparison of effective dispersivity, d∗, between Brenner’s theory and Brownian
dynamics for a channel with ε = 0.7 and γ = 0.2.

Péclet number (Pe) FVM Brownian dynamics

0 0.9431 0.9214

10 0.9803 0.9844

20 1.0119 1.0199

50 1.0970 1.1690

8.6 Results and Discussion

In this section we discuss some aspects of dispersion in finite aspect ratio channel

with the help on numerical techniques outlined in previous section. It is important to

point out that the streamlines presented in this sections are all in the moving reference

frame.

8.6.1 Pure diffusion

First we consider the diffusive limit in absence of any flow (Pe = 0). In this limit

our previous discussions in terms of entropic barriers and ideas from Ficks-Jacobs theory

hold. For a given pore opening controlled by the geometric parameter γ wider channels

have smaller diffusivity. For wide channels the entropic barrier is reduced for given width

modulation. However our results suggest that the slowing down of Brownian tracers in an

entropic trap of a wide channel dominates the effect of entropic barrier.
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Table 8.3: Effect of varying geometric parameters in the pure diffusive limit.

Pore opening (γ) Aspect ratio (ε) Effective diffusivity (d∗)

0.5 0.8720

0.4 0.7 0.8090

1 0.7329

0.2 0.9431

0.6 0.7 0.6400

0.8 0.4426

On the other hand, for a given aspect ratio, ε, decreasing pore opening by increasing

γ results in lower effective dispersivity. In this case both the effect of entropic trap and

barrier are amplified. This is consistent with our previous asymptotic results.
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Figure 8.7: Representative contour plot of b∗ field for ε = 0.7 and γ = 0.4 in the diffusive
limit. Only upper half of the channel is shown.
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8.6.2 Effect of re-circulation

As the aspect ratio ε is increased re-circulation bubbles starts to appear. Existence

of these bubbles is well known in shear flow over cavities [340]. These recirculation zones

make a significant contribution in the context of dispersion. [341] studied pressure driven

Stokes flow in slowly varying periodic pores using stream-functions. On retaining higher

order terms in the asymptotics it was possible to see im-mobile regions in flow due to re-

circulations. [310] used their solution to study the associated problem on dispersion. Even

though it is possible to observe re-circulation bubbles with asymptotic approximations

the solutions are still limited to long-wavelength approximation. The boundary integral

method allows us to get around this problem.
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Figure 8.8: Streamlines (on left) and contour lines of b∗ field for Pe = 20. The aspect ratio
of the channel, ε = 0.7 and width modulation parameter, γ = 0.4.

Recirculation bubbles can appear in two ways: increasing aspect ratio, ε at a given

pore opening, γ, or by decreasing pore opening at a given aspect ratio. Figure 8.10 shows

the variation of effective dispersivity for different values of pore opening. Representative

streamlines for this case is shown in figure 8.9. A similar behavior in dispersivity is observed

in figure 8.12 where the aspect ratio is increased at a given pore opening.
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Figure 8.9: Same conditions as in figure 8.8 except now the width modulation parameter,
γ = 0.6. This leads to recirculation bubbles in the flow.
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Figure 8.10: Variation of the effective dispersivity, d∗ with Pe number for ε = 0.7 with
different pore openings. Recirculation bubbles exist only for γ = 0.6.
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Figure 8.11: Appearance of re-circulation bubbles for different aspect ratio at a fixed pore
opening of, γ = 0.5.

We have previously discussed the diffusion dominated low Pe behavior. The disper-

sivity curves changes its slope between Pe = 1 to Pe = 10. This change is an indication of

shear dominated effects over molecular diffusivity. It is also noticable from figure 8.11 that

the appearance of recirculation regions lead to increase in dispersivity. This may come

as a surprise initially because recirculation is like a ‘hydrodynamic trap’. However one

can appreciate the increase in dispersivity from a Lagrangian point of view. The effect

of dispersion as shown in figure 8.1 is to smear out the distribution of particle clouds.

Recirculation increases the residence time of particles in an unit cell through trapping.

However, as a result of this trapping the Lagrangian particle cloud is significantly widened

within a cell and cross-streamline migration due to diffusion becomes easily accessible.

Hence the asymptotic dispersivity is increased even though it takes more time to

reach the limit due to longer residence time [310]. The behavior of effective dispersivity

with Pe are similar to that observed by [269] where they studied dispersion problem related

to reactive solute in porous media. Similar trends in dispersivity have also been observed

by [268, 342] and [343] in the context of dispersion in porous media. For very high Pe

numbers the asymptote of dispersivity tends towards the classical Taylor dispersion limit
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of Pe2.
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Figure 8.12: Variation of the effective dispersivity, d∗ with Pe number for γ = 0.5 with
different aspect ratios. Streamlines for each of the cases are shown in figure 8.11.

8.7 Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have presented an analytical calculation of effective dispersivity

for long wavelength peristaltic pumping using Brenner’s [272] theory. We have further

extended the asymptotics for finite aspect ratio channels in the limit of Stokes flow using

the boundary integral method and finite volume techniques. Our results were also vali-

dated against Brownian dynamics simulations. [299] theory of dispersion using moments

is only applicable for unidirectional flows. The variation of channel width causes the flow

field to loose uni-directionality the effect of which can only be captured through general-

ized dispersion theory. In particular we have seen that in the diffusion dominated regime

(low Pe), the small pores act like entropy barrier and the expanding region of the chan-

nel acts as entropic trap that reduces the effective diffusivity. However at large Pe this
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effect is reversed. Channels with finite aspect ratio also create recirculation bubbles that

are not captured by lubrication approximations in long wavelength channels. We have

seen that these eddies significantly impact the effective dispersivity. In particular these

‘hydrodynamic traps’ enhance the effective dispersivity.

It is interesting to note that there is a simple connection between peristaltic flow and

‘Taylor’s swimming sheet’ [237]. Taylor’s swimming sheet attains a non-zero swimming

speed using traveling waves on its surface in contrast to peristalsis where the walls are

not allowed to drift. This similarity is well known in the literature [344, 345]. Recently

there has been a considerable interest in the study of effective diffusivity, drift and related

ideas in bacterial suspensions [346,347]. In a similar spirit it may be interesting to look at

dispersion by ciliated organisms near a wall. The present analysis can be modified slightly

to study dispersion by a swimming sheet in vicinity of a wall for which the hydrodynamics

is solved by [348]. We have carried out the leading-order asymptotics for this problem and

the results are very similar to those presented in this paper. The problem can be entitled

in good humor as ‘Taylor dispersion by Taylor’s swimming sheet’ !

This Chapter is largely based on a manuscript under preparation authored by Brato

Chakrabarti, and David Saintillan. The dissertation author was the primary contributer

for this work.
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Chapter 9

Concluding remarks and future

direction

9.1 Conclusion

In the body of work presented in this thesis we have considered a variety of problems

related to the dynamics of passive and active filaments or polymers in viscous flow. The

key theme of most of the problems has been performing detailed numerical simulations and

comparing them quantitatively with available experiments performed in collaboration. Our

simulations have been complemented with analytical solutions, asymptotic calculations,

scaling theories and simplified dynamical models that underline the physical underpinnings

of most of the observations.

In Chapter 2, we discussed various aspects of elasticity and hydrodynamics of slen-

der structures. Our discussions also provide a number of useful results on appropriate

boundary conditions that are often interpreted incorrectly [84] in the literature. We also

discuss a few unresolved issues related to dynamics of fluctuations and mechanical prop-

erties of semiflexible polymers in flows that constitute part of a ongoing work.
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Building on the tools and physics discussed in Chapter 2 we studied morphologies

of actin filaments in simple shear flow in Chapter 3. The recurring theme of this study

was to point out how competition between viscous loading, bending forces and line tension

leads to various buckling instabilities that lead to non-trivial filament morphologies. While

Brownian fluctuations induce shape perturbations that are essential for all the instabilities,

we found that the threshold and mechanism of morphological transitions are unaltered by

the presence of thermal fluctuations which only acts to smooth out sharp bifurcations. Our

discussion on rheology in the dilute limit is an ongoing work where we have highlighted that

contrary to the intuition for 2D non-Brownian filaments where buckling instabilities lead

to a clear signature in rheology, semiflexible polymers do not alter the stress significantly

due to its rotation in 3D and due to the presence of thermal fluctuations.

In Chapter 4 we highlighted another morphological transition of actin filaments in

a canonical compressional flow. We discussed how interaction and coupling of unstable

modes lead to a spontaneous symmetry breaking that makes way for 3D chiral structures.

Our simulations, backed with experiments, theory and scaling arguments, suffice to explain

a number of observations reported previously in the literature.

Chapter 5 and 6 focus on dynamics of active filaments that are driven by internal

moments generated by molecular motors. These filaments serve as a model of spontaneous

oscillations observed in eucaryotic cilia and flagella that are hairlike cellular appendages.

Using a bottom-up modeling approach that accounts for all the necessary structural details

and stochastic kinetics of molecular motors, we were able to observe a variety of beating

patterns that mimic the waveforms of cilia, Chlamydomonas and sperm flagella. In Chapter

6 we discussed how our model can be used to study the role of hydrodynamics in flagellar

synchronization, a long-standing problem that holds the key to fundamental questions

related to multicellularity. Our computations revealed that both in-phase and anti-phase
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synchrony can emerge for asymmetric beats while symmetric wave-forms go in-phase, and

elucidate the mechanism for phase slips due to biochemical noise. Model predictions

agreed with recent experiments and illuminated the crucial roles of hydrodynamics and

mechano-chemical feedback in synchronization.

Chapter 7 and 8 focused on two problems in the spirit of so called macrotransport

theory [271]. Chapter 7 discusses transport of a semiflexible filament in a 2D structured,

periodic lattice that serves as an idealization of a porous media. We highlighted how the

finite size of the polymer and its interaction with the pillars lead to non-trivial dynamics

and transport properties. We further illustrated how an understanding of such behavior

can be leveraged to design chromatographic separation device for different sizes of poly-

mers. Chapter 8 discusses transport of Brownian tracers in a 1D lattice with application to

peristaltic pumping. Our results show how channel-width modulation can create entropic

barriers and trapping that lead to interesting dispersion relations.

9.2 Ongoing work and future directions

A number of avenues and problems have opened up that can be approached based

on our work so far. We discuss a few major directions along with a few comments related

to ongoing work.

• Rheology of suspension: In Chapter 3 we discussed how morphologies of actin fil-

aments affect the rheological properties of dilute suspensions. Simulations in the

dilute limit are easy to perform and the deformations can be mapped back to stress

signatures. However it remains a challenge in experiments to observe any interesting

rheological properties for a dilute suspension [3], and one only observes signatures

like shear-thinning or normal stress differences in semi-dilute suspensions [128]. The
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rheology of semi-dilute suspension of semiflexible polymers has been largely over-

looked and remains an open problem both in terms of theory and simulations [129].

Efficient computation of long-range hydrodynamic interactions in the overlap regime

remain a challenge that needs to be tackled in any such modeling problems. While

semi-dilute suspensions exhibit shear thinning, dense suspension of flexible filaments

in shear flow can form knots and entanglements that lead to shear thickening or

gelation [349]. In such dense suspensions hydrodynamic interactions are screened

and non-local frictional contact becomes relevant. Modeling of such problems is an

exciting avenue and is relevant to understand viscoelastic properties of the cytoskele-

ton [350].

• Problems on hydrodynamic synchronization: In Chapter 6 we considered the simplest

elasto-hydrodynamic problem: the pair interaction. There are a number of problems

related to hydrodynamics and synchronization that are yet to be answered. Perhaps

the most obvious extension is to study dynamics of swimming organisms. Instead of

a clamped filament, if we have an actual sperm-head or Chlamydomonas cell body

attached to the beating filament the organism will swim. In this case the system will

be force-free and that dominant hydrodynamics is given by a dipolar field that decays

as 1/r2. The mechanism of phase synchronization in swimming organisms can be

very different from that illustrated in Chapter 6. For example, swimming sperm cells

can adjust flagellar phase by moving past each other [267,351], and Chlamydomonas

flagella can be phase locked due to the rocking motion of cell body independent of

pair interactions [261,263].

Another important problem that remains to be investigated is the interaction of

spontaneously beating filaments in large-scale ciliary arrays. Preliminary numerical

investigations suggest that one may expect to observe spontaneous symmetry break-
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ing and emergence of metachronal waves [210,252], unidirectional pumping [195,209]

and related collective behavior. The fundamental challenge is to compute efficiently

large scale hydrodynamic interactions that typically scale as O(N2) [93]. An alter-

native but attractive approach is to incorporate models of spontaneous oscillations

in continuum frameworks such as in [352] that allows one to probe oscillations in

dense bed of fibers appropriate to biology efficiently.

• Filaments in complex fluids: In all the problems considered here the filaments or

polymers are suspended in a Newtonian fluid that allows us to exploit tools such

as SBT. However much of biological fluid-structure-interaction problems hinge upon

dynamics of flexible objects in complex fluids that exhibit non-Newtonian behaviors

such as viscoelasticity. Only recently there have been theoretical attempts to study

the transport of fibers in complex cellular flows [353] or understand undulatory swim-

ming in viscoelastic fluids [354]. The fundamental theoretical difficulty in all such

problems is the necessity of evolving bulk elastic stresses via transport nonlinearities.

It remains to be probed how active filament models developed in this thesis behave

in complex fluids, a problem relevant for various swimming micro-organisms [205].
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Appendix A

Measurement of bend radius

The theoretical model discussed in 3.3.2 approximates the J shape by a straight

segment and a semi-circular arc. In this idealized configuration, the curvature is zero along

the straight segment and then constant at 1/R over a length of δs = πR. In experiments

and simulations, however, the curvature varies smoothly and must reach zero at s = L

due to the boundary conditions. A typical curvature profile from a simulation is shown in

Figure A.1. An alternative measure of the radius can also be obtained from the plateau of

the bending energy during a snaking turn as seen in Figure 3.2(c) of Chapter 3. Since the

majority of the energetic contribution comes from the sharp fold, we can get an estimate

of the radius as

R =
δs
π
≈ Bπ

2〈E〉 , (A.1)

where 〈E〉 is the average bending energy over the plateau. This measure is also plotted

against the theoretical predictions in Figure 3.9(b) and follows similar trends.
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Figure A.1: Variation of curvature κ along the filament centerline for a typical J shape
chosen from a simulation. The length marked as δs provides an estimate for the arclength
of the bent portion.

In previous work, Harasim et al. [30] provided an expression for the bend radius

that was independent of the length of the filament. For the parameter space explored in

their study, they estimated R ≈ 1µm. Our results partially agree with their finding in the

limit of long filaments and strong shear.
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Appendix B

Diatom chains and regularized

Stokeslets

In this appendix we provide the details of the non-Brownian simulations performed

at University of Tulane for helical buckling problem discussed in Chapter 4. We first

discuss the structure of the so called ‘diatom chains’ that were used to model the non-

Brownian filaments and then we outline the method of regularized Stokeslet used for the

hydrodynamics.

B.1 Fiber model as a network of springs

In the non-Brownian simulations the filaments are represented as networks of

Hookean springs of stiffness k that provide structural rigidity and bending resistance.

The springs connect all possible pairs of vertices of a hexagonal cross section and addi-

tionally link neighboring cross-sections as shown in Figure B.1. For an initially straight

fiber, the rest length of the spring connecting nodes i and j is set to ∆ij.
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We non-dimensionalize the governing equations by scaling spatial variables with L, time by the characteristic

relaxation time 8⇡µL4/B, the external flow by L✏̇, deterministic forces by the bending force scale B/L2 and Brownian

fluctuations by
p

L/`pB/L2 [4]. The dimensionless equations are given as follows:

xt = µ̄u1(x(s, t)) � ⇤[f ](s), (8)

f = xssss � (�(s)xs)s +
q

L/`p ⇣, (9)

⇣ =

r
2

�s�t
⇤�1/2 · w, (10)

where two dimensionless groups govern the dynamics: the elastoviscous number µ̄ = 8⇡µ✏̇L4/(Bc) is the ratio of the

characteristic flow time scale to the time scale for elastic relaxation of a bending mode, while L/`p compares the

filament contour length to its persistence length and measures the magnitude of thermal fluctuations. In Eq. (10) for

the evaluation of the Brownian fluctuations, �s and �t denote the dimensionless spatial and temporal discretizations,

respectively, and w is a Gaussian random vector with zero mean and unit variance. Eqs. (8)–(9) are numerically

integrated in time using an implicit-explicit time-stepping method that treats the sti↵ linear terms coming from

bending elasticity implicitly and non-linear terms explicitly [3]. At every time step, the unknown tensions are obtained

by solution of an auxillary tridiagonal linear system that can be derived from the inextensibility condition: xts ·xs = 0.

Further details of the numerical method can be found in [1, 3]. All simulations presented here were carried out

with N = 128–256 points along the filament arclength. Typical time steps for the simulations were of the order of

�t ⇠ 10�12 � 10�13.

B. Non-Brownian simulations

1. Fiber model as a network of springs

The non-Brownian simulations are based on a complementary method for the description of the filaments, which

are represented as networks of Hookean springs of sti↵ness k that provide structural rigidity and bending resistance.

The springs connect all pairs of vertices of a hexagonal cross section and additionally link neighboring cross-sections

as shown in Figure 1. For an initially straight fiber, the rest length of the spring connecting nodes i and j is set to

�ij . The elastic energy resulting from the network of springs is given by:

E =
1

2

X

i,j2springs

k

✓
`ij

�ij
� 1

◆2

�ij , (11)

where `ij is the instantaneous length of the spring. We can estimate the bending rigidity B, of a filament by bending

it to a known curvature  and equating this elastic energy to the bending energy EB = B2L/2, thus providing

B =
2E

2L
. (12)

(a) (b)

FIG. 1: Schematic of a non-Brownian filament comprised of network of Hookean springs as viewed from the side (a)

and from the end (b).
Figure B.1: Schematic of a non-Brownian filament comprised of network of Hookean
springs as viewed from the side (a) and from the end (b).

The elastic energy resulting from the network of springs is given by:

E =
1

2

∑

i,j∈springs

k

(
`ij
∆ij
− 1

)2

∆ij , (B.1)

where `ij is the instantaneous length of the spring. We can estimate the bending rigidity

B, of a filament by bending it to a known curvature κ and equating this elastic energy to

the bending energy EB = Bκ2L/2, thus providing

B =
2E

κ2L
. (B.2)

We have repeated the above procedure for a number of curvature values to estimate the

bending rigidity [117,355] and use this computed value of B to estimate the elastoviscous

number µ̄ in the non-Brownian simulations.

B.2 Method of regularized Stokeslets

As discussed in Chapter 4, the experiments were performed in rectangular hyper-

bolic channels, while Brownian simulations were carried out in a two-dimensional flow

field in absence of any walls. In an attempt to highlight the robustness of helical buckling,

we perform non-Brownian simulations in an axisymmetric channel with a circular cross-

section. In order to mimic the extensional and compressional flow of the experiment, the
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dimensionless radius ρ(z) of the channel varies along the axis as follows:

ρ(z) =





0.5 for |z| ≥ 2.5,

0.286z3 + 1.63z2 + 2.78z + 1.74 for − 2.5 < z ≤ −1.5,

0.2375 (z + 2.27)−1/2 for − 1.5 < z ≤ 0,

0.2375 (2.27− z)−1/2 for 0 < z ≤ 1.5,

−0.286z3 + 1.63z2 − 2.78z + 1.74 for 1.5 < z ≤ 2.5.

(B.3)

As we demonstrate below, this shape yields in nearly constant extensional rate along the

centerline in the central part of the channel.

We represent the fluid velocity induced by the spring forces on the fiber using the

method of regularized Stokeslets as discussed in detail in [356, 357]. By exploiting the

linearity of the Stokes equations, we solve for the tractions on the boundary and compute

the background flow inside the channel using the same method. For an axisymmetric

channel, the fluid velocity is expressed linearly in terms of the tractions on the channel

wall:

u(x) =

∫ L

0

∫ 2π

0

SδF(ρ(z) cos(θ), ρ(z) sin(θ), z) ρ(z) dθ dz , (B.4)

where Sδ is the regularized Stokeslet kernel with regularization parameter δ. F = f rnk +

f ze3 are the wall tractions, where nk = (cos(θ), sin(θ), 0). The integral in the azimuthal

direction can be evaluated exactly to obtain a formula for the radial and axial velocities:

u(x) =


U

r(x)

U z(x)


 =

∫ L

0


f

rAr(z) + f zAz(z)

f rBr(z) + f zBz(z)


 dz =

∫ L

0

RδFdz, (B.5)

where Ar, Az, Br, and Bz are comprised of complete elliptic integrals, and we approximate

Eq. (B.5) using quadrature (see [358] for more details). By using this methodology, we

are able to discretize the boundary of the tube as a curve of NT points from z = 0 to
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z = L and Nin points discretizing the inlet of the tube from r = 0 to ρ(0), which yields a

significantly reduced total system size of 2(NT +Nin)× 2(NT +Nin).

We then follow the update procedure in [359], and compute the flow induced from

the no-slip boundary conditions on the tube and the elastic dynamics of the fiber by the

following procedure:

1. Compute the forces required for the background flow induced by the shape of the

tube by solving the linear system

utarget(xi) =

NT+Nin∑

j=1

Rfjhtube,

where utarget = 0 on the tube surface and matches the parabolic flow uinflow(r) =

Umax

(
1− r2

ρ(0)2

)
e3 at the inlet, where r is the radial coordinate with respect to the

tube axis and Umax is the speed at the center of the tube. We note that this is

a dense linear system of size 2(NT + Nin) × 2(NT + Nin) that need only be solved

a single time. Once we have solved for the forces, Eq. (B.5) is used evaluate the

background flow at any required point.

2. Compute the velocity on all of the fiber nodes resulting from the spring forces using

the method of regularized Stokeslets and add the background velocity generated by

the boundary forces.

3. Update the position of the fiber by taking a forward Euler time step.

The described method produces a dimensionless strain rate of |ε̇| = 4.6 and the

velocity and strain rate profiles along the centerline are shown in Fig. B.2.
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Figure B.2: Top: the axisymmetric tube profile. Middle: the simulated axial velocity
along the centerline of the tube using the shape defined in Eq. (B.3). Bottom: strain rate ε̇
along the centerline, which is the z derivative of the velocity and is approximately constant
as desired.

B.3 Simulation parameters and computed values

We use non-dimensional parameters in the simulations and convert to physical

units using the following characteristic scales for length, time, and force: Lscale = 800µm,

Tscale = 7.149 s, and Fscale = 3.482× 10−10 N. These scales where chosen to match experi-

mental values approximately. In particular, we normalize the diameter of the experimental

channel inlet (800µm) to 1, normalize the experimental inlet velocity (111.9µm/s) to be

1, and normalize the experimental viscosity (3.89× 10−3 N s/m2) to 1.

Parameter values used in these non-Brownian simulations are summarized in Table

B.1.
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Table B.1: Simulation parameters and computed values from non-Brownian simulations.

Parameter Simulation Values Dimensional Values

Number of points on tube profile, NT 2000 2000

Number of points on tube inlet, Nin 400 400

Tube grid spacing, htube 0.005 4 µm

Tube regularization parameter, δtube 0.013 10.4 µm

Inlet speed, Umax 1 111.9 µm/s

Shear rate, ε̇ 4.64 0.65 s−1

Viscosity, µ 1 3.89× 10−3 N s/m2

Filament radius, r 1.25× 10−4 0.1 µm

Filament length, L 0.0134 – 0.143 10.7 – 114 µm

Filament discretization size, h 1.25× 10−4 0.1 µm

Filament regularization parameter, δ 2.88× 10−4 0.23 µm

Number of filament nodes, N 738 – 5550 738 – 5550

Spring constant, k 0.004 1.40× 10−12 N

Elastoviscous number, µ̄ 103 – 107 103 – 107

Bending rigidity, B 2.96× 10−10 6.60× 10−26 N m2

Time step, ∆t 1× 10−5 7.15× 10−5 s
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Appendix C

Adjoint operator of the linearized

SBT

The linear operator associated with the linear stability problem defined by local

slender body theory (SBT) is given by:

L = f(s)∂ss + µ̄s∂s − ∂ssss, s ∈ [−1/2, 1/2], (C.1)

where f(s) = µ̄(s2 − 1/4)/4, is the line tension associated with the base state of the

filament. For force-free boundary conditions the line tension f(s) vanishes at s = ±1/2.

Eigenfunctions for this operator will satisfy the boundary condition vss = vsss at s = ±1/2.

This linear operator is non-adjoint and as a result the eigenfunctions are not orthogonal

to each other. Let us denote the adjoint operator as L† and the associated eigenfunctions

as u† for which we do not know the appropriate boundary conditions. From the definition

of an adjoint operator with unit weighing function we have:

〈u†,Lv〉 = 〈L†u†, v〉. (C.2)

We now attempt to derive the functional form of the adjoint operator and the boundary

conditions on u†. To this end we start from the left-hand side of the above equation that
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given by

〈u†,Lv〉 =

∫ 1/2

−1/2

[
u†f(s)∂ssv + u†µ̄s∂sv − u†∂ssssv

]
ds. (C.3)

We now apply successive integration by parts to the above expression and have:

〈u†,Lv〉 = −
∫

d

ds
(u†f)∂svds+ µ̄u†sv

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+

∫
u†svsssds,

= − d

ds
(u†f)v

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+ µ̄u†sv

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+

∫
d2

ds2
(u†f)vds−

∫
u†ssvssds,

= − d

ds
(u†f)v

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+ µ̄u†sv

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

− u†ssvs
∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+

∫
d2

ds2
(u†f)vds+

∫
u†sssvsds.

〈u†,Lv〉 = − d

ds
(u†f)v

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+ µ̄u†sv

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

− u†ssvs
∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+ u†sssv

∣∣∣∣∣

1/2

−1/2

+

∫
d2

ds2
(u†f)vds

−
∫
u†ssssvds.

(C.4)

While leading to the above equations we have used the boundary conditions on f and

v. The boundary terms in the above expression will help us determine the boundary

conditions on u†. Demanding that the boundary terms vanish, we find

u†ss = 0, at s = ±1/2, (C.5)

u†sss − µ̄
u†

4
= 0, at s = −1/2, (C.6)

u†sss + µ̄
u†

4
= 0, at s = 1/2. (C.7)

(C.8)

Finally from equation C.4 we can read off the adjoint operator as:

L† =
µ̄

4

(
s2 − 1

4

)
∂2

∂s2
+ µ̄s

∂

∂s
+
µ̄

2
− ∂4

∂s4
. (C.9)
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Appendix D

Algorithm for filament contact

In Chapter 7 we studied the transport of polymers in structured porous media.

Central to the problem was the interaction or contact of the filament with the pillar. Here

we outline the algorithm that allows for tangential motion past the obstacles and prevents

penetration. The local SBT equation can be re-arranged as follows:

∂x

∂t
+ Λ · xssss = µ̄u∞ − Λ ·

(
−(σxs)s +

√
Lf/`pξ

)
= F . (D.1)

After the above re-arrangement F now contains all the terms due to the background flow

and non-linear terms from elastic forces. For any given point on the filament x(s) we first

identify the cell center xc = (xc, yc), in which it is located. Let d denote the Euclidean

distance between x(s) and the cell center. Following [290] we define a unit vector p̂ as:

p̂ =
x(s)− xc

d
. (D.2)

For a pillar of diameter a, if d − a < ε, where ε is a cut-off distance we project the the

force F parallel and perpendicular to p̂ to define:

Fn = p̂ · F , (D.3)

Ft = (I− p̂p̂) · F . (D.4)
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The subscript n and t in the above expression stands for normal and tangential. After the

projection we keep Ft the same and alter the component Fn as follows [290]:

Fn = min

[
Fn,

(
1−

(
ε

d− a

)m)
Fn

]
, (D.5)

where m = 4. The above definition is such that if the fluid and tension forces try to

separate the filament from each other the force component is unaltered. However if the

fluid and tension forces are pushing the filament to an overlapped or penetrating state the

sign of this force is reversed. Since the tangential component is unchanged, this treatment

allows the filament to glide or wrap around the obstacles without significant numerical

difficulties. In the event of contacts we have adaptively reduced the time-step to ensure

numerical stability. For all the simulations we had ε = 5Lf × 10−3.

Figure D.1: Schematic of a polymer close to contact with a pillar and the relevant
quantities.
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